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PREFACE

FRENCH Portrait Engraving has not been entirely

neglected in books dealing with the general field of

engraving, but it has always been treated rather sum-

marily, and generally from a very limited point of view.

The whole subject, in fact, has never been covered. The
great engravers of the XVI Ith century—Mellan and Morin,

Nanteuil, Masson and Edelinck—have been fairly well

recognized (though it yet remains to do full justice to

Nanteuil),—but the XVI I Ith century has been largely

ignored, and almost entirely misunderstood. Commonly, it

has been looked at through XVI Ith century eyes, and re-

garded only as a gradual decline from XVI Ith century

standards. The style of the Drevets has been regarded only

as an excessive elaboration of the classic XVI Ith century

manner—as the starting-point of a decadence which gradu-

ally brought the whole school into decline;— while the

less pretentious portrait engravings of the Louis XVI period

have generally been ignored as rather trivial, or hastily dis-

missed as being merely delicate technical achievements.

Actually, there was no decadence and no decline. The
XVI I Ith century portrait engravers continued the XVI Ith

century traditions, and maintained its high standard of

technical skill. Their work was never lacking in vitality,
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viii PREFACE

and was constantly stimulated by the new artistic impulses

of the XVIIIth century; indeed one of its most interesting

qualities lies in its sensitive reflection ot the successive

changes of style and taste. The school of the Drevets was

in fact a revival, in which engraving responded to a new

impulse in portrait painting; and it continued in healthy

activity as long as that impulse was alive. The best en-

gravers of this period, too, show to a remarkable degree

the instinct for decoration which was the most remarkable

trait of Louis XV art. The Louis XVI portraits, in turn,

—

simple and unpretentious as they may be, are often even

more artistic and generally rather more original than the

more ambitious plates of the preceding period.

It is only in scattered articles or in special works devoted

to particular engravers—essays, biographies, and catalogues

—that justice has been done to the Louis XV and Louis XVI
portrait engravers, though their merits have now long been

appreciated in France,—ever since the de Goncourts brought

them forward in the remarkable series of essays later col-

lected and published under the title of "L'art du XVI IP
siecle." But these scattered works have done little to bring

out the relations between different engravers, or the de-

velopment of the school as a whole. The only previous

treatment of portrait engraving by itself is the very sum-

mary and superficial monograph of M. George Duplessis,

published over a generation ago. Among foreign writers.

Lady Dilke perhaps has shown the fullest appreciation of

XVIIIth century engraving—in her ''French Engravers

and Draughtsmen of the XVIIIth Century," but the nature

of her task compelled her to treat portrait engraving only

incidentally to a larger subject. It is hoped that the present
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work may be useful in making clearer the unity of the

whole school, and in showing its gradual development. It

is with this in view, particularly, that so much attention has

been paid to the technique of different engravers. With burin

engraving even more than most arts it is necessary to analyse

the technical processes in order to understand the distinctive

character of each man's work. This is particularly the case

for a school of engraving—like the French—chiefly devoted

to reproductive work, which gives less opportunity to more

natural and spontaneous methods, and tends to impose upon

the engraver rather elaborate and artificial conventions of

lines. In France these technical traditions were very strong,

and were of particular interest and importance; they were so

carefully thought out, so perfected, so intelligently adapted

to their task, that they became principles rather than mere

traditional conventio;is. It was this intellectual character of

the technique, more than anything else, which gave the

French school such remarkable unity and enabled it to con-

tinue without interruption for nearly two centuries.

Lest it may seem arbitrary and rather incomplete to have

taken up portraits alone, it may be pointed out that in

France particularly portraiture was a fairly distinct art.

The chief portrait painters were portrait painters pure and

simple,—while in engraving the distinction is even more

marked (even if many engravers did do both portraits and

figure-subjects). Portrait engraving had its own standards

and its own traditions, and these were followed remarkably

closely by practically every engraver throughout the whole

period. And lest it may seem arbitrary, again, to have taken

up only these two centuries, it may be pointed out that they

include the whole subject. The French School had no in-
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dependent existence before 1625, and it was brought to an

end by the Revolution ; since then the portraits engraved in

France have either been academic imitations of the old work,

or else in a wholly different manner.

So many portraits were produced during this period, and

so many unimportant engravers turned occasionally to por-

traiture (particularly during the XVII Ith century) that for

the convenience of collectors and students there has been

added a list of all portrait engravers of these two centuries

of whom any trace has been found. It has been compiled

from previous lists, with the addition of many unlisted sig-

natures found upon the prints themselves, and is believed to

be the most nearly complete of any list yet published.

The thanks of the author are due to Miss L. H. Dudley,

of the Fogg Museum of Art of Harvard University; to Mr.

A. M. Hind, of the Department of Prints and Drawings

at the British Museum; to Mr. Francis Bullard; and above

all to Professor Charles H. Moore, for his former guidance

and for his repeated assistance and counsel.

Paris,

September 5, 1910,
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FRENCH PORTRAIT ENGRAVING

CHAPTER I

GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
FRENCH SCHOOL

THE French School of portrait engraving began about

1625, and continued without a break down to the

Revolution. Except for the English School of mezzo-

tint, no other school of engraving can approach this life-

time of nearly two centuries. Nearly always other schools

have been grouped around the work of a single engraver

or painter, and have rarely outlasted a single generation.

During nearly the whole of this period, too, from 1655 on,

the French School was by far the most important in Europe;

all portrait engraving in line was under its influence, and

the best foreign engravers came to France to learn their

craft. The English mezzotints were popular on the con-

tinent, but mezzotint never took deep root there; and beside

the English masters the best mezzotinters in France or

Germany were of trivial importance.

The French School was an outgrowth, in a way, of the

Northern Schools. Nearly all of the technical elements of

which it was composed were taken in the beginning from

the work of various Dutch and Flemish engravers. It has

the thorough craftsmanship of Goltzius and Wierix and the

primitive engravers; it was stimulated by the work of

Pontius and Vorsterman to larger and freer methods and to

B
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a wider" ambition; and it took various hints from the work

of Delff and Suyderholf. But all these elements were fused

almost suddenly (by 1655) into a distinctly French style.

From that time on it was not influenced by any foreign

style of engraving, and the features it had originally taken

were not only so thoroughly assimilated, but developed so

much further, applied with so much more science, so much
more effectively than before, that they became distinctive

traits of the French School. What M. George Lafenestre

has declared a general trait of the "genie franyais dans

les beaux-arts " is particularly applicable to French en-

graving:

''Toujours prete a recevoir les idees etrangeres qui lui

arrivent par les voies de mer ou deterre, n'est-elle pas prompte

aussi a les approprier, a les eclaircir, a les purifier et, lorsque

cette elaboration interieure est achevee, ne deploie-t-elle pas

d'ordinaire une activite puissante et feconde a les pousser

tout a coup au dehors, a les r^pandre, a les faire courir a

travers les veines du monde entier?"

The French School not only created a style of its own,

but so devoted itself to portraits as a speciality that it

finally brought forward portrait engraving to a point beside

which all previous schools—even that of Pontius and

Vorsterman—seem either primitive, or imperfect and in-

complete.

Once formed this style showed for a century and a half a

remarkable continuity of technical tradition. Until the

Revolution, indeed, it changed only as much as was neces-

^sary to adapt itself to the changes in the style of portrait

painting. It always remained the model—the foundation

—

upon which all variations are based, and even at the end of

the XVnith century there are plates ofwhich the technique
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is astonishingly close to that of a hundred and fifty years

before. It survived with but little change even the introduc-

tion of etching beside the graver work early in the XVIIIth
century.

This vitality of the technique was due first of all, probably,

to its fitness for its task. It was a manner remarkably

sympathetic to the models it had to translate. French

portrait paintings in general are precise in drawing, and
highly finished ; they are compositions of line and form rather

than of tone and colour,—so that they lend themselves

naturally to reproduction in line engraving. Another
reason why the technique continued for so long with so

little change was that it was a very systematic one,—care-

fully thought out in every detail,—scientific, almost, rather

than spontaneous and personal, like the manner of Van
Dyck or of Rembrandt. Such a manner as the latter is more
attractive in many ways; much finer, indeed, in the hands

of a great artist, but it is unteachable; when the master

dies his craft dies with him. The French burin manner, on

the contrary, is quite impersonal ; the work of a master can

hardly be distinguished from the best work of his pupils.

Being a well defined and reasoned system it can be handed

on to any number of pupils, and it can be adapted almost

indefinitely without losing its general character.

The French portrait engravers thus form a school in an

unusually definite sense of the word. They are not merely

to be grouped together for convenience, or on account of

certain resemblances ; they all belong by their technique to a

single family, and descend directly one from another in an

unbroken dynasty.

Also there was at all times in France an instinctive de-

mand for good craftsmanship. At the very beginning was

set a high standard of manual skill, which was never allowed
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to decline. Mediocre work was produced often enough, but it

was recognized as such and was not well received, and at all

periods the best work was of a strikingly high standard. In

the whole school only one noted engraver—Morin—may be

said to have been indifferent to manual skill, to have suc-

ceeded in spite his lack of a carefully perfected technique.

At one time, indeed, toward the middle of the XVIIIth
century, this fidelity to an established technical form was

rather overdone, and became a drawback. The technique

became fixed and rigid, and failed, for a time, to adapt it-

self to the different styles of portrait painting, so that there

are a number of painters whose work is very badly en-

graved.

Also this same instinct prevented what might have been

one of the most interesting sides of XVIIIth century

engraving: what may be called amateur work—plates en-

graved by amateurs, and by painters who had no professional

knowledge of engraving. There were amateurs; and some

good painters did dabble with the etching needle and the

burin, but nearly always they follow as closely as they can

the more conventional manner of professional engravers;

and their work has little spontaneity, little of the charm of

amateur effort.

Among the material circumstances which aided the

development of the French School of engraving, and which

maintained it for so long, one of the most important was

the direct support given to the art by the state. Louis XIII

had occasionally patronized engravers ; he ordered, for in-

stance, a series of large plates of the Siege ofLa Rochelle

from Callot, and in 1642 Mellan had been rewarded by

Richelieu with a logement in the Louvre. But the regular

patronage of engravers by the state did not begin until the
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reign of Louis XIV, and was due to the foresight and the

fostering care of Colbert. In the official nursery of the arts

which he had established at the Gobelins under the direc-

tion of Le Brun, a regular place was made for engravers,

where they were lodged, given commissions, and put under

the tutelage of the foremost painters of the day. Nanteuil

was one of the earliest to be thus favoured; in 1650, at the

very beginning of his career, Louis XIV granted in his

favour the Edict of Saint-Jean-de-Luz, which declared that

engraving henceforth was to rank as a " liberal'' and not a

''mechanical" art. This pronouncement may seem to-day

of very trifling benefit, but in the XVI Ith century it was a

tremendous aid to a new profession struggling for position.

And, backed by the prestige of royal patronage, by the

coveted honours and generous pecuniary rewards which the

state did not hesitate to bestow, it became the making of

engraving in France. Nanteuil himself was further honoured

by a present from the King of 100 louis, and a pension of

1,000 livres; the charge of **graveur et dessinateur du

cabinet du Roi " was created in his favour, and he had the

honour of drawing the King from life several times (he en-

graved his portrait no less than eleven times). He was also

received at court, and in Parisian society he had all the

position which a painter of the first rank could have obtained.

Edelinck had even greater honours. He enjoyed not only

the King's pension and an establishment at the Gobelins,

but the exceptional favour of letters of naturalization; in

1677 he was received into the " Academie royale de peinture

et de sculpture," and soon after he was made 'Me chevalier

Edelinck,"—and knighthood was the supreme honour to

which an artist could hope to attain.

From this time on nearly every important engraver en-

joyed the title of "graveur du Roi" and the profitable
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honour of 2l logement in the ''Galeries du Louvre"; this

last was at the same time an obvious honour in the eyes of

all Paris and an establishment in business. The logement was
held for life, and provided the occupant with a dwelling, a

studio, and a shop for the sale of his wares ; as a matter of

fact more than one engraver made the larger part of his

revenue from his business as a printseller, for which the

galeries were an unequalled location. Nearly always, too,

successful engravers were elected to the Academy, a stamp

of approval which in the following century came to have

more authority than did the patronage of royalty. Both

of these honours, moreover, were generously granted to

foreigners who settled in Paris, such as Edelinck in the

XVI Ith century, and Schmidt and Wille in the XVIIIth.

The French School as a whole is one of reproductive

engraving. It is true that several important engravers

engraved many plates after their own designs. But the

technique of all the portrait engravers was based upon

reproductive engraving, using the conventional arrange-

ments of closely massed lines which were necessary to

render the full tones of a painting. They never confined

themselves to outline or to simply shaded forms; tone

always played a large part in their compositions. That

they did not confine themselves to these simpler qualities

which were natural to their craft, was due less to lack of

technical understanding on their own part than to what

was demanded of them by their public. From the very be-

ginning circumstances made them dependent upon painting.

Since the advent of Rubens and Van Dyck, engraving had

been definitely committed to a reproductive career. There

were always to be engravers, it is true, who were to under-
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stand that engraving has qualities of its own, and limitations

beyond which it cannot venture without losing some of its

proper qualities.

But when once it had been shown that engraving could

be made to give a satisfactory translation of a painting, it

was almost inevitable that it should become subordinate to

painting—that it should cling to the skirts, so to speak, of

its sister art. Painting was sure to have the greater repute

;

there was sure to be a demand for reproductions of the work
of famous painters ; reproductive engraving was sure to be

more profitable, and young engravers naturally began by

undertaking it, so that they gradually lost the tradition

—

the feeling of the independence—of their craft. Gradually,

too, the more elaborate and full-toned reproductive engrav-

ings gave new standards to the public taste: and by the

time of Louis XIV an engraving which paid no attention to

"colour," but confined itself to outline and simply shaded

forms, would have been regarded as unsatisfactory and

incomplete. In France, moreover, painting—portrait paint-

ing especially—was first in the field, and it was only natural

that engraving should have grown up under its wing.

Yet French engravers never became mere parasites of the

painters they followed—mere copyists of paintings without

any artistic qualities of their own. At all times the best of

them had many qualities of original artists. Nanteuil, by
far the greatest of them, drew from life the larger part of

the portraits he engraved (and by far the best ones), and

these portraits are of a quality which puts him in the first

rank of French portraitists. Masson and Mellan in the

XVIIth century, and Cochin, Saint-Aubin, and Gaucher in

the XVIIIth, drew many of their portraits from life, and

nearly every notable engraver drew at least one or two.^

^ The Drevets are a conspicuous exception to this.
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Even in plates which were engraved after paintings by
other men the engravers often gave proof of considerable

originality. They were faithful to their models, but in their

best work they never lost sight of the demands of their own
craft, and they insisted that their work be not only a good
translation, but an effective design in itself. This is to be

seen, for instance, in the very sensible liberty which they

often took of cutting down the portrait to a head or bust,

and of changing the design considerably at times so as to

make it effective in the new composition, and in the import-

ance they attached to the frame with which their portrait is

almost invariably surrounded. The frame, indeed, is such

an essential trait of their work that it is considered separately

in the pages which follow. The engravers showed the same
spirit of originality in the manner in which they translated

their model. They saw that in translating a painting into

black and white they must depend chiefly upon form rather

than upon qualities of tone—that they must render the

design of their models rather than merely imitate given

colour values and textures—that their task, in short, was

one of translation rather than reproduction.^ And as they

had an intelligent and extremely sympathetic appreciation

of their models; as they were themselves artists and capable

draughtsmen, they were able to carry out this task; simpli-

fying 2 and transposing their tones—choosing the most vital

and the most expressive outlines and tones of the design

—

making an accent here, and heightening a contrast there

—

all so well that their best work is the equal of the paintings

they follow,—sometimes even superior.

^ It is in this, above all, that they differ so from the French reproductive

engravers of the XlXth century.

^ In certain plates of the XVII Ith century, as will be seen, the tone

became almost as simple as in the "primitive" engravings of the XVIth.
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Another element of originality in their work is the share

which the painters frequently took in it. Often the engravers

were on intimate terms with the painters whose work they

engraved, and a number of them worked largely under the

painter's immediate supervision, and benefited by his criticism

and corrections. In the XVI Ith century, thus, Morin was
Philippe de Champaigne's pupil ; and Nanteuil, Edelinck,

Audran, and many other engravers were lodged at the

Gobelins, where they worked side by side with the painters.

In the century following, the Drevets were the pupils of

Rigaud and were entirely formed by him; while Daulle,

Schmidt, and Wille were his proteges. So that there was
a double element of originality in their work, first the

originality they showed in translation, and then the share

of the work which was due to the painter himself. Always,

moreover, the engravers worked from painters of their own
time;^ so that they followed a style which was natural to

them, one which they sympathized with and understood.

Likewise in purely technical matters the best French

engravers did not lose sight of the proper qualities, the limita-

tions of their own craft—never lost nor ignored their technical

instinct. In their best work, their tones—even if very full

—

are not forced or unpleasant in quality—(as was so often

the case with the work of the reproductive engravers of the

Low Countries of the XVI Ith century). Their lines are con-

ventional, but as direct, as few in number, and as simple in

arrangement as was possible for the work they had to do,

—and always open enough to print properly, and without

tinting or retroussage or any ^manipulation of the plate in

the printing. Their work as a whole, in fact, may be called

an intelligent compromise between the principles of pure

^ Except in some of the miniatures of the Louis XVI period,

C
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line engraving and the necessities of reproductive work.

And, in short, both in their technique and in their manner
of translating their models the French portrait engravers

showed original artistic qualities of a very high order.

One of the particular points of advantage of the French

School over other reproductive line engravers is in their

better rendering of colour-value. The problem of translating

into black and white the values of the colours of the paintings

they worked from, had often baffled the Rubens engravers;

their more elaborate plates are often partial failures on this

account. In their portraits after Van Dyck, Pontius and

Vorsterman worked from drawings in which colour-value

was almost ignored. In some few plates after paintings

—

such as Pontius' portrait of Rubens—they succeeded in

expressing colour-values, but at the expense of making
their tones gritty and dry, and unpleasant in quality. This

same fault mars the otherwise admirable plates of Jonas

Suyderhoef, which deal more fully with colour-value than

the Rubens engravings, and are a step forward in the

development of reproductive engraving. The technique of

Suyderhoef was perhaps too loose and unsystematic for this

purpose, but most of all he seems to have been lacking in

science—in not having decided beforehand just how much
he would attempt in the matter of colour-value, and in not

having thought out clearly the exact arrangement of lines

that he would use. Both his aim and his means were left

more or less to chance—to work themselves out as the plate

progressed.

In both these points the French engravers surpassed them

from the very beginning. They knew exactly what they

were trying to do, and how they were going to do it.
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Mellan, the first of them, shows a decided feeling for colour-

value even in his earliest plates, and has no hesitation about

the way he is going" to work. He was, however, in this

matter a transition between the northern engravers and the

French School which was to follow : he confined himself to

two or three simple contrasts of values/ His portrait of

Fabri de Peyresc is an excellent example of the point of

development he reached in this feature, and of the simple

technique he used. Morin left much more to chance than

Mellan, and his technique is looser and less systematic

—

but his tones are fuller and stronger. In the actual rendering

of a given colour-value he is less sure, perhaps, than Mellan,

and he sometimes forces his tones. Nanteuil was a great

step forward; he unites the sureness and science of Mellan,

with Morin's fullness of tone—and yet his tones are never

forced. No French engraver expressed colour-value more

easily or surely than Nanteuil ; none used it to greater effect in

the composition, and almost no one was able to express such

a wide range of values in a single plate. And yet almost no

one used it with as great circumspection and reserve as did

Nanteuil. He never allowed it to become so elaborate or so

important as to detract from the interest in the face; and

he never brought it out merely to imitate the tones of a

painting, but rather to make the design of his own plate

more effective. Edelinck and others of Nanteuil's immediate

followers had at times greater softness or brilliance of tone,

but none arranged their tones more effectively, and none

were quite as successful with colour-value as he,—not even

the sensational Masson, who for the sake of brilliance forced

his tones far deeper than Nanteuil's. The Drevets also

succeeded in giving their plates remarkable brilliance and

' In many of his plates (particularly his figure subjects) he paid no

attention to colour-value at all.
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glitter, but they fell far short of Nanteuil in effective dis-

position of tone, and never equalled his skill in expressing

colour-value.

Toward the middle of the XVIIIth century French en-

gravers, although the descendants of a reproductive school

and confined almost entirely to reproductive work, gradually

returned toward the principles of their own craft, depending

more than ever upon design, paying less attention to render-

ing the values of colour of their paintings, and in general

making their tones simpler and lighter. Their masses of

tone are very effectively disposed, and they succeeded—by
intelligent selection of one or two contrasts of values and by

their cleverness in expressing these with a very few lines

—

in giving their plates much of the quality of tone rather

loosely spoken of as "colour," yet without attempting to

work out the actual black and white value of any given spot

of colour in their models. They do suggest colour-values,

but actually, as a translation of the original painting, their

tones are very incomplete, and all high-lights are white.

This treatment of tone appeared early in the XVIIIth
century in the works of the Watteau engravers, and was an

inheritance from Gerard Audran. N. H. Tardieu's Les

Champs Elysees, and Laurent Cars' Fetes Venitiennes^ after

Watteau, are perfect examples of the style. This influence

soon made itself felt in portrait engraving, in such plates

as Daull6's Louis Dauphin^ Thomassin's Louis Dauphin^

Lepicie's Catherine Dufresne^ and above all in the portraits

en medaillon after Cochin. In the work of the Louis XVI
engravers, who were the descendants of the Watteau en-

gravers in technique, colour-value generally played a very

small part. The engravers still depended very much upon

tone as an element in the composition, and never went

back to outline or to pure form, but they spent very little
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time in reproducing the values of colour of the paintings

they worked from. Often, too, they worked not from colour,

but from drawings in black and white, drawn especially for

the engraver and purposely kept simple in tone. They never,

however, lost their skill in rendering colour-values, and at the

very end of the century Augustin de Saint-Aubin, when he

wished to, translated them as well as most of his predecessors.

Texture, which is naturally a more difficult matter for

line engraving, was much less of a feature than colour-value

in the French School. Mellan paid almost no attention to

it. Morin made a good deal more of it, as did Nanteuil.

The Pompone de Bellihvre shows how Nanteuil could render

texture when he tried; he never completely ignored it, but

always kept it very subordinate. In so far as a suggestion

of texture added to the character of any form, or when a

contrast of textures made the design more effective, he did

not hesitate to work it out, but he cared little for the mere

illusion of texture, and never bothered with it merely to

imitate the painting. In this his example was followed by

most subsequent engravers—though often the Drevets seem

to have cared more for the mere illusion of given textures

—

partly to display their technical skill, and partly because the

satin and ermine which are so conspicuous in their models

demanded it.

In the latter part of the XVIIIth century (as in the less

elaborate portraits of the Louis XV period) whatever con-

trasts of texture there may be are brought in chiefly for

decorative effect—to give contrast and variety to the com-

position. Very rarely is there much attempt to reproduce

particular textures. So that on the whole, although bound

down so largely to reproductive work, the general trend
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of development of the school in the XVIIIth century was
back toward the simpler qualities of design which were

natural and proper to engraving. And to this sound technical

basis is due in no small degree the charm of XVIIIth
century prints.

The French School must be considered, on the whole,

a school of burin work. In the XVI Ith century no im-

portant portrait engraver except Morin made any use of

etching, and Morin's technique is altogether an exception.

In the XVIIIth century the school of the Drevets con-

tinued this tradition of pure burin work;* and, continuing

through Wille and Bervic, it lasted throughout the century.

It did not, however, occupy the field alone in this century,

for under the influence of the Watteau engravers—many of

whom had been trained by Audran—etching came to be used

veryfrequently in portraits beside the graverwork. Sometimes

it was entirely reworked by the burin ; and only the existence

of a proof of the etched state shows that etching had been

used.^ Sometimes it was only partially covered by the burin

work and shows in the finished plate. Sometimes it was

an easier substitute for the burin—resorted to in order to

^ The elder Drevet did use etching- in a few of his earliest plates, but

never, apparently, in his perfected technique.
^ Plate XXII, the portrait of Dandr^ Bardon by Thomassin, has been

chosen as an illustration in order to show how far the engraver carried

the etching. (Impressions of these portraits in the etched state are very

uncommon.) Here practically all of the plate is in etching; the burin

work has been only begun: it is to be seen in the deeper tones in the

lower left-hand corner. Yet it is very likely that in the finished state

there would have been no trace of an etched line. The plate was never

finished, but if it had it would probably have been quite like the portrait

of Thierry (Plate XXI), also by Thomassin, in which no traces of etching

are to be seen.
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lighten the labour of laying in the backgrounds, or for

elaborate details—as in patterns of lacework, etc. Thus in

the XVIIIth century it is hard to be sure that no etching

was used on any particular plate. In some cases it had con-

siderable effect upon the technique, making the lines looser

and freer and more open. But in general it followed the

general scheme already devised for graver work, and was
considerably retouched and reworked by the burin. Nearly

always, one may say, it was subordinate to the graver work
and more or less an imitation of it; a technique natural

and proper to etching was never developed, and to describe

almost any XVIIIth century portrait as an etching would

be only partially accurate, and almost altogether misleading.

The frame is a very important feature throughout the

whole period of the French School—so important that it is

an absolutely essential feature; one is even tempted to say

the distinctive feature. It was not, of course, original to the

French School; since the time of Diirer engraved portraits

had commonly been provided with some sort of frame, and

the actual form adopted in France was in part an inheritance

from older schools. Yet, as was common with artistic ideas

taken by the French from abroad, it was so perfected, so far

developed, and given so purely French a character that it

becomes in the end a distinctively French trait, an ear-mark

of the French School.

Nearly always in earlier work the frame had been a piece

of decoration, an ornament added to the portrait, but with-

out much relation to its design. In France the portrait is

a part of the whole design, and an absolutely essential part.

Yet, in the best work, it was never exaggerated, and never

lost sight of its purpose, which was to set off the portrait to
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the best advantage. Its size and shape were carefully pro-

portioned to the form of the portrait, so that the scale of the

burin work should be respected, and so that the head would

not be crowded, or lost against too large a background. It

was nearly always slightly coarser in technique, so as to

make more effective the finer work upon the head; more

neutral in tone, so as to bring out the fuller and more
brilliant tones of the portrait itself; and generally fairly flat,

so as to bring out the modelling of the head and figure.

Even the lettering—the name and titles and dedicatory

inscription—is not left on the margin (except in very large

plates) nor lumped together as a necessary disfigurement,

but incorporated artistically into the frame and made a part

of the design. The frame, to repeat, is a part of the portrait;

so essential a part that the success of an engraver's work
depends largely on his treatment of the frame, and it is

never fair to judge the portrait apart from it.

The frame appears in the work of Mellan, but it owes its

perfected form to Nanteuil. In this the portrait was enclosed

in an oval moulding set against a flat rectangular background

and resting upon a projecting ledge, with a tablet beneath.

This form was followed almost without change through

the rest of the XVI Ith century, and was followed with little

change in many plates throughout the XVI I Ith. It re-

mained the basis, in fact, from which all later variations

started. Yet it never became a rigid convention, followed

meaninglessly or only from tradition. The engravers always

appreciated the purpose of the frame, and did not hesitate

to change it when necessary. Thus in the large plates after

Rigaud they realized that any considerable frame would

only make the plate even more bulky; so they confine it to

a narrow border, just enough to soften the straight outer

edge of the engraving. In the XVI I Ith century the frame
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followed all the changes in the style of decorative art. In

the Louis XV period it became very decorative indeed, and
even more important a part of the design—and in general

rather more architectural. In the Louis XVI, it was consider-

ably affected by the impulse toward the antique—in various

ways, some of them hardly improvements—all of which are

mentioned in detail later on. And in the latter half of the

XVIIIth century appeared one of the most novel and most
attractive forms of the frame—in ^o, portrait en medaillon of

Charles-Nicolas Cochin.

As has been already pointed out, their use of the frame

was one of the traits which shows most decidedly the origin-

ality of French portrait engravers. This is seen not only in

the treatment of the frame itself, but in their readiness to

cut down the original portrait so as to make a more effective

engraving, and in the way in which (particularly in the

Louis XV period) even the design of the portrait itself was
changed in order to unite it more closely to the frame.

Throughout the XVI Ith century, and during the first

twenty or thirty years of the XVIIIth, portraiture was by

far the most important branch of French engravings. Practic-

ally all of the plates of Morin, Nanteuil, and Masson are

portraits, and the portraits of Mellan and Edelinck are far

more important than their figure subjects. Until the appear-

ance of the Watteau engravings, no figure subjects— '* sujets

de saintete" or "sujets d'histoire "—can compare with the

best portraits. In this period, too, the engravers left the

fullest record of the portrait painting of their time. Philippe

de Champaigne and Rigaud are the two portrait painters

whose work is most fully engraved, and the most adequately.

They were, as well, the two painters who had the most

D
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influence on engraving". The founders of French portrait

engraving in the XVI Ith century based their methods

upon the style of Champaigne. In the XVI I Ith century

Rigaud was the basis of the technique of the Drevets, and

through them the chief influence on portrait engraving

during the Louis XV period. There is a fair number of

plates after portraits by Le Brun, Mignard, Coypel, and

de Troy, and in general they are adequate translations of

their models. There are fewer plates after de Largilliere

than after Rigaud, and they are generally less satisfactory.

His work was often much more difficult for the line engraver

to follow. Beside Rigaud his drawing has more mystery;

his form is less precise, his outline softer and more elusive,

his tones more delicate, and his colour more essential to the

composition. Most engravings after him are rather dry in

tone and over precise in drawing ; but there are a few that

are excellent.

In the XVI I Ith century (from about 1725) figure subjects

are of greater importance than before, on account of the

popularity of prints after Watteau, Lancret, Boucher, Pater,

Chardin, Fragonard, and others, and (later) of the illustra-

tions and vignettes designed by such men as Cochin, Moreau,

and Saint-Aubin. Nor do the engravers give quite so good

an idea of portrait painting. Partly because portrait engrav-

ing declined a little, or at least became more pictorial in

character; partly because portrait painting branched out,

and developed along certain lines that were hard for engravers

to follow. Portrait engraving, too, during the Louis XV
period was modelled too closely upon the style of Rigaud to

be able to render work that was freer or more subtle in

drawing or more delicate in tone, such as Nattier's best

portraits. The only good portraits after Nattier are portraits

of men, and are less characteristic examples of his work.
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In general the more precise the style of drawing of the

painting, the better it was engraved. Thus there are a good
many excellent portraits after Tocque, and a certain number
after Van Loo, Vien, Belle, Drouais, Roslin, and Duplessis.

The portraits in pastel were naturally a stumbling-block to

the engravers. There are no first-rate plates after Perronneau,

while La Tour, as might fairly be expected, was the least

well engraved of all French portrait painters. His colour is

such an essential part of the design that it is almost impossible

to produce a fair reproduction of his work in black and white,

and his feathery touch could not even be suggested by the

burin. Most of the portraits after him are utter failures;

none are satisfactory. Only a few portraits were engraved

after Mme Vigee-Lebrun, none of them important plates;

not many after Greuze, but several of them very good ones.

David was hardly engraved until the time of the Revolution.

Curiously enough there are relatively few portraits of

women among the work of French engravers, either in

the XVI Ith or in the XVIIIth century, and they were

rarely as well done as the portraits of men. On the whole,

French engravers left a much less complete record of French

portrait painting during this period than the English

mezzotinters did of English portrait painting. As with the

English mezzotinters, the French portrait engravers were

as a whole limited to the art of their own country. They
were not often called upon to engrave portraits by foreign

painters, but when they were they were not often very

successful. Morin, Nanteuil, and Edelinck, however, each did

a few good plates after foreign painters, generally Dutch or

Flemish.



CHAPTER II

THE SEVENTEENTH CENTURY

I—THE BEGINNINGS OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL

THE French School of portrait engraving begins with

the second quarter of the XVI Ith century,—in the

work of Claude Mellan. There had been portraits

engraved in France during the latter part of the century

before, and some of them had shown certain decidedly

French traits, but they were on the whole reflections of

Dutch and Flemish or Italian engraving. Before the time

of Mellan it is fair to call engraving an imported art in

France.

But about 1625 began a French School, with a technical

tradition of its own, and with distinctive French traits. Its

engravers worked in France, and its models were French

portraits. In this last point portrait engravers contrast with

the engravers of figure subjects; these continued to learn

their craft in Italy, to work chiefly after Italian models and

to follow Flemish or Italian methods of engraving. In

figure subjects French engraving did not develop a real

character of its own until the beginning of the XVI I Ith

century, in the work of the Watteau School. Thus during

the XVI Ith century portrait engraving is by far the more

important branch of the art in France. The portrait

painter who had then the foremost position in France was

Philippe de Champaigne, and it was a fortunate circum-

stance for portrait engraving that it developed under his

20
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influence. His style was unusually suited to reproduction

by the burin : simple, even severe, in arrangement—very

precisely drawn—quiet and sober in tone—without decided

effects of light and shade, and using colour rather as an

accessory than as an essential feature of the design—and

thus not too difficult to translate into black and white.

Moreover it was an excellent training for an engraver to

follow Champaigne ; he was a very solid draughtsman, and

the engraver learned from him to centre his interest upon

the character of the head rather than to dissipate it in the

rendering of elaborate accessories.

Few XVI th century engravers in France were men of

any marked originality, and none of them had succeeded in

rendering adequately the wonderful portraits of the school

of the Clouets, or of the Clouets' successor, Dumonstier.

These had been repeatedly engraved—but never adequately,

generally on tiny plates—by Northern engravers who had

drifted into France, or by French engravers who worked in

the stiff and dry Northern matter.

Of these early men the most important is Thomas de Leu,

who came probably from the Low Countries. His style, in

any case, is that of Wierix and the miniature portrait en-

gravers of the Northern School, and he retains to the end

certain of their traits: he has something of their stiffness,

of their rigid technique ; his work has an almost metallic

polish, and his backgrounds are often very mechanical. He
has, too, their simplicity of tone, and his technique is in

almost no respect that of a reproductive engraver. De Leu
is uneven, and much of his work is bad; generally he is

neither a vigorous nor a sensitive draughtsman—but his

graver work is extraordinarily delicate; and he is rather

individual. The marvellously delicate crayons of the school

of the Clouets (which were his usual models), he was quite
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unable to render adequately, but he learned from them a

finesse^ a delicacy of execution, that he had never learned in

the north—and the best of his portraits (such as Leroy de la

Bossihre^ Marie de Bochetel^ and several of his many por-

traits oi Henry IV) are very fine indeed.

Among the other XVIth century portrait engravers

whose names may be mentioned are J. Prevost, C. Cor-
NEiLLE, N. Beatrizet, N. della Casa, Marc Duval, and

Rene Boivin. One of the numerous portraits Boivin engraved

of Henry II should be noted among the best work of this

period. Rather a more individual figure is Pierre Woeriot.
He had not the monotonous technical skill of other men of

his time; his lines are looser and rather scratchy; but his

work is more sensitive, more personal, and has much more

life. Two of his portraits

—

-Jacobus Bornonius and Barthe-

lemy Agneau—are really admirable. Jean Duvet, one of

the earliest of French engravers, had produced a portrait,

the pope Adrian VI^ but it is Italian rather than French in

treatment. The large portraits of Jacques de Fornazeris

are not without interest, but they are primitive even for his

time. Leonard Gaultier, Jean Rabel, Isaac Briot, and

Jacques Granthomme produced a large number of portraits,

but are mediocre workmen of little interest, and with few

personal qualities. They continued to work in a primitive

style on into the early years of the XVI Ith century, and

were quite without influence upon the development of por-

trait engraving in France.

The XVIth century engravers thus founded no school

and established no tradition ; they were the forerunners of

the French School of portrait engraving rather than its

founders. It is from Claude Mellan that the long dynasty

which was to follow takes its beginning. As if to make up

for having held back for so long, all of the characteristic
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traits of the School appear in his work to a most marked

degree. While working at Rome it was Mellan's habit to

sign his plates "CI. Mellan, franc." or ''C. Mellan, Gall,

sculpsit"; and no engraver had more the right to: even in

the XVIIIth century no one was more thoroughly French

in spirit.

Mellan was born at Abbeville in 1598; he came to Paris

when still a boy, and began there his apprenticeship in

engraving. His earliest dated plate—of 161 9—is rather in

the style of Leonard Gaultier, but the name of his first

master is not known. Dissatisfied with his instruction in

Paris, he went in 1624 to Rome, then a very cosmopolitan

school of engraving, where the many Dutch and Flemish

engravers who had come for a varnish of the ''grand style
"

had renewed the strong influence of the northern burin

technique upon Italian engraving. His master there was

Villamena, and he also studied carefully the manner of

Gilles Sadeler. Even more important an influence upon

him was the French painter Simon Vouet, who made Mellan

his protege^ providing him with drawings to engrave, cor-

recting his work, and above all persuading him to base all

his training upon a thorough groundwork of drawing. It is

this unusual skill in drawing which he then acquired that

was the foundation of all the distinguishing merits of his

work ; it was this that brought him to the front so rapidly,

and made possible his extraordinary technique. His pro-

gress at Rome was rapid, and he speedily made a name for

himself. He remained there twelve years. On his way home
he executed the plate that is perhaps his masterpiece, the

portrait of Fabri de Peyresc. He arrived in Paris in 1637,

and remained there for the rest of his life. Already famous,

his success there was easy; his business was profitable; he

had many patrons at court, and a title-page engraved for
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Richelieu's book **La Perfection du Chretien" earned for

him the profitable honour of a logement in the '' Galeries du
Louvre." He was made *'peintre et graveur ordinaire du
Roi," and later in life the King gave him the important

commission of engraving the antique sculptures in the Royal

collection. Mellan, at one period it was said, was paid the

highest prices of any engraver of his time, and on one occa-

sion received i,6oo livres for a plate which took but six

weeks to execute, (a facility which so shocked the client that

he appealed to the Court to set aside the contract). He died

in 1688, quite uninfluenced by the new manner of Nanteuil,

which had carried before it the whole field of portrait en-

graving.

In some of his earlier portraits at Rome, such as those

of Joseph Trullier^ Jerome Frescobaldi^ and Marcello

Giovanetti^ Mellan follows pretty closely the manner of the

small portraits of Goltzius and the Northern engravers. But

even these plates have clearly the stamp of his personality,

and in several others, such as Henry Blackzvood, Anna
Maria Viviani^ and Virginia de Vezzo^ there appears not

only his personality, but his own peculiar technique. These

six little portraits, incidentally, are among the best he ever

did. His technique was thus developed very early in life; it

was fully matured by 1637, when he engraved the Peyresc on

his way back to Paris.

It is his technique which particularly distinguishes Mellan

among engravers; it is his technique which is the peculiar

cachet of his personality, and which, it must be confessed,

is so conspicuous that it commonly obscures the very solid

merits of his work. In nothing, perhaps, is he more char-

acteristically French, developing with a clear—but exagger-

ated—logic, Goltzius' device of long, sinuously curved lines,

in which shading is expressed by deepening the lines rather
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than by adding new ones, and the modelling of the form

cleverly suggested by the flow of the lines. Mellan carried

this idea to a point undreamt of by even so ingenious a

technician as Goltzius; his lines wander over the figure in

endless sweeping curves, and cross-hatching he avoids as a

deadly sin. It was a technique which showed great manual

skill and extraordinary ingenuity, but it was artificial, and

nearly always forced; the lines are distracting, and at times

restless even to the point of seeming in actual motion. The
culminating point, the reductio adahsurdum^ of the technique,

is the famous Head of Christ on the Sudarium^ in which the

entire head is executed with a single line, a spiral beginning

at the tip of the nose. It is by this freakish plate that Mellan

is best known. In general, however, his most serious fault

is not in the heads, but in the backgrounds, which are

usually hard and mechanical.

Forced and extreme as it was, Mellan handled his technique

with amazing skill. Fatal as it was for his followers, in his

hands it cannot be called ineffective. It has, too, its own
peculiar merits. It is very direct, and tends to simplify the

task of the engraver, to keep him to the qualities proper to

line engraving. It has a rare combination of freedom and

precision, and its tones, though simple, are bright and clear,

and often have a decided suggestion of atmosphere. The
transparent and luminous shadows give a lucidity of tone

that he loved to play with—often to exaggeration : many of

his figures (the Due de Nemours and the Prince de Conti for

example) seem filmy and intangible rather than of solid

substance. The finest example of his burin work is probably

the Fabri de Peyresc, This plate has all the best points of

his technique, and fewest of its faults and exaggerations.

With surprisingly few lines the form is fully—even minutely

—modelled, and the essential contrasts of colour value are

E
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admirably rendered. In these respects it is interesting to

compare this plate with one of Diirer's portraits—the Elector

of Saxony^ for example. Diirer uses far more lines, yet his

modelling is no more precise and the tone of his plate is

neither as simple nor as expressive ; above all, it has far less

breadth. Mellan's plate, indeed, is extraordinary in this

respect. The modelling of the eyes, for instance, seems to

have the facility and freedom of a sketch, yet it is absolutely

precise; while in the moustache and beard he gives the

impression of rendering each single hair, and yet the whole

falls easily into a broad mass. No other portrait of Mellan's

quite comes up to this one, and after his return to Paris he

seems to have fallen into a monotonous technical formula,

—

at least in his portraits.

But Mellan was far more than a clever technician. His

directness of line was only possible for an unusually strong

draughtsman. And above all it must be remembered that

he was an original artist. His plates are done from life, and

have the vitality almost inevitable in original work; and

also, in his case, the added charm of a very marked per-

sonality. It cannot be claimed, perhaps, that his portraits

have great depth of character, yet they have decided in-

dividuality. The expression is lively and animated, the

pose nervous and alert, and the whole figure full of life and

vitality. The likenesses, too, are unusually convincing, and

the portrait is more natural, more sincere, and less forced

into a conventional type, than was often the case with

French portraits. It was, indeed, only in his technique that

Mellan was mannered and conventional. His portraits,

however, are very uneven. In many of them he seems to

have taken almost no interest—merely to have carried out

his technical formula ; while others, such as the Marechal

de Crequi, the Marechal de Toiras^ and, above all, the
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Peyresc, hardly suffer in comparison with any French
portrait engraving.

But it is difficult not to feel that Mellan's career was
something of a disappointment. His early work (culminat-

ing in the Peyresc) gave promise of an achievement that he

did not fulfil, and of a standard that he did not often realize

later on. From the time he reached home his inspiration

seems to have slackened. Although he was a fine draughts-

man, and an artist of such decided personality, and although

he did not shackle himself in reproductive work, he did not

fully develop his own genius, and his reputation rests almost

entirely upon his conspicuous technical skill. Even in tech-

nique he was something of a disappointment, for although

he had developed a far more skilful and intelligent technique

than any in France up to his time, yet he made comparatively

little of it, and wasted much of the rest of his life upon

technical jugglery worthy only of an experimenting amateur.

He dissipated his powers upon hackwork—such as the

Louvre statues—and upon larger plates of religious subjects

which, it is true, are interesting and not without merit, but

which were not his genre and did not develop his personality.

The man who had done the Peyresc was a born portraitist,

and might much better have kept to portraits. Mellan did

not decline, but he did not advance. He did not grow in

following his own path, nor did he broaden his scope by

learning from other men around him. Instead, he kept

stubbornly to his own straight line, repeating with unfalter-

ing skill his unchanging formulae. Although he outlived

them both, he was not in the least influenced by either

Morin or Nanteuil. Not dying until 1688, he went through

the Augustan age of French engraving as if oblivious of its

existence, and remained a solitary archaic survival of an

outgrown period.
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Before 1650 Mellan had dominated the whole field of

French engraving (except for the work of Morin), and had

brought under his influence the principal engravers working
in France at the time of his return from Italy, men whose
early work was rather in the style of Wierix and Van der

Passe. His cousin, Pierre Daret, and Michel Lasne are

the most notable of these. Michel Lasne produced a large

number of plates, some of them from his own drawings. In

some plates he shows very fair skill, but his average is com-
monplace, and none of his work is first-class. He is an

engraver of little personality, and his work was not an active

influence in the development of the French School. Through-
out his long life he was content to follow in the wake of the

progress made in the art, working first in the manner of the

Northern engravers, and later following Mellan. Much the

same criticism may be made in regard to the work of Pierre

Daret. Daret was, however, a less important man.

But Mellan's technique was too essentially personal, too

limited, perhaps, to be widely accepted without essential

changes. It was beyond the reach of any engraver who was

not a strong draughtsman, and above all, perhaps, it was

so conventional that it would have been fatal to purely re-

productive engravers. In their hands it would quickly have

become lifeless and mechanical. Long before Mellan died

his star was dimmed by the growing popularity of Nanteuil.

By 1660 Nanteuil's far superior technique had won over

from Mellan his pupils and followers, and had established

itself as the model of all portrait engraving in France. Yet

the style of Mellan had a large share in forming Nanteuil's

technique, so that through Nanteuil he may be said to have

had a permanent influence upon French engraving. And
even after Nanteuil had appeared, many engravers (Fran9ois

de Poilly and J. L. Roullet, for example, and even such an
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individual technician as Masson) went directly to him as

their model at times. The elaborate devices of line of the

Drevets owe much to the lessons of Mellan, and his direct

influence may be seen from time to time throughout the

XVIIIth century. Mellan's technique, in fact, became in

some sort the classic ideal of French engravers. It was set

before beginners and apprentices at all periods to train their

hands and to teach them order and method in laying their

lines. Even one of the last engravers of the French School,

P. -A. Tardieu, who worked at the very end of the eigh-

teenth century, was made to begin his training in the old

way by engraving a head exactly in the manner of Mellan.

Jean Morin is one of the most strikingly personal of

French engravers, and is one of the most independent. He
is one of the very few who are out of the direct line of de-

velopment: in technique he w2iS 2i frondeur. Although his

work is essentially French, and had considerable influence,

he left no descendants and stands quite by himself. He
was a contemporary of Mellan. The date of his birth is not

known, but it is sure that he was born in Paris, and before

the year 1600; he died in 1650. Tradition makes him the

pupil of Philippe de Champaigne; most of his plates are

after Champaigne's canvases, and nearly all of them are

portraits, although the one or two figure subjects he attempted

were very successful.^

Morin was less original a man than Mellan or Nanteuil in

that he was always a reproductive engraver—never designing

his own portraits. But in his interpretation of his model he

was singularly personal ; his plates give the impression and

have many of the qualities of original work. He is more inter-

ested in character and personality, and less in technical finish

^ Morin also engraved landscapes (chieflylarge plates)—and surprisingly

good ones.
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than was the case with most French engravers, and his tones,

though very full, are disposed so as to make the plate

effective, rather than to imitate closely the tones of the paint-

ing. He has, too, a curious gift of being faithful to the

character and to the likeness of his portrait without suggest-

ing the style of the painter after whom he is working. Thus
his Cardinal Bentivoglio^ after Van Dyck, is a very spirited

portrait and a faithful likeness, but hardly recalls Van Dyck.

He was much closer to the style of his model when working

after Philippe de Champaigne, but in general Morin's

portraits suggested Morin rather than the painter.

It is not known that Morin had any regular instruction in

engraving nor any other masterthan Philippe de Champaigne.

His technique bears this out; it is a painter's technique

rather than an engraver's. He is interested first of all in

qualities of tone, and comparatively indifferent to manual
skill; and he is little interested in the natural qualities of

either burin work or etching, or in technique per se.

His technique is almost entirely etching; the face is

rendered in what might be termed rough stippling, dots

and short lines hardly to be distinguished from dots. The
rest of the figure is worked with very free lines, mixed with

dotting and the same short chopped-up lines as in the face.

The background with long parallel lines cross-hatched. The
burin is very little used ; chiefly, apparently, on the frames.

This technique has not the utter freedom of line of modern

reproductive etchings, and yet it is not in any way an imita-

tion of the burin technique of the time; it has doubtless

been influenced by this, but it is far looser and less con-

ventional, and has an altogether different quality of tone. It

must be called Morin's own device, but it is clearly inspired

by the etchings of Van Dyck, or, still more closely, by some

oi the plates of Lucas Vorsterman, in which he mixed graver
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work with etched work that was done rather in the manner

of Van Dyck. Morin refined and elaborated and systema-

tized this in characteristic French fashion, just as Mellan

and Nanteuil did with the Northern burin manner, and just

as French art has always done with every new foreign in-

fluence. He made it fuller in tone, larger in scale, more
varied in effect, and more adapted to reproductive engraving.

The result must be called Morin's own technique, but such

a plate as Vorsterman's Charles de Mallory shows clearly

enough where Morin got his suggestion.

Morin seems not to have gone through any period of

crude beginnings, but to have found his manner almost

immediately and to have followed it thereafter with little

change.^ His average is high, and unusually even, so that

a choice of his best plates is largely a matter of taste. But

it is safe to include among them : the Marquis de Gesvres,

Arnauld d'Andilly, le President de Maisons, Comte d'Har-
court^ Marechal de Villeroy^ Antoine Vitre, and Chrystin.

The Vitre IS a larger plate than most of Morin's; it is un-

usually striking, but it is not altogether characteristic of his

work. Morin was one of the few French portrait engravers

who produced good plates after foreign artists—as, for ex-

ample, in \i\sJeronieFranck^ after Franck, and his Chrystin

and CardinalBentivoglio, afterVan Dyck. Th^Bentivoglio is

often chosen as Morin's masterpiece, but it certainly does not

deserve this rank ; it is lively and striking at the first glance,

but decidedly lacking in breadth. As is often the case with

reputed masterpieces of engravers, the very qualities which

have attracted attention and impressed the unpractised or

superficial observer are the things with which they are to be

^ Certain plates, however (for example, Augustin de Thou and Christophe

de Thou), are easily recognizable as early work.
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reproached, when judged not as mere feats of technical skill,

but as works of art.

The great merit of Morin's technique is his tones. No
reproductive engravers up to his day had achieved such

fulness, such a wide range of tones; and none had dared

attempt such deep blacks, at least with success. At the

same time the quality of his tones is very good, rich, and
often soft and delicate; varied, moreover, and filled with

contrasts of texture, though he tries little to imitate the

textures of different materials. He is fond, too, of strong

contrasts, a trait which leads him at times into forcing his

tones, to making his contrasts harsh, setting the high lights

of the face beside shadows or masses of hair which are almost

solid blacks.

His most frequent fault is his fondness for minute con-

trasts of tone, for sharply accenting small details of form.

It gives his plates a pleasant crispness of tone which is one

of their most attractive features—but it is generally exag-

gerated ; it keeps the details from falling into proper relation,

and gives the whole plate a disturbing restlessness. All in

all, Morin's good qualities and his defects are closely inter-

woven—and both go to make up the liveliness, the peculiar

combination of softness and mystery with clearness and

precision, of boldness and delicacy, in short the personal

character, which gives his work its charm.

Morin's plates are so personal, such admirable interpreta-

tions of their models, and so rich in attractive qualities that

they are among the most sympathetic of all French portrait

engravings. They are far superior to ordinary reproductive

engravings, and indeed have a certain suggestion of great-

ness. After looking through a portfolio of his plates, one

has the impression that Morin is really a great master, and

is then surprised not to be able to pick out any particular
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plate that will justify it. Morin was sensitive, artistic,

possessed of a great sense of style, and above all, personal

—

but he was not quite enough of a draughtsman. His draw-

ing is expressive and full of character, but he is not quite

sure of his form. Even in details he is less convincingly exact

than Nanteuil or Mellan, but his particular difficulty is in

treating the figure as a whole. He attacks the form bit by

bit, a little as Diirer would have done ; he cannot keep it

all in his mind at once, cannot conceive the whole head as

a single unit of form. His modelling is not altogether

solid, and in spite of the elaborately modelled details and

vigorous accents, his figure as a whole lacks relief. It is

on account of this fundamental uncertainty of form, more

than from his exaggerated contrasts of tone, that his plate

does not hold together—that in spite of the deep tones

and strong contrasts the design does not fall into broad

masses, and on the whole lacks unity and breadth. It is

only by a trifle that Morin falls short, but it is an essential

trifle.

Morin's technique was too personal to be adopted by

other men or to become the foundation of a school. In this

it was like the technique of Mellan, but for an opposite

reason : Mellan's was too rigidly systematic, while Morin's

was not systematic enough. Morin had, however, two or

three pupils or followers : Jean Alix, Jean Boulanger, and

his nephew, Nicolas de Platte-Montagne. None of them

were important men. There is a certain resemblance to his

work in the two or three portraits engraved by Jean Pesne,

one of which is very well known—a portrait of Nicolas

Poussin, after Poussin's own painting, which was engraved

in Rome in 1650. As in Morin's plates the work is chiefly

etching, but it is crude and coarse, as if it had been done

with a dull point ; the plate is weak in tone and lacking in

F
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breadth, and is far inferior to Morin's work. It has a

certain vigour and is fairly personal, but it depends for its

interest chiefly upon its subject, and upon the character of

the painting which was its model. Two other contemporary

engravers who used etching were Louis Elle and Claude
Le Febure. Le Febure was an excellent portrait painter,

who etched a few portraits in a loose and unpractised

manner; perhaps he had Van Dyck's technique in mind.

His plates are not without interest, as they are original

works by an artist of considerable skill, but they are very

crudely etched and show no knowledge of the metier. They
have no relation to the portrait engraving of the time.

It is hardly possible that such admirable portraits as

Morin's did not have a great influence upon the engravers

of the next generation, but no one (except the two or three

unimportant men just mentioned) followed his technique.

The use of etching together with burin work which was to

be so widespread in the XVIIIth century was due chiefly

to Gerard Audran, and Audran learned his technique in

Rome; it was, moreover, altogether different in principle from

Morin's. The only direct influence of Morin's which can be

recognized, was the share he had in forming the technique

of Nanteuil.

II—NANTEUIL

The real founder of the dynasty of French portrait engravers

was Nanteuil. It was he who developed its power and set

it firmly on his throne. Nanteuil fused into a simple system

the isolated and extreme manners of his two great predeces-

sors, Morin and Mellan, and founded the technique which

was the model upon which practically all French portrait

engraving was based. He gave the French School a definite
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form, created it, in fact,—and stamped his personality on it

so firmly that for over a century and a half the imprint

remained. He made his pre-eminence admitted by all French
engravers, and made the French School recognized as the

first in Europe. He might be called the Louis XIV of

French engraving. He was more than that; he is not only

the founder of the School, but by far and away its greatest

master; and he was not merely a master of the burin, but

a great artist.

Robert Nanteuil was born at Rheims. The date of his

birth is not certain ; it has been given as 1623, as 1625, and
as 1630. 1623 seems to rest on better authority, but 1630
corresponds better with the development of his work.^ We
have not many details about his life. His father was a

merchant, and educated him to be a lawyer. But even as a

little boy Nanteuil's instinct asserted itself; he passed his

time in drawing, and in learning from an engraver of

Rheims, Nicolas Regnesson, the rudiments of the pro-

fession in which he was to make his name. Regnesson's

sister he married in 1647. We have only a few plates of

this period,—trifling figure subjects executed not unskil-

fully in the manner of Mellan. Nanteuil's first portraits

were done in 1648, the year he came to Paris, and from

that time on he practically confined himself to portraiture.

In Paris he made his name at once. Almost immediately

he became the foremost portrait engraver in France, and he

remained so until his death. At the beginning he had no

serious rivals. Morin had died in 1650; Mellan was still

alive, but his manner was too freakish and limited to be

generally popular for portraiture ; and, moreover, had grown
rather out of fashion. All other portrait engravers were

^ For the discussion of these dates, see Appendix, under Nanteuil.
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mediocre men, and the first plates to appear that could even

be compared to Nanteuil's were those of his own pupils and

followers. Nanteuil, too, had the immense advantage of

being able to draw portraits from life. His original portraits

were naturally far better than most reproductive work. And
as they were engraved after pencil or crayon drawings, they

were almost surely cheaper than finished portraits in oil,

and inevitably brought him a more numerous clientele than

that which would patronize a portrait painter of established

reputation. He had plenty of work to do from the very

first, and even by 1650 had gained such a reputation that

the King, in that year, granted at his request the famous

Edict of St. Jean-de-Luz, which raised the status of engrav-

ing from a *' mechanical " to a "liberal " art—so that in the

official eye engravers became artists instead of artisans. Such

a mark of royal favour was alone enough to have made
Nanteuil's reputation, and to have given him a prestige far

beyond that of any engraver of his time. In addition, the

King soon after made Nanteuil a gift of a hundred louis,

and created in his favour the charge of " graveur et dessina-

teur du cabinet du roi," with a pension of 1,000 livres a year.

He was also given a logement at the Gobelins; he was

allowed to draw the King's portrait from life several times,

as well as those of many members of the royal family. He
was commissioned to engrave the King's portrait no less

than eleven times. No such honours had ever been shown

to any engraver in France.

But Nanteuil was not a courtier. He seems to have had

no ambition to be a power in the official administration of

the Beaux-Arts which was being organized by Colbert.

Very fortunately, too,—for he was not distracted by official

duties, and he did not become involved in the jealousies

and quarrels that so absorbed Le Brun and Mignard. Instead
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of the dry satisfaction of official position, Nanteuil proceeded

to enjoy the society of the rich bourgeoisie, who at this

time, as later in the XVIIIth century, seem to have

received artists and writers with open arms, and to have

lived with them on really sympathetic terms. It was from

this class, too, that most of his sitters came. He produced

portraits enough of the royal family and of the noblesse,

but it was the Parisian haute bourgeoisie^—lawyers and
judges, members of the clergy, writers and poets and

doctors of the Sorbonne,—with whom Nanteuil's life was
passed; it was these whom he understood best and with

whom his name is most closely associated. In this society,

which had begun to turn to all the arts with such enthusiasm,

he found himself very much appreciated, and made himself

very much at home. ''II aimait," says Robert-Dumesnil,

"les lettres et la societe, et menait, comme I'a dit un ecrivian,

la douce vie." He frequented several salons with great

assiduity, and became something of a poetaster. Madame
de Sevigne mentions him once as having had a word or two
with the King at Versailles, in a tone which suggests that

he was rather a well-known personage. In his '' douce vie,"

Nanteuil dissipated all his large earnings, but he died never-

theless (as we are assured by the pious cataloguer) "dans
les sentimens les plus Chretiens et tout a fait edifians,"

—

rather before his time, in 1678.

Nanteuil's busiest years were the ten years or so follow-

ing 1 65 1. During that period he averaged about a dozen

plates a year; in 1661 he engraved as many as fifteen. After

that his industry gradually slackened. In 1665 there were

only three plates, and in 1677 only one. But these were the

worst years; there were fairly busy ones in between, and

he kept on working as long as he lived. Dying before his

fiftieth year he had produced over 220 portraits, so that
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we cannot complain of any lack of industry. Possibly if

his success had been less easy, if he had been less in

demand, and if he had been less diverted by outside interests,

his art might have developed more, and might have gone
beyond the rather narrow range of heads and busts with

which he was contented. But, again, we have no right to

complain of Nanteuil's achievement; no other French por-

trait engraver—versatile and industrious as he might be

—

managed to engrave ten or fifteen such plates as Nanteuil's

finest, nor even one. Robert-Dumesnil suggests that his

various diversions caused Nanteuil to neglect his work
slightly, and to depend largely on the aid of pupils and
assistants.* He quotes an old tradition that it was his

custom to engrave only the heads of his portraits himself,

and that after 1650 only ten plates are known to have been

executed entirely by his own hand.^ It is perfectly natural

that he should have employed assistants; it would have

been absurd for the best engraver of his day to have spent

his time cutting straight parallel lines on the frames and

backgrounds of his plates. Even for the rest of the plate,

his preliminary drawing was so finished and so precise that

an assistant could not go far wrong. Moreover, his technique

was so well reduced to a system, and to so simple and

definite a system, that skilful assistants, working under his

supervision, and with the benefit of his corrections and his

training, should have been able to lay in the figures and

background nearly as well as Nanteuil himself. And in

^ Robert-Dumesnil mentions am ong these : Nicolas Pitau, Jean Simon,

Cornelius Vermuelen, and Nicolas Regfnesson (Nanteuil's brother-in-law

and former master).
* These ten plates are: Pompone de B elli^vre{Rohert-D\imesn\l, No. 37);

Christine, reine de Stikde (R.-D. 67) ; An7ie d'Autriche (23) ; Hesselin ( 1 10)

;

Le Vayer {\\'^\ Lorei {i$o); Louise-Marie de Gonzague, reine de Pologne

(164) ; de Maridat {168) ; de Pdrefixe {211); and van Steenherghen (226).
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fact, in the ten plates mentioned as from his own hand, the

figures and backgrounds are no better done (except perhaps

in the Pompone de Bellihvre) than in many others of his

plates. But in any case it is not possible to believe

—

without much more definite evidence—that Nanteuil gave

up engraving all but the heads of his portraits as early as

1650. Finally, Robert-Dumesnil's statement is misleading

in so far as it may suggest that Nanteuil's work as a whole

suffered from having been entrusted in part to the hands of

assistants. This may be said, it is true, of many of his life-

size heads, and there are several plates of his later years

which seem far too poor to be the work of his burin ; also in

one or two others there is a distinctly different workmanship

in the treatment of the hair. But with the mass of Nanteuil's

plates it is impossible to distinguish the work of different

hands, or to pick out what part of any one plate was done

by Nanteuil and what part by one of his helpers.

Nanteuil's first plates, done at Rheims when he was still

a boy, are imitations of the technique of Mellan. These are

figure subjects, but after Nanteuil came to Paris he followed

Mellan's manner in a number of portraits, and very success-

fully.^ In one or two he follows Mellan very closely, and in

a good many plates dating from 1650 to 1653 he still fol-

lows Mellan in the faces, while in the treatment of the cos-

^ Among the plates which are executed (in certain parts at least) in

the manner of Mellan are: Francois MoU^ of 1649; Marquis de Mouy,

Charles Benoise, and Bochart de Saron, of 1651; Due de Nemours,

Mesgrigny, Charles de Gonzague, and Due de Mantoue, of 1652; and

Mazarin, Edouard Mold, and Matthieu Mold, of 1653. Two plates which

show the Mellan style at its purest

—

Hesselin (R.-D. no) and Pdrdfixe de

Beaumont (211)—were done much later on, one in 1658, the other in 1662.

They are out of the regfular course of Nanteuil's development, and are

surely a deliberate return to his earlier manner, perhaps at the desire of

his client.
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tume Mellan's influence reappears unmistakably throughout

Nanteuil's career. But, also, during these first years in

Paris, Nanteuil was greatly influenced by the work of Morin.

His first portraits, Pierre Dupuy and J. Dupuy^ done in

1648, the year he came to Paris, show clear traces of Morin:

the faces are done with dotting,—etching is certainly used in

one plate,—and in both the backgrounds are probably etched.

Nanteuil did not keep on etching, but there is a whole group

of early plates (up to about 1653) which show the direct

influence of Morin. ^ Nanteuil never imitated Morin, nor

ever followed him as closely as he had followed Mellan.

These early plates are too small, too unpretentious, to rival

Morin's work, or even to recall its general eff^ect, but yet

the traces of Morin's way of working are so distinct that

they cannot be questioned.

Nanteuil's technique, in fact, is a fusion of the manner of

Mellan with that of Morin. It was not a mixture, or a

grafting of one upon the other, but rather a resultant of two

diff^erent influences. Nanteuil did not merely adopt the

technical devices of his two masters. Rather it was the

lessons of their technique that he made use of. He carried

these out in his own way, and to a point unapproached by

either of them, so that though he had followed both Morin

and Mellan at times, he cannot be called a follower of either.

He was indebted most, probably, to Mellan. From him he

learned to use few lines, and to arrange them with system

and order: also, certain devices of line and tricks of the

burin which he clung to throughout his life. Mellan, too,

set for him the high standard of manual skill that made his

technique possible. From Morin, Nanteuil took the idea of

^ Three plates which show it most strongly are : Michel Larcher and

Due de Mercoeur of 1649, and Le Bouthillier of 1651; in the last two
Nanteuil uses even Morin's octagonal frame.
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rendering the face chiefly by graver dots, which was an

essential feature of his technique. Also the idea of render-

ing different parts of the plate,—background, flesh, hair,

cloth, fur, and linen or lace collars,—each with a different

technique—not necessarily in order to imitate textures, but

rather to contrast one with another in order to give more

character and variety to the plate. Morin, too, probably in-

spired him to attempt fuller tones and a wider range of tones

than engravers have heretofore attempted. And through-

out all Nanteuil's work there are reminiscences of Morin,

—

that are none the less striking because they are rather vague

and intangible. Morin may be said to have enriched the

too narrow and limited range of Mellan,— to have balanced

Mellan's extreme and too one-sided style.

There is also to be considered the influence of Dutch

and Flemish portrait engraving upon the development of

Nanteuil's technique. Ever since the appearance of the

Rubens School, Northern engravings had been very popular

in France, and cannot have been without influence upon

French engraving. Nanteuil is closest, not to the Rubens

engravers themselves, but to the school of Dutch portrait

engravers which developed under the stimulus, and partly

under the influence, of the Rubens School,—who reproduced

for the most part the portraits of Miereveldt and Franz Hals,

—and of whom the most noted were W. J. Delff and Jonas

Suyderhoef. Suyderhoef as a rule has more resemblance to

Morin (though he works only with the burin in the portrait

itself), but some of his heads (those of van A ken 3.n6.Jacob

Previus for example), are executed with a system of graver

dots that has much in common with Nanteuil's. W. J. Delff

(1580- 1 638) shows an even closer and more tangible resem-

blance to Nanteuil. He was much inferior to him as an

artist; his tones are cold and without breadth, his colour

G
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values are not effective, and his drawing is stiff. But his

Maurice Prince of Nassau, of 1625, and Christian Duke
of Brunswick, of 1623, seem clearly to show the models

from which Nanteuil took his arrangement of lines in the

oval frame and in the background. There is also a resem-

blance in the arrangement of lines and dots in the faces

of these two plates to that which Nanteuil followed in the

heads of slightly larger size which he began to engrave soon

after 1660. Suyderhoef's dates are uncertain; he was work-

ing, at least, from 1641 to 1669, and it is quite as possible

that the resemblance to Nanteuil was due to Nanteuil's in-

fluence on him, as the contrary. But Delff's plates were

done twenty-five years before Nanteuil's career began, and

there can be no doubt that they had some direct influence on

Nanteuil. But though Nanteuil was undoubtedly stimulated

by Northern work, and even borrowed from it certain devices

of line, his technique was in no sense an adaptation or an

off-shoot of any Northern manner. His early plates show
us that the essential elements of his technique were French,

and that he developed them in his own way. The resem-

blance to any Northern work appears only when his technique

was fully developed,—and however much the two results

have in common, it is clear that he arrived at his own results

fairly independently.

Meanwhile, between the two influences of Mellan and

Morin, Nanteuil had been gradually working out his own
technique. He had never, in fact, followed either Morin or

Mellan outright. Even in the plates which are closest to

Mellan, Nanteuil's own personality is clearly evident;—he is

never an imitator, but uses Mellan's methods in his own
way. Moreover his own particular manner—his fusion of

the styles of the two older engravers—may be seen in embryo

in his earliest portraits—even those of 1648. It may be seen,
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too, in all the plates which have been mentioned as showing
traces of Morin,—for in all of them there is much more of

Nanteuil than of Morin. Its gradual development may be

followed in the Due de Bouillon of 1649, the David Blondel

and Cardinal de Retz of 1650, the Due de Nemours and

Lavardin of 1651, and the Gilles Menage of 1652. But all

of these plates are still more or less crude in execution and

dry in tone; they are well drawn, and engraved very pains-

takingly,—but it is clear that Nanteuil is still feeling his way.

In 1652, however, he suddenly made a great advance: the

Melchior de Gillier and Mme de Gillier of that year are

done with much more confidence and with far more vigour

and breadth. He now advanced rapidly—both in drawing and

in technique; his progress may be traced through the de

Nesmond^ Bellievre (the earlier plate), Le Tellier^ and

Blondeau^ of 1653;—the Guenegaud, Le Fevre dOrmesson,
and the splendid Georges de Scudery^ of 1654;—the fine

plates of 1655

—

Clermont-Tonnerre^ Chapelain, 3.n6.Jacques
Amelot]—and the Sarrasin, Potier de Novion^ Cureau de La
Chamhre^ and Louis de Suze, of 1656. These are all fine por-

traits; the Clermont- Tonnerre^ Amelot, and Scudery are so

splendidly drawn, and at least so adequately engraved that

it is hard to deny then a place among Nanteuil's master-

pieces. But it was haidly until the next year—until 1657

—

that Nanteuil reached his full maturity.

In 1657 begins Nanteuil's finest period, and within the

next five or six years were executed the series of plates

which deserve to be called his masterpieces. In 1657 come
the Thevenin and Lotin de Charny\^ in 1658 Regnauldin,

Loret^ Cambout de Coislin, Marquis de Castlenau^ and

^ In 1657, too, were engraved three reproductive plates which in execu-

tion, at least, are quite :he equal of these others : Seguier, de Neufvilley

and the famous Pompoi '. de Bellievre.
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Basile Fouquet\ in 1659 G. de Lamoignon and Payen-

Deslandes] in 1660 Jean Dorieu\ and in 1661 La Mothe
Le Vayeur and Nicolas Fouquet.

It is only in these dozen plates (or in other plates—if there

be any—equally good) that it is possible to see Nanteuil at

his best,—and it is only by the standard which they set that

he can be fairly judged. It is upon these plates more than

any others that his fame must rest.

It is at this period and in these plates that Nanteuil's

personality is most vigorous and most distinct, and his pre-

eminence over all other French portrait engravers most fully

apparent. There is no sharp cleavage between this period

and the years immediately preceding and immediately fol-

lowing, but yet the period is distinct enough. Several earlier

plates (for instance the Clermont-Tonnerre^ Amelot, Scudery,

and Louis de Suze) are perhaps as well drawn as these master-

pieces, and many later ones are quite as well engraved. But

in these years Nanteuil's design and his execution are in

most perfect balance. He has outgrown the trace of hard-

ness which clung to his work as late as 1656, and not yet

fallen into the slightly loose and conventional handling of

the years which were to follow. Still more important, per-

haps, it is at this time that his portraits are most satisfactory

as portraits: the form is most fully and most accurately ren-

dered,—the likeness most convincing and sincere,—his grasp

of character fullest and most profound;—and it is now, finally,

that he is most interested in the personality of his sitter.

Even slightly less attractive plates of this period (such as

the Le Masle and Gassendi) have a solidity and vigour which

is rarely equalled later on. Now, his art has not only most

virility, but also most measure and reserve,—and now his taste

is most subtle and most refined. In short, at this period

appear all the finest qualities of his art, and Robert Dumesnil
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shows excellent discrimination in terming it "le bon temps

du maitre."

In 1660, when Nanteuil was at the very acme of his pro-

sperity, his work begins to change,—not greatly, but yet

enough to mark off distinctly a new period in his develop-

ment. His drawing becomes a little looser and less exact,—

a

little more facile and less conscientious,—and decidedly more

conventional. Particular features—eye, nose, and mouth

—

have a certain family likeness, as if they were done—un-

consciously perhaps—according to a formula. Even the ex-

pression is more conventional; and there is not the same

depth of character as before. The artist seems less interested

in character and personality:—his manner is more pro-

nounced, and he gives more attention to style—to chic.

The change did not come abruptly. Several of Nanteuil's

finest plates were done in 1661 and 1662, and the precision

of his best period appears in some plates as late as 1665.

But the new manner is quite distinct, and appears clearly in

1660,—in Pierre Poncef, Cesar d'EstreeSy and the Marquis

de Maisons. Other good plates which are typical examples

of this looser manner are Le Tellier and Barrillon de

Moranges of 1661,

—

Alexandre de Seve and de Laurillihre

of 1662, and Chamillard oi 1664.

In the 6o's Nanteuil began to work on larger plates with

heads done on a larger scale:—first with an intermediate size,

of which Turenfte^ and Hardouin de Perefixe of 1663, and

Le Boultz of 1 67 1 , are excellent examples,—and then with his

well-known life size heads. In the intermediate size he is

often seen to rather better advantage at this time than in

the standard size head. There is no decided change in his

technique after his best period, but there is a gradual tend-

^ The plate after Champaigne,—not the life size head drawn by Nanteuil

himself.
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ency toward softer and fuller tones. In fact, Nanteuil's

whole development from the beginning of his career had been

in this direction. Often, now, the lines are rather more lightly

cut and set closer together, and in the face the lines are run

further in among the dots. The tones are not only softer,

but richer and more elaborate. More interest is taken in

tone, and it becomes a more important element of the whole
design. The drawing is less and less precise,—and the plate

has more suggestion of atmosphere. The whole treatment,

in fact, is more painter-like. Whether—from the point of

view of engraving—this is an improvement or not, is doubt-

ful,—but it is a step forward in technical development. It is

this phase of Nanteuil's technique ^ that the work of his

immediate followers resembles most closely;—partly, prob-

ably, because they liked its softness of tone
;
partly, surely,

because his former directness of line was almost impossible

for men who were not doing original work.

One of the most striking and most original groups of

Nanteuil's work is that of his large life-size heads. They
were designed—obviously—to be framed and hung on walls,

—and in XVI Ith century interiors portraits were usually

skied, or seen from a distance in difficult lights. Under

these conditions Nanteuil's large heads are not ineffective,

—

and although such an undertaking is necessarily a tour de

force for a burin engraver—at least he deserves credit for

having succeeded in an almost impossible task. It is remark-

able, too, that he could have used so effectively on such

large plates the same technique that served for his usual

plates. Fine as his lines are in these large plates they mass

readily into broad and vigorous tones; the plate is neither

weak in tone nor over minute in detail,—even simpler in

' Good illustrations of it are the Per4fixe of 1663, Feret of 1669, Le

Boultz of 1671, and Michel Amelot of 1675.
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modelling, perhaps, than the smaller plates. But the great

manual labour involved in covering these large surfaces with

closely laid lines must necessarily have thrown a larger part

of the work into the hands of assistants. And even the

drawing of these large portraits seems at times not to have

inspired Nanteuil with the interest he usually took in his

work. Most of them were commissions from the King or

his family—which could not be refused or delayed,—and many
of them are rather empty. There is always a difficulty in

their composition : in order not to have the plate of an alto-

gether impractical size, the head has to crowd the oval space,

and seems to protrude from the frame,—so that a rather full

face (such as that of the Grand Dauphin) seems rather puffy,

—slightly ridiculous, even. And in general the composition is

less interesting than in the smaller plates. Nevertheless, the

best of the large portraits,—such as Turenne^ Le Camus

^

Colbert^ Arnauld de Po7nponne^ and perhaps one or two of

the numerous heads oi Louis XI V^—which are portraits from

life by Nanteuil himself, are admirably drawn and engraved,

and vigorous and full of character. They are an essential

contribution to the total of Nanteuil's achievement.

Edelinck and several others of Nanteuil's immediate

XVI Ith century followers engraved a good many life-size

heads,—following Nanteuil's manner very closely—and very

successfully. But the style disappeared before the growing

popularity of the full-length engravings of the Drevet School,

and seems to have been almost entirely abandoned in the

XVI I Ith century.

It may be worth while to note in detail the technique of

one of Nanteuil's finest plates,—taking a typical example

—

such as the Lotin de Charny^ the Dorieu, or the Nicolas

Fouquet. The face is worked with sharply pointed graver

dots, arranged carefully and systematically, and slightly
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suggesting the form by the direction in which they run. In

the shadows these are supported more or less by lines; and

the lips and eyes are always rendered with lines. But gener-

ally the larger part of the face—and always the high-lights

—are rendered with dots alone. The hair is done with rather

conventional curves. It is uneven: sometimes full of char-

acter, but often a little too conventional,—and often rather

uncertain in tone. Likely enough it was generally done by

assistants. The collar is done with great care, but with very

few and simple lines. All the costume shows to the last the

influence of Mellan, being carried out as far as possible

without cross-hatching, and with considerable ingenuity in

the arrangement of the lines. This never carries him away,

however, and in many plates cross-hatching is used without

hesitation. But in either case his arrangement of lines is

fairly simple. The background is put in with straight parallel

lines, cross-hatched,—first at right angles, and then with added

series of diagonal lines in the darker tones. The backgrounds

are always very effective in setting off the head, and are in

good tone, but they are not altogether satisfactory : though

never flat or mechanical they are sometimes a little hard,—or

unpleasant in quality.

Yet though Nanteuil followed these established conven-

tions of line, he never followed them rigidly or mechanically.

However uniform the general treatment was, there was always

some variation, and however slight this variation was, it was

essential. The technique is never a formula which is applied

monotonously to every model. On the contrary it is quickly

and delicately adapted to the slightest change in the char-

acter of the work. It is so simple, in appearance, that one

does not realize how fully adequate it always is, and how wide

its variety of effects. And in fact one of the finest qualities

of Nanteuil's technique is its complete self-effacement.
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It is by his technique that Nanteuil has had such great

and such lasting influence upon French portrait engraving.

His greatness as an artist, it is true, depends upon other

things—upon his original artistic qualities. But it was not

through these that he had such influence upon his contem-

poraries and successors. He formed no school of portraiture,

and the style in portrait painting changed so completely

after his death that the qualities which were the very basis

of his art,—the sober and severe design, the depth of

character,—almost disappeared, at least for a time. Yet

in engraving, at all periods and under all styles, his tech-

nique had the very greatest influence. It was, indeed, the

foundation upon which all later developments were made.

The principles that Nanteuil brought out—the lessons that

his work taught—were followed as long as the French School

lasted. It was Nanteuil who made possible the work of

Edelinck andMasson,—the elaborate methods of the Drevets

and the Louis XV engravers,—the portraits of Cochin and

Saint-Aubin, and even the delicate medallions and minia-

tures of the Louis XVI period. Different as their work often

appears, practically all portrait engravers up to the Revolu-

tion must trace their technical ancestry to him. Even the

use of etching beside the graver work which came in during

the XVIIIth century changed but little the general scheme

of the technique that he had left.

This remarkable vitality was due to one thing, namely,

—

that Nanteuil's technique was a logical and carefully reasoned

system. It is, in fact, not so much a technical device as a

technical principle. Other engravers before had devised

satisfactory conventions of burin lines. But these had been

personal—temperamental,—or else limited to one particular

style. For example, Pontius' and Vorsterman's engravings

after Van Dyck's portraits are very eff"ective plates,—but

H
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their technique was suited only to the particular models for

which it was devised, and even then limited to a very narrow

range. When it attempts fuller tones or more elaborate form

it fails completely : the tones become gritty, the form loses

its breadth, and the design as a whole goes to pieces.

Morin's technique, successful as it had been, was purely

personal; he had not been able to hand it down to a single

follower. Nanteuil's conventions are not personal, nor are

they merely convenient manual tricks of the burin. They
are logical, and carefully reasoned out,—and are based on the

true principle of reproductive engraving : which is, one may
say, a compromise,—reconciling (as far as possible) the

necessities of reproductive work (such as fulness of tone and

comparative vagueness of outline) with the inherent qualities

and the inherent limitations of line-engraving. Thus it was
that French reproductive engravers, though conspicuous

among all others for their fidelity to their models, so

rarely forced their medium. Though they rendered the

tones as fully as they could, they never (in their best work)

undertook more elaborate effects of tone than they could

manage successfully. His technique, finally, was not rigid,

but elastic,—and not a set of hard and fast rules which

hindered and shackled his followers. Rather, it may be

called the constitution of French engraving; it pointed out

the limits beyond which it was not safe to go^ and set down
the principles and the methods by which any change was to

be made,—but it was in no way dogmatic or arbitrary. Most
of all, it was organic,—capable of growth and develop-

ment; it was living, and had a brain to direct it. For this

logical and rational character which enabled it to survive

so many changes in the style of painting, French engrav-

ing is indebted to Nanteuil. Mellan had given him the

hint, but it was he who carried it out to a satisfactory
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and practical result. And in fact Nanteuil's real importance

as a burinist is due not to his manual dexterity, but to

his having contributed to the craft this intellectual quality.

It was this that laid the real foundation of reproductive

engraving.

But—admirable as is Nanteuil's technique, and important

as it is in the history of engraving—it is not as a technician

that he has the greatest claim to fame,—but as an original

artist. Nanteuil, indeed, has never come into his own in the

annals of French art. He is not only the finest of French

portrait engravers, but one of the masters of French por-

traiture. His work has all the characteristic French qualities:

its sense of style, its measure and balance, and its highly

intellectual quality;— and also, perhaps, one must add,

many of the characteristic French limitations. Among
French portrait painters he is unsurpassed as a draughts-

man; and in certain supreme qualities of the portraitist

—in depth of character, in reserve and repose, and above

all in probity, very few of them can claim to rank beside

him.

There is a story that when Nanteuil was a young student

newly arrived in Paris, without friends or resources, he

waited one day at the doors of the Sorbonne, and as the

students came out, inquired for one of them whose name, he

said, he did not know, but whose portrait he showed by way
of identification. The student was a myth, but the ruse

succeeded : the merit of the pretended portrait brought the

young artist commissions from other students,—and it was

thus that Nanteuil got his start. The story, too, may be a

myth, but it has, at any rate, the significance of myths. It

is as portraits, and not merely as technical achievements,

that Nanteuil's plates are the masterpieces of the French

School.
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So decidedly is this the case, that only those of Nanteuil's

plates which are after his own drawings can be taken as

typical of his work,—all the more so as it was the exception

rather than the rule for him to engrave portraits by other

artists. When hedid so, hewas much more interested thanwas
his wont in purely technical qualities : in brilliance or softness

of tone and mere smoothness of finish,—in his skill of hand,

in short, rather than in the vigour of the design or in

the expression of character. It is precisely these obvious

and rather bourgeois qualities, perhaps, that have caused

Nanteuil's reproductive plates to be so readily proclaimed as

his masterpieces by the jury of printsellers and ofF-hand

collectors which has sat in judgement upon the matter in

catalogues and auction lists. It is the excessive praise of

these plates that has given such a false and inadequate idea

of the character of Nanteuil's art. In this Nanteuil does

not suifer alone, for engravers (more, probably, than any

other class of artists) are generally best known by works

which are striking or sensational or peculiar, but which do

not show the finer qualities of their art.

There is surely no better example of this than the famous

Pompone de Bellievre, which has so commonly been adver-

tised as Nanteuil's masterpiece. It is a pretty print, with a

delicate gray tone;—the portrait of a handsome man, with

a pleasant smiling expression;—a brilliant technical per-

formance, but a vastly over-rated work of art. It is carefully

drawn, but the form is over rounded and smoothened,—and

beside one of Nanteuil's own portraits the face is empty.

The plate is polished and smoothed and burnished until the

character is lost from the head,—and beside the finest plates

of his best period, it seems saccharine and almost vulgar. It

may be one of the masterpieces of portrait engraving, but it

is not a masterpiece of Nanteuil's. Another plate, also often
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noted as one of his masterpieces, the van Steenberghen (after

Duchastel), is not only not typical of Nanteuil, but not to

be mentioned beside his best work. It is purely reproductive

in character, and depends wholly for its interest upon its

softness of tone. A half-dozen other French engravers could

have done it as well, and have done quite as good plates.

Two of the best of Nanteuil's reproductive plates,—two which

show most vigour and character,—are the Seguier (after

Le Brun) and the Ture^ine (after Champaigne). There is

surely no more striking example of the essential difference

between original and reproductive engraving than in this

sharp distinction between Nanteuil's plates. He was no

less conscientious in his plates after other artists,— indeed he

took rather exceptional pains with them, and used the same

methods as in his own plates,—but the inspiration, the clear

intention, the vigour and expressiveness of original design

are lacking.

Nanteuil's drawings from life were done usually in pastel,

but as most of them were intended only to be models for the

engraving, comparatively few of them have been preserved.

They are perhaps darker in tone than the usual pastel, and

have not the light touch and delicate texture which gives this

medium so much of its charm. Perhaps, though, they have

suffered a little in this respect from lack of care. The face and

hair—and still more the costume—are very sober in colour,

and colour never plays a very prominent part in the design,

—

probably in order not to complicate the task of the engraver.

Sometimes only the head was finished ; the costume being

left in outline or merely sketched in, and left to be finished

in the engraving. There are also a few very interesting

pencil drawings, done on vellum—very surely and pre-

cisely—and on as small a scale as the engraving itself.

Nanteuil also made finished portraits in pastel,—and indeed
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his crayons were even more esteemed than his engravings.

But they have been widely scattered ; comparatively few of

them are in public collections, and fewer still have been

published. The best of these are hardly equalled by the

engravings: they are richer in tone; and of even greater

vigour and breadth.

The artist whom Nanteuil most closely resembles, and who
had most influence upon him, is Philippe de Champaigne.
At the time that Nanteuil came to Paris, Champaigne was
the foremost portrait painter in France. He was a Fleming
by birth, but he had been so long established in France and
so dominated by French taste that he had become practically

a French artist; by 1655 ^^ had been made a professeur at

the Gobelins, and later became its Rector. There Nanteuil

must have come under his influence; and he received some
instruction from him. Champaigne's influence, moreover, was
a very fortunate one: his precise style of drawing was sym-

pathetic to Nanteuil's own instinct,—and it was exception-

ally adapted to line-engraving. Nanteuil resembles him so

closely that he must be called a follower of his. Yet Nanteuil's

personality is distinct, and he is by no means an imitator.

He follows Champaigne's sober and severe treatment, his

precision of form, and his general manner of looking at the

head. But Nanteuil's work is much more limited in range.

He did practically nothing but portraits,—and in those,

nothing but heads and busts. Even in these he has less

variety than Champaigne. The head is never shown in

profile and rarely in direct full-face, but nearly always in

three-quarters; and the pose does not change much. There

is rarely any movement of the body or arms, and no detail

in the background to add life and variety to the design.

There is, indeed, a certain monotony to a whole series of

portraits by Nanteuil. He never falls into a rigid formula,
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and he does not repeat his design ;—he varies always, but he

varies within very narrow limits.

Nanteuil, in fact, is a specialist. He concentrates all his

attention upon one thing—upon the expression of character

by the head. He neglected no side of his art that could

contribute to this,—and he paid little attention to anything

that did not. Though deficient in no way as a draughtsman,

—such qualities of design as picturesqueness of pose and
composition, striking effects of light and shade, soft and
rich tones and the suggestion of atmosphere,—all those

qualities which give so much interest and charm to the work
of many lesser men—all these he neglects almost entirely in

so far as they do not aid him in the expression of character.

In his technical accomplishments, as has been seen, he

showed this same reserve of his powers. Although he was
able to—and did at times—express colour-value and texture

better than most French engravers, he was never carried

away by his skill,—never tempted into exploiting his tech-

nique. Skilful as his burin was, it was always kept under

perfect control, always subordinated to his main purpose.

So that although Nanteuil confined himself closely to

one thing,—in that he was so perfect that he has never been

equalled. Narrow as his speciality was, he achieved so

much with it that he made up for the wider range of other

men. In the modelling of a head, none of his followers—even

Edelinck—can equal him, and the Drevets—or any other

Louis XV engravers—cannot compare with him. Even if

his composition lacks picturesqueness, his heads have great

distinction, and the arrangement within the oval is perfect.

The frame is generally cold and severe, and lacks the charm

of the suave and elaborate decoration of the century which

followed. But yet the portrait and the frame are so perfectly

in tone; and the proportions are so absolutely just between
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the figure and the oval and the frame; the masses of tone

so perfectly balanced, and the contours of the figure so well

adapted to the enclosing oval,—that side by sidewith Nanteuil

the decorative character of later work seems a little loose

and empty,—merely more elaborate in style, and not quite

as perfect in taste. Nanteuil's figure seems to have grown
within its oval, while in one of Edelinck's plates (for instance)

it seems merely cut out of a larger design,—as in fact it was.^

Nanteuil's portraits are often too severe—too reserved—to

be as striking, as immediately attractive, as those of many
later engravers. But when once one has come to feel the

profoundness and solidness of Nanteuil, other men are apt

to seem a little superficial.

Nanteuil's portraits are never unconventional. His con-

ception is never spontaneous, free, nor purely personal,

—

such, for example, as Rembrandt's is. His arrangement is

never informal ; the pose is not spontaneous—instinctive, the

expression is not unconscious

—

naif. It is not what at the

present day would be called unaffected and natural. But yet

it is not false. The likeness is not exactly flattered, and not

unfaithful,—the form is too convincingly exact for that. Nor
is the portrait artificial; Nanteuil's interpretation of the

personality is too honest, and the confident sureness with

which he sets it forth cannot leave any doubt but that it was

based on reality. And he is too full of facts; his faces have

not the emptiness of artificial portraits. But the artist is

never trying to expose his sitter,—to disclose him to the

^ In the XVIIIth century, when the decorative instinct was most

sensitive, many engravers felt this lack of relation between the fig^ure

and the oval—in plates in which the head and bust were taken from a fiill-

length canvas. To remedy it, a piece of drapery often was pulled out

over the frame so that the portrait and the frame were better united into

a single design.
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audience,—to reveal, by a sudden perception, some hidden

or unsuspected trait of character,—to probe him by a merci-

less psychological analysis. Nor is his portrait ever a sudden

or accidental impression—an impromptu and incomplete

sketch; never a snap-shot of a chance characteristic pose.

Instead, the artist takes up his sitter more at leisure,—not

from one but from very many sides. Instead of one vivid

impression, his portrait is the sum of many impressions,—

a

balanced conclusion rather than a single piece of evidence.

The personality of the sitter is, as it were, on parade. The
pose and expression—though generally natural and easy

—

are conscious, reserved, on guard,—or, rather, under control.

The sitter is not disguising himself, or pretending,—but

merely putting his best side forward,—or rather (perhaps)

putting himself forward at his best. The pose and expression,

though natural and easy enough, are always conscious and

always somewhat reserved. The sitter is never laughing or

frowning, or indifferent; always alert and attentive. He is

never in working clothes,—never in neglig^, or carelessly

dressed. He never leans upon things, but holds himself

erect and dignified, and, above all, in perfect poise. In short,

Nanteuil's style is essentially that which is very aptly termed

the *'set portrait."

But in all this Nanteuil is altogether characteristic of

French portraiture. There is always this parti pris in the

treatment of the sitter; it is so decided, and so universal,

that it is an essential trait,—and one which distinguishes the

French school. The painter tends to make his portrait

conform to an ideal. He shows his sitter not only as he

looks but as he wants to look,—not only as he is but as he

wants to be. Instead of insisting on peculiar individual

features, he rather makes his model conform to a general

type,—so that the portrait is more or less of a generalization.

I
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This point of view is the less insincere because it is partaken

—even more strongly, perhaps—by the sitter himself. So that

if the French portrait lacks the naturalness, the unaffected-

ness, of other styles, it has many compensating* advantages.

It does not, perhaps, show the innermost soul of a man, as

Dutch or Italian portraits often do,—the personality utterly

stripped of external surroundings and associations. But

perhaps on the whole it tells a little more about the man.

It shows him as he appeared in the eyes of his friends and

contemporaries. It suggests his ideas and interests; it shows

his point of view, his standards, his ideals. And in fact, it

gives a portrait not only of the man but of his time. Often,

perhaps, it gives the time a little better than the man. But

this in a way is true of personalities themselves in France:

particularly, perhaps, in the XVI Ith and XVIIIth cen-

turies their ideal was to conform to the ideals of their time

rather than to stand out by themselves. So that certain

mannerisms which appear in Nanteuil's portraits (and which

make their expression a little monotonous and in a way
insincere) actually represent an ideal which is part of his

time,—and one which his sitters not only desired in their

portraits but which they strove to realize in their lives, and

which undoubtedly affected their manners and their character

—and even their faces. There is an element of affectation,

but the affectation is on the side of the sitter rather than of

the painter,—and the portrait is far truer for having rendered

it faithfully.

In all of these things, finally, Nanteuil was thoroughly

characteristic of his own time. In fact, all the qualities of

his genius—and even the circumstances of his life—contribute

to make his art a perfect expression—the fullest expression

in portraiture—of the spirit of this period. Just as his sitters

were the foremost men of that wonderful generation which
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gave to the reign of Louis XIV nearly all it had of greatness

and brilliance,—so his qualities were the finest qualities

of the French genius of the XVI Ith century—the third

quarter of the XVI Ith century. In his art are the vitality

and deep inspiration,—the largeness and solidity,—the per-

fection of form and the severe standard of taste,—the measure

and discipline and restraint,—all of those qualities, in fact,

which have made the arts of this time stand out ever since

as classics. Every period in France has had one painter

who above all others has summed up its whole spirit.

Nanteuil is the painter of the early Louis XIV,—just as

Rigaud was to be of the later Louis XIV, and as Philippe

de Champaigne had been of the Louis XIII. So that, as a

final tribute to his fame, we must give Nanteuil an import-

ant place in the history of French art—as the painter of an

epoch.

Ill—THE FOLLOWERS OF NANTEUIL

Nanteuil's technique was so much superior to any that had

preceded it, and the prestige of its success was so great, that

it became at once the model for all other French portrait

engravers during the rest of the XVI Ith century. They fol-

lowed his system of graver lines ; his disposition of tones,

and pretty much his scale of tones; his frame,—and his

arrangement of the figure within the oval. They followed

him so closely, in fact, that though their work as a whole

shows very solid qualities,—and though in the qualities which

are perhaps the essential ones of portraiture, they are superior

to the portrait engravers of the following century,—yet their

work has a certain sameness and monotony. Out of the

considerable number of these immediate followers who at
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their best produced portraits of almost the first rank, very

few have any decided personality.

Yet although they follow his manner, few of the plates of

the latter part of the XVHth century suggest Nanteuil's

personality; almost none of them, even at first glance, could

be taken for his work. The finest, the essential qualities of

Nanteuil's work are personal qualities, which come from

an original artistic impulse, and which cannot be imitated.

Even in technique he cannot be followed absolutely; the

directness and sureness of intention of his burin lines belong

to original work, and could not be equalled in reproductive

engraving,—not, as has been pointed out, even by Nanteuil

himself, when he worked after portraits by other men.

Nearly always, thus, the work of his followers resembles

more closely his later manner, in which the lines are less

direct—more lightly cut and laid closer together, and in

which more attention is paid to softness of tone.

Of all his followers the man who is perhaps closest to

Nanteuil's personality is Jean Lenfant,—though he is far

from the best of them. Lenfant was older than Nanteuil;

he was born in Abbeville in 1615, and had begun as a pupil

of Mellan, who was his cousin. He became the best of

Mellan's followers; his Roquette (of 1655) shows how skil-

fully and how closely he followed his master's manner. But

when Nanteuil came forward Lenfant abandoned the style

of Mellan and followed with equal fidelity that of the new
master. Lenfant has a more decided personality than most

of Nanteuil's followers, and he was more of an original

artist. Many of his best plates are from his own designs,^

—they are vigorously drawn and show a decided grasp of

character. His graver work is generally much coarser than

Nanteuil's, but yet is expressive and vigorous, and his plate

^ E.g. RetUde Marillac, Pierre Poncet, LeMaitre, Dujour^ and Boucherat.
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as a whole has breadth. His masterpiece is after a drawing

by Nanteuil: Cambout de Coislin. All in all, Lenfant is an

unusually interesting engraver. One of the best of Nanteuil's

followers was Peter van Schuppen. Van Schuppen was a

Dutchman, and his first training was at Haarlem; a portrait

of this period, Villani, shows him then to have been a

mediocre follower of the Rubens engravers. He came to

Paris at about the age of thirty (certainly before 1658), and

remained there the rest of his life. On his arrival there he

entered the studio of Nanteuil, and though his senior, he

accepted entirely Nanteuil's style,—completely unlearning his

early manner, and becoming, in technique at least, a French

engraver. In temperament, however, he remains a Dutch-

man, in spite of his French models and his French manner.

His burin is sympathetic rather than showy; his tones are

quiet rather than brilliant; and his faces have something of

the restfulness and reserve of Dutch portraits;—with depth

of character, rather than style and liveliness of expression.

His drawing has an honesty which makes his likenesses

very convincing, and his faces are more frank, more natural

than was commonly the case in French portraits of the

XVHth century. Thus many of his portraits have unusual

value as human documents. His portrait of Louis XIV after

W. Vaillant, for instance, is done with a matter of fact im-

partiality which makes the heavy face and dull eyes very

convincing. The Dutch artist and Dutch engraver have set

forth quite simply traits which are usually veiled or repressed

by French artists, and their work is rather unique in the

long list of portraits of the Grand Monarque.

Van Schuppen follows Nanteuil in his technique as closely

as he can, but naturally falls short of the simplicity of means,

the vigour and decision of line, of his master. In these

qualities he does not equal Lenfant, but his manual skill is
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much greater. His lines are finer and closer together,—and

approach the softer handling of the later years of Nanteuil.

His work is very uneven; many of his plates, even among
his later ones, are very poor indeed,—and in all his work there

is a tendency to dryness of tone. When he tried to follow

Edelinck in rendering the brilliant and elaborate half-

length portraits, as in his portrait of Van der Meulen^ after

Largilliere, he was only partially successful. Still he had

considerable range : his Perefixe and Siviiane are very suc-

cessful life-size heads, while his technical masterpiece, Louis

de Pontis, is almost a miniature. Van Schuppen was a very

uneven workman, and produced many bad plates. In addi-

tion to those already mentioned, among his best ones are

his Pierre Siguier^ la M^re Arnauld, F, de Nesmond, Le
Soeur, and Antoinette de la Garde.

Francois de Poilly was more important as an engraver

of figure subjects than of portraits. Born in Abbeville in

1622, he came to Paris in 1639, and entered the atelier of

Daret, where he remained for three years; in 1649 he went

to Rome, returning in 1656; he died as late as 1693. Of his

early period, his portraits of Bouchu and Le Sellier are

absolutely in the style of Mellan. His later portraits follow

more or less feebly the style of Nanteuil. They are dry, and

rather weakly drawn, and never very interesting; those of

Cardinal Norfolk, Tonduti, and Denis Talon give a just

idea of his skill. His younger brother and pupil, Nicolas

DE PoiLLY, excels him in portraits (though not in figure

subjects); but neither brother is a particularly important

figure among portrait engravers. Fran9ois, however, from his

" historical " subjects had great prestige in his own time and

was the master ofmany well-known pupils. Many of Nicolas'

plates are very bad, and all his work is apt to be dry. His

est work resembles Edelinck very closely; his tones are soft
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and delicate, and his burin work neat and skilful, but with

a certain air of timidity. A few of his plates

—

Louis XI V^

Le Tellier, and Meauregard—are very good portraits, and

one after his own drawing, the Abbe de Richelieu^ is very

fair.

Nicolas Pitau was born in Antwerp about 1633, and came
to Paris before 1659. He had received his first training from

Cornelius Galle, but like all foreign engravers who came in

France at this time, he adopted without reservation the

technique which Nanteuil had established. He is said to

have been one of the engravers employed by Nanteuil to

work on the costumes and backgrounds of his portraits.

Pitau was an excellent engraver, and his best plates are

of the first rank,—but he owes his chief importance to

having been the master of Edelinck. Pitau, in turn, was
very probably influenced by Edelinck later on, but his Denys
Sanguier, done in 1663, three years before Edelinck arrived

in Paris, proves that he had fully acquired his technique

before he saw Edelinck. In his best plates he is Edelinck's

equal in every way, though his average is much inferior.

Among his best plates are his Denys Sanguier^ J'-F. de

Boulay, Pierre Seguier, Alexander, and Habert deMontmor,
Antoine Trouvain, Etienne Picart, Pierre Landry,

Jacques Lubin, J.-L. Roullet, Jean Langlois, and Jean
Petre are other engravers of the last part of the XVHth
century who are of secondary importance, but who follow

as closely as possible in their best work the manner of

Nanteuil, and at their best equal the best work of Nanteuil's

other followers. Antoine Trouvain was perhaps more im-

portant as a publisher than as an engraver; a very large

number of plates went out under his name, many of which

are probably not his work at all ; many of them, too, are very

bad. Trouvain belongs to the last generation of XVHth
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century engravers; he was a pupil of Edelinck, and was not

received into the Academy until 1707. The plate with which

he was VQ,ce\\Qdj JeanJouvenet^ is looser and more pictorial

in treatment; its technique shows the influence of Audran
or of Pierre Drevet's earlier work. But in most of his best

plates Trouvain is very faithful to the manner of Nanteuil

;

among them are his Louis Dauphin de France^ Habert de

Montmorty Clermont- Tonnerre^ Isaac de Caille^ Houasse^

Pierre Simon^ and La TremoUle. Roullet, who was the

pupil first of Lenfant, then of Fran9ois de Poilly, began as

a follower of Mellan, as in his Alexandre VIIL He did

fewer good plates than Trouvain, and perhaps not quite as

good ones; two of the best are Chaillot de Thoisy and

Hilaire Clement. Etienne Picart, in the course of his long

life (1632-1721) worked at Paris, Rome and Amsterdam,
chiefly at Rome. Most of his plates are figure subjects

—

rather mediocre ones; his portraits were done from 1660 to

1670. His Tallemand and Henry de Fourcy show how
closely he succeeded in following the standard of Nanteuil.

Jacques Lubin, who was a pupil of Edelinck, should be

mentioned for his portrait of the Comte de Grignan\ Jean
Langlois for his LouisAntoine de Noailles. With this group

of men may be mentioned for convenience Etienne Des-

ROCHERS. He is chiefly important as a publisher; of the

600 portraits that were signed by his name, nearly all are

insignificant, and the best are mediocre; he was nevertheless

received in the Acaddmie in 1723.

The most decided personality of any of the followers of

Nanteuil is Antoine Masson. Masson is an unusually in-

teresting man, and has remarkable gifts. He was an original

artist, and many of his best plates are after his own designs.

He has an unusually personal conception of his model—for

a French portraitist;—his heads are full of life and character;
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and his drawing is always vigorous and expressive. He is,

too, a remarkable technician; few line engravers at any
time have equalled him for depth and brilliance and softness

of tone. But Masson lacks one quality which is necessary

to bring out the value of all the rest; namely, balance. In

whatever he tries to do he goes to excess, and his originality

is apt to be freakish. His conception is so personal, his

likeness so strikingly convincing, that it verges on caricature.

There is a touch of caricature in all his portraits ; several of

them i^Le Notre and L.-A. de Gondrin^ for instance) seem
frankly caricatures, and one or two, such as theZ)^^^ deMaine^

are nothing less than grotesque. He seems not always sure

of his form, and over accents the things he is trying to lay

stress on, as if he drew with great difficulty; his heads often

are not solidly modelled, and do not hold together as a whole.

Masson was a versatile engraver,—and much interested in

trying different technical methods, in producing different

qualities of tone. But in this also he went to excess; always

a little, generally very much so. When he tries for pre-

cision, and smoothness of finish (as in La Tour d'Auvergne
and Cardinal de Bouillon) he gives his heads an iron hard-

ness, with the glint of burnished metal. In trying for soft-

ness of tone, as he often does, he produces a curious fuzzy

texture ; his perruques are, at times, a meaningless mass of

fuzzy lines,—formless, shapeless, and without any definite

tone. His worst and his most common fault comes from his

fondness for brilliant contrasts of tone; he overdoes it so

that his high lights are harsh. One of the worst cases of

this is his Brisacier\ the background and figure are an

opaque black, almost a solid mass of ink, and sharply

against this are set the glaring white high lights of the head

and collar; a contrast so violent that it is literally painful to

the eye. He has, too, a curious luminous quality of tone;

K
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which sometimes becomes inexplicably lurid and ghastly;

for instance in the,Abbe Colbert and in Cureau deLa Chambre.
As a reproductive engraver, Masson almost never succeeds

in translating colour values on account of his excessive con-

trasts of tone. And in general, in fact, one may say that

his plates are not harmonious in tone; in spite of his

success in depth and softness of tone, he cannot keep his

different values in proper relation, and the whole plate is

almost never in tone.

Generally Masson's technique is a version of his own of

the manner of Nanteuil. In several plates, Hardouin de

Perefixe^ for instance, he imitates Nanteuil as closely as he

can ; in one or two he imitates (in parts of his plate) Mellan,

(as in Cureau de La Chambre) ; and in one plate, Comte de

Crecy^ he seems surely to be trying to imitate the effect

of mezzotint. Excessive in everything, Mellan is too in-

terested in his technique. His burin work draws attention

to itself; his lines, one may say, do not keep still in their

places, but are distracting and disturbing. At times he goes

to immense pains to show single hairs,—even to having a

singlehair standing outin white against adark background,

—

a piece of technical buffoonery quite unworthy of an engraver

of Masson's calibre. Masson has, too, a disagreeable quality

of line that is peculiar to himself; his lines are often hairy

and coarse and unfeeling as if ploughed through steel,—^a

trait that was undoubtedly due to his early training: he had

begun as an **armurier et damasquinier," so that his first

experience with the burin had been on steel plates.

It is difficult to make a choice of Masson's best plates.

He is almost never commonplace, and even those plates

which show the worst faults are generally relieved by good

qualities in other directions. Even such freakish faces as

those of Guy Patin and Frangois de Medavy are interesting
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as portraits, and there is a certain personality even in

Masson's exaggerated effects of tone. But on the whole the

quieter and more normal portraits are the more satisfactory;

such as Masson's Portrait of Himself^ N. de Lamoignon^

Henry de Fourcy^ Forbin de Janson^ and (in spite of its

rather harsh lights) Gaspard Charrier. All of these plates,

moreover, are from Masson's own drawings.

No French engraver, one may say, embraces in his work
such a collection of serious faults as does Masson,—and few

of them have any fault as serious as several of his. Masson
is not, in fact, avery typical French portrait engraver,—either

in his virtues or his faults : he is too personal, too individual

an artist, and too erratic a workman, to be altogether repre-

sentative. Perhaps he is all the more interesting a figure

on this account; perhaps it is to this, largely, that he owes

his fame. Masson's fame, however, is altogether excessive,

and generally quite misplaced. His most enthusiastic

admirers have generally shown the least discrimination, and

have admired the sensational qualities which are generally

the worst faults of his work, rather than its very real merits.

Certain of the plates which have often been proclaimed as

his masterpieces (the Brisacier for one) are among those

which are most to be reproached against him as an artist.

The greatest of the followers of Nanteuil, and the fore-

most engraver in France in the last part of the XVI Ith

century, was Gerard Edelinck. Edelinck was born in

Antwerp in 1640, and was a pupil there of Cornelius Galle

the younger. He came to Paris in 1666. There is a legend

that he was called to France by Colbert,—but there is no

reason to credit this and every reason to doubt it. It was

now common enough for young engravers of the Low
Countries to migrate to Paris; Edelinck's brother Jean had

already been there for three years, and Nicolas Pitau had
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preceded him there from Galle's atelier. It was to Pitau's

house that Edelinck betook himself on his arrival in Paris,

and it was from Pitau that he learned the technique of

Nanteuil. Edelinck must be classed as a French engraver.

There are, perhaps, certain Flemish traits in his temperament

(his versatility, for one)—but his work is purely French in

character. He brought no Flemish influence to bear upon

French engraving; he did not even keep any traces of a

Flemish influence in his own work, but accepted without

any change the manner of Nanteuil,—falling into line,

immediately on his arrival, among the ranks of Nanteuil's

followers. Edelinck himself was not a force, an active in-

fluence, upon French engraving until twenty years later,

and then in a matter that had no relation to Flemish

engraving. The last foreign influence upon French burin

work that can be recognized was the influence of DelfF and

Suyderhoef upon Nanteuil. In Pitau's house Edelinck met

Philippe de Champaigne, who took an interest in his work,

and gave him plates to engrave. Le Brun—the most in-

fluential artist in France, and the most useful patron for a

young engraver,—alsohelpedhim,asdidFran9oisdePoilly,

—

with whom he worked on several plates. Finally, Nanteuil

took him into his atelier at the Gobelins, and was so con-

fident of his future that he married him to his niece, in 1672.

With such a start, with such teachers and such patrons,

it is not surprising that Edelinck developed rapidly in his

craft, and prospered in his career. He received indeed every

honour that an engraver could hope to attain. In 1672 he

was made **graveur ordinaire du Roi"; he was granted a

pension, and in 1675, letters of naturalization—a very un-

usual favour. In 1677 he was made a member of the

Academie, and by 1695 had been made a chevalier Romain
by the Pope, so that he signed his plates le chevalier
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Edelinck. He died in 1707 at the Gobelins, where he had

been made a professeur '*de la petite academic etablie

ppur I'institution des tapissiers." Mariette notes: ''Gerard

Edelinck avoit succede aux biens de Nanteuil, dont il avoit

epouse la niepce, et il avoit en mesme temps h^rite de

la reputation que celuy-cy avoit acquise dans ce genre

d'ouvrag-es. Le roy de France luy avoit accorde la qualite

de son premier graveur, et le jour qu'il fut re9eu de 1'Academie

royale de peinture, on luy decerne dans la meme seance le

titre de conseiller de cette Academie, honneur que Ton n'avoit

gfuere fait a personne." But he took his honours differently

than Nanteuil had done, and continued to the end of his

days the modest and industrious existence of a "petit

bourgeois."

In comparing Nanteuil and Edelinck one finds that

Edelinck's work has certain qualities that Nanteuil lacks,

but these are always balanced by other qualities in Nanteuil's

favour; in the essential ones Nanteuil is far superior.

Edelinck's work as a whole has far more variety than

Nanteuil's, but he did many very much poorer plates, and

never equalled Nanteuil's best ones; his average is much
lower. His technical accomplishments are more varied than

Nanteuil's: he has a wider range of tones; his tones are

sometimes deeper, more brilliant, livelier,—often softer and

warmer than Nanteuil's; his lines sometimes more delicately

cut. But his lines are never as direct, as expressive;—he

uses more lines with less result. His tones are apt to be

feebler ; they are rarely as harmonious ; and if more compli-

cated are never as well massed. His subjects, too, have a

wider range than Nanteuil's. He engraved not only portraits

but figure subjects—religious and *' historical " pictures

which were equal to the best of their kind by other engravers

of the time. In portraits he engraved not only the severer
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style of Philippe de Champaigne but the large and elaborate

compositions of Rigaud ; not only busts but three-quarter

length figures; and his plates range in size from these large

plates down to plates that are almost miniatures. He en-

graved successfully not only the French artists of his time but

foreigners—Rubens, Van Dyck, Franz Hals, and Kneller.^

But, if Edelinck did more things than Nanteuil, he never

did any of them so well. It is Edelinck's misfortune that he

has to be compared with Nanteuil, on the one side, for his

heads and busts,—and with the Drevets on the other, for his

large portraits en pied. Diderot cites Vernet's judgement
on himself: "J'ai, dans mon genre, un artiste qui m'est

superieur dans chaque partie, mais je suis le second dans

toutes." Edelinck, too, could very well have said of himself

that he was the first in no respect but the second in all.

Nor can Edelinck rank beside Nanteuil as a draughts-

man. His drawing is careful and conscientious, and accurate

enough. But his heads are rarely as solidly modelled as

Nanteuil's, and even in details he lacks the confidence, the

sureness, the delicate precision of Nanteuil. Above all he

lacks the vigour, the breadth, the expressiveness of Nanteuil's

drawing,—the accents which give life to a design, and the

vitality which is not often found outside of original work.

Finally Edelinck cannot be compared to Nanteuil in

imagination, in intuition, in sympathetic understanding of

character,—in those qualities, in short, which are the most

essential in portraiture. He reproduces accurately what is

put before him, and that is all. His faces are lively in ex-

pression,—and his likenesses are accurate enough; but he

lacks depth. He gives a satisfactory picture of the outside

of a man,—but of that astonishingly keen and convincing

^ Edelinck's Descartes after Hals, and Dryden after Kneller, are among
the few successful French portraits engraved after foreign painters.
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expression of a whole personality that comes from one of the

faces of Nanteuil—Edelinck has not a trace.

It would be difficult to find a better illustration of the

essential difference between original and reproductive engrav-

ing than the comparison between the work of Nanteuil and
that of Edelinck. These two men had equal manual skill

;

they followed the same technique; their portraits were of the

same period and were inspired by the same school of art, yet

there is a gulf between them. Edelinck is one of the finest

of reproductive engravers,—but he is in no way a great artist,

which Nanteuil was. He has none of the greater qualities

of Nanteuil. He was not an original artist; very few of his

portraits are from his own designs and he did not interpret

the work of other artists in a particularly individual fashion.

He has not, in short, a very marked personality, and stands

out among his contemporaries chiefly on account of his ex-

ceptional technical skill.

As to Edelinck's technical development,—he began by

following Nanteuil almost without change, as has already

been mentioned. His tendency, however, was toward softer

tones, and he has rather a lighter touch with the graver.

The plates of this simple manner ^ are on the whole his most

satisfactory performances. Among them may be mentioned

his Rouille and Guillaume de LaTuoignon^ two admirable

portraits after drawings by Nanteuil, Pierre de Carcavy,

Blampignon^ Fe^^dinand eveque de Paderbourg^ Bertier^

Jacques Savary^ and Rene Descartes. Three plates after

de Troy: Due de Bourgogne, Due de Berry, and Due
d'Anjou, although rather shallow portraits are interesting

for their decided style, for their brilliant execution. Edelinck

also engraved large life-size heads, quite in Nanteuil's manner.

^ Edelinck never abandoned it altogether. The Rouille, one of the best

examples of it was done in 1702.
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Edelinck however was to carry a step further the develop-

ment of portrait engraving. First in a group of plates (of

which the best are Charles Colbert marquis de Croissy^

Charles Perrault, Parent^ and Pierre de Montarsis) which

are very much more elaborate in tone, deeper, richer, softer,

with livelier and more brilliant contrasts. These portraits

show too the beginning of the change which was presently

to change completely the character of French portrait paint-

ing. Their whole conception is much more artificial; the

pose and the expression of the figure is more arranged, and

the sitter is draped in a nondescript flowing drapery,—instead

of being posed naturally and dressed in his proper clothes,

as Philippe de Champaigne had done. The burin lines too

are a little more elaborate in arrangement. To this inter-

mediate group belongs the plate that is perhaps Edelinck's

masterpiece, his portrait of Philippe de Champaigne. In

technique it is advanced a little beyond the manner of

Nanteuil, but not as elaborate as the group which follows;

it is well drawn, quiet and harmonious in tone, and shows

at their best all of Edelinck's best qualities.

Then about 1690, Edelinck began a still further develop-

ment,—in undertaking to engrave the elaborate portraits of

Rigaud,—without cutting them down to busts, but rendering,

on a very large plate, the whole canvas. Nanteuil's large

life-size heads had covered a plate almost as large, but their

design was much simpler; and Nanteuil's technique was not

elastic, not resourceful, enough for rendering Rigaud's com-

plicated detail. In one plate, indeed {Charles d'Hosier)

Edelinck succeeded, with little or no change in his burin

work, in producing the finest of all his plates of this group,

and one of the finest of all the plates engraved after Rigaud.

But he was not always so successful; his Bignon^ Santeuil^

and de Lionne are almost primitive beside the Hosier, and
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barely suggest the style of Rigaud. In Mansart and Martin
Desjardins his lines are a little bolder, but still bother him;

and both plates are slightly harsh in tone. Edelinck realized

that his technique was inadequate, and set about to change

it—to adapt it to the new requirements. He then seems to

have been slightly influenced by Pierre Drevet, whose first

plates appeared in 1688; at any rate he tried for a time the

same loosely cut lines which Pierre Drevet used in his early

plates. His Frederic Leonard shows this; and rather suc-

cessfully,—the plate has an admirable softness of tone. In

the Due de Villeroy he seems surely to have taken a hint

from Drevet, as the background of his plate is put in with

etching,—a revolutionary proceeding for Edelinck. But he

does not seem to have liked working with loose lines, and

his etching was not very successful. The most advanced in

technique of all his plates is his splendid portrait of Charles

Le Brun} In this his lines are cut as neatly and as precisely

as Nanteuil's,—and are as carefully planned in arrangement.

But they are more open, deeper and bolder,—and more varied

and elastic in arrangement; more conventional perhaps, but

better adapted in every way to the larger size of the plate

and to the more complicated design of Rigaud. The Le Brun
in fact is the furthest point of development of Edelinck's art,

and brings to an end the first period of French portrait en-

graving. Where Edelinck leaves off the art of the Drevets

begins, but it was only after ten or fifteen years of effort

that Pierre Drevet could surpass in technical skill this final

achievement of Edelinck.

Edelinck had two younger brothers who were also en-

gravers, but neither of them were important men. Jean had

1 Almost as advanced is the Hyacinthe Rigaud, which is very similar

to Drevet's two portraits of Rigaud ; but it is not as fine a plate as the

Le Brun.
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been a pupil in the atelier of Galle; he had preceded his

brother to Paris and remained there the rest of his life. He
enjoyed the title of *'graveur ordinaire du Roi." Gaspard-

Francois was Gerard's pupil. Edelinck's son and pupil

Nicolas-Etienne was likewise an engraver, but an unim-

portant one; '' les portraits graves par lui sont peu connus;

Mariette n'en signale aucun, et se borne a dire qu'il grava

fort peu, a cause de son indolence naturelle." He was,

nevertheless, ''graveurdu Roi," and deserves to be given

credit for one fairly good plate, a portrait of his father.

Two of the pupils of Edelinck, Jacques Lubin and Antoine

Trouvain, have already been mentioned among the followers

of Nanteuil.

The most important of the followers and contemporaries

of Edelinck was Cornelius Vermeulen, who was born in

Antwerp in 1644. He seems to have begun his career in

France, in the atelier of Nanteuil ; he is one of the four men,

according to tradition, whom Nanteuil employed to work on

his plates. Vermeulen's own plates are much closer to the

later manner of Edelinck; many of them are large plates

after Rigaud. He was rather an uninspired artist, and his

plates are apt to be rather dry, but he was a good draughts-

man—faithful to his models,—and a skilful burinist. None of

his plates are as skilfully engraved as Edelinck's Le Brun^

but he went even further than Edelinck in using loosely

cut lines; in general his treatment is more pictorial, and

approaches more closely the earlier manner of Pierre Drevet.

He never attained Drevet's subsequent skill; but he has a

breadth, a softness of tone which the more brilliant Drevet

too often lacks ; and his best plates are better than many of

Drevet's,—better than most of his early ones. Among them

may be mentioned Anne d'Orleans {Mile, de Montpensier)^

Boyer^J. de Brunenc^ Charles-Amedee de Broglie, A . Meyer-
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corn^ Mtgnard, Leonard, and La Marche de Parnac. On the

whole Vermeulen deserves to rank as one of the notable

translators of Rigaud.

A little closer to Edelinck, in most of his work, is Claude
DuFLOS, although he was a much younger man, a contem-

porary, in fact of Pierre Drevet. His work is inferior to

Vermeulen's, and much simpler in range of effects, as he

rarely attempts anything but portrait busts. His most

ambitious performance is his portrait of the Due d' Orleans^

—a plate much more in the manner of the Drevets. Duflos,

in short, is a much less important engraver, but his best

plates, such as the Marquis d'Argenson^ Bouthillier de

Chavzgny, Due d' Orleans, Due de BoufHers^ and Alexandre,

make him at least deserving of mention. A contemporary

of Duflos was Charles-Louis Simonneau ratne\ he also

was of secondary importance. His best plates are after

Drevet; among them are Antoine Anselme, J. P. Bignon,

and the Duchesse d'Orleans,—the last quite in the manner

of the Drevets, and a rather entertaining plate. A third

man who followed the evolution of engraving into the new
manner of the XVIIIth century was Simon Thomassin le

pkre. He began as a rather mediocre follower of Nanteuil;

but his Due de Saint-A ignan and Etienne Baluze are large

portraits en pied after Rigaud, and two busts, Maruolle

and Thomas Strickland, are thoroughly XVIIIth century

in style,—and unique in being executed almost entirely in

etching.

A certain number of the plates of Edelinck, Vermeulen,

and one or two other engravers form thus what may be

called a transitional group between XVI Ith and XVIIIth
century portrait engravings. But it was an incomplete

transition. They had attempted to engrave a new style of
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portrait, and had gone so far as to abandon their earlier and

simpler manner,—but they did not reach the point of perfect-

ing a new one. Still more important a matter than the mere

change in technique was change in the whole character of

portrait painting. These engravers were now, at the end

of the XVHth century, old men, trained in the XVHth
century tradition,—and they could not bring themselves to

take the new point of view toward the portrait—a pictorial

and decorative point of view,—which was the essential feature

of the period that followed. The transition they began thus

led to nothing in their own hands, and the men who finally

carried it out were not their pupils. They were, on the con-

trary, pupils of Gerard Audran, who was chiefly an engraver

of figure subjects, and who used a much looser and freer

technique—based largely on the use of etching beside

the graver work. The XVHIth century portrait engravers

thus may be said to have taken a fresh start,—to belong,

strictly speaking, to a younger branch of the dynasty. But

—in their portraits at least—they reverted at once to the

technical principle of Nanteuil and the XVHth century

engravers, adapting it to the new style of portrait paint-

ing, but still regarding it as the classic manner, the founda-

tion on which all their variations were to be based. So that

although there are striking differences in technique between

the two periods, there is no break in the technical tradition.

The portrait engravers of the XVHth century and those of

the XVHIth belong to a single school.



CHAPTER III

THE LOUIS XV PERIOD

I—THE CHANGE IN THE STYLE OF PORTRAIT PAINTING

IN
the Louis XV period portrait engravings are larger,

more complicated in design, more lively and brilliant

in tone, and in general more decorative. There is much
less depth of character in the heads, and more attention to

elaborate technical effects. Yet they are not necessarily

inferior to the portraits of the XVI Ith century; they are

different not only in style but in purpose, and must be judged

from a different point of view. Nearly all the changes

between the engravings of the two periods are due to the

change that came over portrait painting.^ This change,

indeed, was complete.

Until the last years of the XVI Ith century the portrait

may be said to have been a portrait pure and simple. It had

had its mannerisms, its conventions; but it had always been

faithful to its purpose, which was to give the likeness, the

character, and the personality of the sitter. It had always

been formal and slightly conventional— carefully posed

and arranged;—yet both pose and expression had always

been fairly natural. The painter was allowed to flatter his

model—to finish and perfect the character he wished to

express, yet he was always fairly sincere, and it was the

^ Particularly as the Louis XV engravers were less original men, and
designed few of their portraits themselves, so that they were all the more
dependent upon painting, all the more sensitive to its changes.

77
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personality of his sitter that he had chiefly in view. His
drawing, likewise, is convincingly honest; it is conventional

only in trifles, and always rests upon a solid basis of fact.

Finally the portrait had remained simple in design; the

painter had sometimes indulged in the attraction of a highly

finished bit of costume, but the pose and the arrangement

as a whole was kept simple. The painter was not allowed

to divert his attention to accessories, but was forced to fall

back upon the head for the most important feature of his

design, compelled, in fact, to centre his interest upon it,

and to study—even in spite of himself—the character and
personality of his model.

In the XVIIIth century—in the Louis XV period at

least—the portrait became a piece of decoration,—not only in

its treatment, but to a great degree in its purpose and con-

ception. It was decorative in the whole style of composition

;

in the use of larger canvases, in the elaborate setting and

accessories, the complicated arrangement of the costume, in

the pose of the figure, and even in the scale of the tones and
in the colour scheme. It was decorative, finally, not only in

the design, but in its interpretation of the personality of the

sitter. Frequently the drawing is very conventional, so that

the portrait is of slight value as a human document—as a

record of a likeness. But yet this is not mere flattery, nor

empty conventionality; even when the head is accurately

drawn the likeness—and the personality—is less insisted on

than before, and is a much less important element in the

design. Not only is the personality suppressed and sub-

ordinated to the decorative character of the design, but is

made even to harmonize with it, treated subjectively (to use

a rather grimly scientific expression), and this to an almost

unprecedented degree. The likeness, the character, the in-

dividuality, are conventionalized (idealized, if one prefers)
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into various preconceived types. Even the expression is

stylise in this way; not only is it not spontaneous or sincere,

but it does not pretend to be; almost invariably it is a

spirituel smile, as arranged, as artificial, as frankly a thing

put on, as the huge perruque on the sitter's head. In some
cases (as in many of Nattier's portraits) the individuality of

the sitter disappears almost entirely, and the portrait becomes

as impersonal, as thoroughly conventionalized, as if it were

Greek or Japanese. Moreover, whatever personality the

painter did show he expressed less by intensive study of the

head—less by trying to approfondir the character that was
to be read in the face—than by indirect and rather pictorial

methods,—suggesting it, rather, by the gestures, by the pose,

or by the general character of the setting and accessories.

The whole conception of the portrait, thus, was frankly

artificial: not necessarily false, but true to an ideal rather

than to a physical fact. It becomes an accepted artistic

convention, of which the main purpose was decoration ; and

often the portrait must be considered from very much the

same point of view as that from which one would look at a

piece of tapestry.^

It is true that not all portraits of the Louis XV period

were of this character; the elaborate portrait d'apparat

did not occupy the field alone. Side by side with it there

existed the much simpler style of Roslin and Drouais, and

^ One of the foremost French portrait painters of to-day—M. Jacques-

E. Blanche—g-oes even further than a lay critic would dare to in making-

this same point: " Le peintre de portraits ^tait au XVI IP si^cle surtout,

plus un collaborateur de I'architecte d'une maison qu'un psycholog^ue

embusqu^, a I'affdt de ses contemporains." So decidedly at times was
the portrait painter a " collaborateur de I'architecte " that his work must
be considered, first of all, as a crowning feature of interior decoration, a

supreme piece of ameublement^ and can hardly be fully appreciated away
from its proper setting-.
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the portrait intime of La Tour and Perronneau,—painters

who arranged their portraits far more simply and more
naturally, and who centred their interest upon the likeness

and personality of the sitter. It is the portrait intime^ per-

haps, which makes the greatest appeal to us to-day,—but it

was not the dominant style in its own time. Moreover, it had

little influence upon portrait engraving, and was very rarely

well translated into black and white. Almost invariably

it was the other style—the large and elaborate portrait

cTapparat—that engravers were commissioned to reproduce,

—and it was upon that style that their manner was formed.

The simpler XVI Ith century portrait had been particu-

larly the style of Philippe de Champaigne, and under his

influence it continued to be followed up to the end of that

century. Towards 1675 or so, however, a more artificial and

elaborate manner appeared—in some of the portraits of

Coypel and Mignard.* But the real change came about

1685, in the work of Largilliere and Rigaud, and was due

to the influence of Rubens and Van Dyck. Largilliere had

spent his youth in Antwerp and London, so that he began

his career under the immediate influence of Van Dyck. His

work has more resemblance to Flemish art than has that

of Rigaud, and he was the finer artist of the two. But

Rigaud had more influence on engraving. He is, in fact, the

most important influence upon portrait engraving during

the entire Louis XV period. More important plates were

engraved after him than after any other painter of por-

traits; and his work was better adapted for engraving than

Largilliere's. His great influence was due chiefly, however,

to his immediate relations with engravers. The Drevets,

^ This change—as has been shown—had been reflected in certain of

Edelinck's portraits.
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who were the most important portrait engravers of the

Louis XV period were Rigaud's pupils, and developed their

technique under Rigaud's supervision. Daulle, Schmidt, and

Wille were also proteges of his ; and most of the important

engravers of the period worked after his canvases at times.

The art of Rigaud, in fact, is the form upon which the whole

Drevet school took its shape, and Rigaud must rank with

Rubens and Van Dyck among the painters who have had

most influence upon engraving.

The engraving of the Louis XV period, in fact, was so

closely modelled on Rigaud's style that it was a very in-

complete expression of the portrait painting of this period.

Those painters whose work was precise in drawing like

Rigaud's,—such as Tocque and Van Loo—were fairly well

engraved, but others who were even more important and

more typical of the latter part of the period—Nattier for

one—were very rarely well engraved. In fact it may be

said that engraving gives a very inadequate idea of the

finest portraiture of the time.

Rigaud's work was not altogether typical of the period;

its decorative character was less developed, less refined; it

has less charm, less freedom and delicacy of execution,—and

gave an altogether unusual importance to accessories. More-
over his accessories and elaborate costumes are not intro-

duced merely for decorative eifect;^ but in order to express

^ Still less are they an empty display of technical skill,—mere thought-

less and unchecked facility of execution,—or introduced merely to fill out

a larg-e canvas. The criticism of Rigaud by Duplessis, ("Histoire de la

Gravure en France"), expresses a common but superficial impression of

Rigaud :

'

' Rigaud et Largilli^re font I'un et I'autre, et on leur a meme
am^rement reproch^, un trop grand abus des draperies ; les personnages
qu'ils peignent sont converts de vetements amples et somptueux qui sont

rendus peut-etre avec une certaine emphase, et le personnage disparait

sous une robe trop brilliante, ou d^tach^ sur des draperies bien luxeuses;

M
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the personality of the sitter. With Rigaud, indeed, one may
say that it is the accessories which are the important things.

Largilliere and Rigaud had learned from Rubens and

Van Dyck the use that could be made of costumes and

accessories and setting,—and the possible effectiveness of the

full figure. Rigaud, in characteristic French fashion, applied

his lesson logically, but carried his logic to a rather extreme

conclusion. Philippe de Champaigne had expressed the

whole character of his sitter by the head ; he was rather

bothered by the full figure, and painted chieflyheads and busts.

Rigaud, however, depends almost entirely upon the setting

and accessories ; he prefers large canvases ; heads and busts

are rather the exception in his work, and when he is con-

fined to them he is seriously at a disadvantage. Rigaud's

best portraits are not wanting in the character and person-

ality. But it is expressed indirectly. Instead of penetrating

straight to the heart of the matter by reading the character

in the face of his sitter, Rigaud may be said to go at it from

the outside and works in ; he builds up the character, as it

were, by an accumulation of detail, and at times the details

in his portraits have almost the importance of symbols.

The grandiose and even theatrical setting of his portraits,

his ermine and silken robes,—sceptre and orb and crown and

all the insignia of royalty,—cuirass and sword and baton,

—

half-open papers of state or huge piled volumes,—in short

mals ce d^faut indlqu^, il faut reconnattre que ces draperies sont rendues

avec une telle aisance, et peintes avec une facility de coloris si harmonieux,

qu'il faut un peu pardonner au portraitiste pour admirer sans reserve le

peintre." This is to misunderstand entirely the character of the art of

Rigaud, to shut one'seyes upon whatever character it has. One may ormay
not like Rigaud

; perhaps he is too artificial at times, or empty ; very often

in fact his conventions are forced too far; and often his taste is not too

refined,—but it is absurd to " pardon " him for the very traits which are

the essential features of his work.
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all the elaborate properties of his portraits together went to

make up a composition that was not only a portrait of the

model, but a sort of apotheosis of his worldly position.

It was a very formal and artificial interpretation of

character, but it was by no means an untrue one. Indeed,

in such an artificial epoch as the latter part of Louis XIV's

reign it served almost better than the more natural and

straightforward method of Champaigne. With Louis XIV
himself, for example,—any portrait, however sincere, which

considered him alone, apart from his environment of

ceremony and etiquette, outside of the frame within which

his life was passed,—could only give a very incomplete idea

of his character. Rigaud, however, has summed up his

whole personality, his existence, his ideals,—all in a single

canvas,—and has crystallized into a portrait the whole spirit

of Louis XIV's reign. Other painters carried further than

Rigaud the decorative ideal in portrait painting,—and carried

it out more artistically, but none of them used costume and

accessories with so much significance.

II—THE DREVETS

The engravers who first recognized fully the peculiar

character of the work of Rigaud, and who adapted to its

needs the technique of portrait engraving, were Pierre

Drevet and his son Pierre-Imbert Drevet. The Drevets

were not original artists ; as draughtsmen they cannot equal

Nanteuil, and many XVI Ith century engravers were their

superiors in the depth of character they could express

in their heads. But the Drevets deserve the credit of trans-

lating intelligently very difficult models, and for their in-

genuity in devising a very remarkable technique. They were

the founders of a school which was pre-eminent for half a
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century, and during this time they were the dominating

influence on portrait engraving,—not only in France, but

throughout Europe,—and their influence continued in some
degree until the Revolution.

Pierre Drevet was born at Loire in 1663, and received

his earliest training at Lyon from Germain Audran,—but

while still a young man he came to Paris and entered the

atelier of Gerard Audran. Audran was not only his master

but his first publisher; it was not for several years (not

until 1692) that Drevet published his plates himself. His

career followed the usual course of success. He was ap-

pointed "graveur du roi" in 1696 or 1697, made Agree to the

Academy in 1703 and received in 1707, and in 1726 he and

his son were given a logement in the Louvre. He died there

in 1738.

When Drevet was still a very young man he made the

acquaintance of Rigaud; the acquaintance developed into

an intimate friendship which became the most important

influence on Drevet's career. Though Rigaud was only

three or four years his elder, Drevet accepted him as his

master, and in fact cast in his whole fortune with him. As
Rigaud came into fame Drevet shared his prosperity; it

was Rigaud who got him his commissions and who pushed

him forward, and it was as a translator of Rigaud that

Drevet became known. ^ Still more important than the

material assistance of Rigaud was his influence on Drevet's

art. He trained him to draw, corrected his plates,—and

when a full-length portrait was to be cut down to a bust in

theengraving, itwas Rigaud—often—whodesigned theframe,

^ Rigaud was throughout his life his principal model. He engraved

41 plates after Rigaud, 11 after de Troy, 9 after Largilli^re, 2 each after

Jouvenet and Gobert, and i plate each after Le Brun, Mignard, Van Loo,

Santerre, Tourni^res and Vivien.
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the new arrangement of costume (or even of the pose), and

the draperies which were often added in order to adapt the

portrait to the oval, and to give the plate the decorative

character which was so much desired. Once at least (for

Pierre Drevet's son) we know that Rigaud made the actual

drawing—the same size as the plate—from which the en-

graver worked, and it is altogether probable that he had done

the same for the father at times. We can hardly doubt that it

was because the painter was at his elbow that Drevet trans-

lated so intelligently and so sympathetically Rigaud's

canvases;—that to Rigaud is due the vigour and life in

Drevet's drawing which pulls him through and gives his

plates vitality and a certain breadth, in spite of the badly

drawn details and frequently harsh tones. All of Drevets

mannerisms are those of Rigaud;—even his faults are

Rigaud's. Drevet is never a sensitive draughtsman ; his

hand is often stiff and clumsy; he is often careless and in-

different; and he is very ready to accept Rigaud's conven-

tions. His worst fault is in his heads, which are apt to

be wooden and lifeless,—and are almost never delicately

modelled. His details, too, are apt to be done in a very

matter-of-fact spirit. In addition, Drevet has the fault so

common to reproductive engravers of exaggerating small

details—particularly in his faces—so that his heads lack

breadth even more than in the original. Drevet, moreover,

is a very uneven draughtsman
;
probably the quality of his

drawing corresponds with the share Rigaud had in his work.

But even the worst of Drevet's faults may be recognized

in Rigaud's canvases,—at least in some degree. In fact

Drevet's whole artistic personality was completely absorbed

by that of his master, and his work is an almost perfect

reflection in black and white of the art of Rigaud.

During the first ten or fifteen years of his work, Drevet is
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overlapped by Edelinck and Vermeulen:—Drevet's first

plates are dated 1688; Edelinck died in 1707, and worked

until almost the end of his life. It is hardly possible that

the young Drevet was not influenced by the veteran

Edelinck; quite possibly Edelinck, too, was influenced by

Drevet; Vermeulen almost surely was. It is impossible

however, to be sure just what their relations were, or how
great their influence on each other was. Only it is clear that

from the beginning Pierre Drevet has certain traits, both in

his burin work and his design, that are new and quite dis-

tinct from any XVI Ith century portrait engraver. It is

difficult to point them out precisely; in general one may
say that Drevet has a much more pictorial treatment of the

portrait. He works on larger plates ; his drawing is looser

and bolder, and he is much more independent in regard to

his technique. He has perhaps less of the spirit of his

craft: less concern for neat and well arranged lines;—and

finally, he varies his systems of lines far more than XVI Ith

century engravers had done. He uses more lines; his

systems of lines are more elastic,—and he does not hesitate

to add any amount of cross-hatching. He worked back,

later on, to a technique as neat and as carefully planned as

Nanteuil's. But it is more complicated, more elastic, and

he arrived at it only by making a new beginning. The
essential point of his technique, in fact, is its elasticity and

its variety.

This trait was due in the first place almost surely to the

fact that he was the pupil not of a portrait engraver, but

of Gerard Audran. Audran engraved figure subjects; his

technique was based on etching, and was much more loose

and free. Drevet's technical development is something of a

puzzle. But it is unusually interesting and important because

he arrived at such a perfected technique out of such loose
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and haphazard beginnings,—at a manner which was so very-

different from what had preceded it, and which had such

an important influence on engraving for the rest of the

XVIIIth century. It is necessary, too,—as his plates are

so widely different in quality and in technique, that without

some sort of orderly grouping they seem hopelessly con-

tradictory and confused.

The varied and rather elastic arrangement of lines which
—to repeat—is the distinctive trait of his technique, appears

in all his plates, even the earliest. Yet he was very long in

developing the elaborate and very finished burin manner
which we call the Drevet technique, and the progress of his

development was so uneven and inconsistent, that it is im-

possible to arrange his plates in a definite order of technical

development. Even if one could, it would not correspond

exactly to their chronological order. It would be very rash

to try to assign a date to any of his plates according to

the stage of development of its technique. Thus, one of his

earliest plates, the Maximilien Titon^ of 1690, shows clearly

the whole scheme—the principle—of his technique, yet in

plates engraved ten years later he seems still to be groping
and uncertain. The second plate he signed, Madame Des-
jardins^ of 1689, is carefully and skilfully engraved; the

technique is neither loose nor coarse, and in almost no
respect immature; while one of his last plates, Frederic-

Augustus^ King of Poland^ of 1734, is among his worst.

Nor does the quality of his plate correspond to the stage

of its technical development.^ Thus his development is so

^ The Mitantier, for instance, which is very loosely executed, is a much
superior plate to Nicolas Lambert^ which is much more neatly cut and far

ahead in technical development. It is all the more difficult to make out

this development because Drevet very rarely dated his plates. A. F. Didot,

in his admirable catalogue of the work of the Drevets, has succeeded in
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irregular that it would not be accurate to say that he began

by following the manner of Audran, and gradually perfected

it into a manner of his own. Nevertheless, one may say

that in general during the first ten or fifteen years of his

work, his technique is rather looser and coarser, and some-

times rather careless. The plates which most resemble

Audran's manner are the Guldenleu (1698) and Mitantier

(1692). Drevet never seems to have followed Audran's use of

etching, however; in these two plates etching is considerably

used in the background, and in a number of others on certain

details of the costume (particularly the embroidery), or on

the frame. Etching was so largely used in the XVIIIth
century that one can almost never be sure that it was not

used at all on any particular plate, as it could be entirely

hidden by reworking the lines with the burin. But it seems

clear that Pierre Drevet used it only as a substitute for

graver work, to put in more quickly and easily what he

considered less important parts of the plate; perhaps also

for the preliminary outlines on the copper which served

as guides to the engraver when working with the burin.

Drevet's coarsest work, his boldest and most vigorously cut

lines, are to be seen in his large plate oi Louis XIV (iSgi)

after Person
;
yet the treatment is not without breadth. Some-

times he seems deliberately to neglect all delicacy of graver

work or drawing when working on a large plate, in order

not to lose himself in details,—but to keep his breadth and

to make the plate effective as a whole from the distance it

assigning dates to most of Pierre Drevet's plates, but often his dates

cannot be taken as very positive. Often they are relative dates at best

;

from the date of the painting or from other chance evidence he can be

sure they were done before or after a certain year. Often they rest upon
the affirmations of previous catalogues, which are not often supported by

evidence, and which are frequently contradictory. Sometimes they seem
to be mere guesswork.
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was intended to be seen. Four or five large busts, Girardon,

Henry de Fourcy, Pierre Camus^ Montholon^ and Jean de

Mesmes, are good examples of this. How successful he was
may be seen by comparing them with similar plates by
Edelinck {Joseph Clement^ or the Cardinal de Noailles)

which are far more delicately engraved; but which hardly

have the vigour necessary for such a large plate.

In the Due de Villars (i 7 14), Dangeau ( 1 703), y^. B. Bignon

(1707 D 22^), the Prince de Conde (1714 D 65), and the

Duchesse de Nemours (1707) his technique is more developed;

the lines are more surely and neatly cut, arranged more
effectively and with more foresight; also in th^Jean Forest

(1712), the two portraits oi Hyacinthe Rigaud (one of 1712,

and the other of 17 14) and the Frangois de Troy. These last

four plates form rather a group apart;—in which Drevet

attempts a rather forced effect of chiaroscuro ; they are not

unsuccessful, but yet are not up to his best work, and to

cover a large plate with a uniform and very dark tone was
to defy the limitations of burin engraving. Considerably

further advanced is the Robert de Cotte of 1722 ; in this plate

Drevet approaches his full powers, but it is likely that his

son engraved a good deal of it.^ On the whole the most

^ The numbers preceded by the letter D are the numbers given to the

plates in A.-F. Didot's catalogue raisonne of the work of the Drevets,

—

a model of its kind, and absolutely indispensable to any study of these

three engravers.
^ There has been some confusion as to the date of the Robert de Cotte,

which is sometimes given as 1722, sometimes as 1713. Didot—(" Les
graveurs de portrait en France," article Pierre Drevet) notes in regard

to this

:

"Huber et Rost, Nagler et Le Blanc, attribuent la gravure de ce

portrait k Pierre Imbert Drevet. Defer dans son catalogue gdn^ral a
r^p^t6 cette erreur. . . .

"Van Hulst dit que ce portrait a ktk. peint par Rigaud en 171 3 et

grav^ par Drevet p^re dans la meme annde, c'est k dire six ans apr6s sa

N
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important plate engraved by Pierre Drevet alone is the large

full length portrait of Louis XIV after Rigaud. Another full

length on an equally large plate is the Prince de Conti^ but

it is not as fine a plate.

The task of following the progress of Pierre Drevet's

technical skill is still further complicated by the fact that

his son, Pierre Imbert Drevet, worked with him on many
of his plates. Both father and son, moreover, often signed

their plates Pierre Drevet or P, Drevet^ and in many cases

it is not at all sure whether the plate is to be attributed to

the father or to the son, or to both. The evidence on this point

is sometimes a tradition, sometimes a written record, some-
times the affirmation of cataloguers, sometimes hardly more
than guesswork. Didot, who has made the most careful

study of the work of the Drevets, concludes that it is proved

that the son worked on at least nine plates which were pub-
lished under the father's name.^ Several other plates have

been credited in whole or part to the son; it is practically

reception k rAcad^mie, contradiction apparente qui s'explique par une
mention aux registres de I'Acad^mie oi!i il est dit que cette planche ne fut

livr^e que le 28 F^vrier 1722. Or cette livraison est encore ant^rieure de
deux ans k I'admission de Drevet fils k I'Acad^mie en quality d'agr^^, ce

qui n'exclut nullement I'hypoth^se qu'il a d{i travailler, et meme beaucoup,
k cette estampe, en commun avec son p^re."

This clears up the confusion in regard to dates; and in 1721 or 1722
Pierre Imbert Drevet was quite capable of such good work as was shown
on the Robert de Cotte.

^ These are Cardinal de Rohan, 1716 (No. 113 in Didot's catalogue);

Hideux, 1720 (D. 72); Rolin, 1721 (D. 114); Margrave de Brandenhourg,

1723 (D. 28); Louis XVy 1723 (D. 58); Louis XV, 1724 (D. 59); Dodun^
marquis d'Herbault, 1726 (D. 39); Beauvau du Riveau, 1726 (D. 17);
and Cardinal Fleury, 1730 (D. 38). Among the other portraits which
Pierre Imbert Drevet seems to have had a hand in are Henri de Fourcy
(D. 50), Prince de Condd (D. 67), Arnold de Ville, the Cardinal de Noailles

(D. loi), one of the plates of the Comte de Toulouse, and finally Robert
de Cotte.
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sure that this list of nine does not include all of the plates

upon which he worked for his father, as he began working

in his father's atelier as a small boy. Pierre Imbert Drevet

was born in 1697, and showed extraordinary technical skill

at a very early age ; the tradition even is that he engraved

an excellent portrait all by himself at the age of 13.

The first plate we know to have been signed by him
shows, at the age of 17, a manual skill quite equal to his

father's.

In any case it is clear that Pierre Imbert Drevet began

to work for his father as a boy, and that immediately a

higher standard of technical skill appears in the plates

signed by his father. Practically all of his own plates and

those he worked on with his father approach this standard,

while many subsequent ones of his father's do not. Also,

most of the plates upon which the father and son worked

together are superior to those upon which the father worked

alone. In short Pierre Imbert Drevet was a decidedly more
skilful engraver than his father, and was largely responsible

for the rather sudden improvement that appears in his

father's work about 1715. No plate engraved by the father

alone equals the Beauvau^ upon which the son surely

worked, and probably did most of the work. This was en-

graved in 1727; already in 1723 the son had engraved a

still finer plate, the Bossuet.

Thus the part of Pierre Imbert Drevet in his father's

work was so large that it is difficult to judge the two men
separately. Their contemporaries seemed to have appre-

ciated this as well,—and it was altogether fitting that the

reward of a logement at the Louvre should have been as-

signed to the father and son together. Pierre Imbert may
be called his father's better half, for it was to him rather

than to his father that was due the perfection of the elaborate
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and highly finished burin manner which we speak of as the

Drevet technique.

Probably the two finest examples of this are the Beauvau

and the Bossuet. On comparing it with the rather loose

and coarse manner of his earlier plates, it is evident that

Drevet has worked back to the more skilful and precise

burin work of Edelinck and Nanteuil. A loose technique

had served Audran well enough in rendering the huge and

rather loosely drawn canvases of Le Brun. But Rigaud's

drawing was far from loose ; as he grew older it became

more and more precise; the elaborate detail in his canvases

became more and more highly finished, and more and more

essential to the design.

Rigaud's great edifices of satin and ermine, his tumbling

masses of drapery and great loops of curtain, his tapestries

and figured carpets and richly embroidered brocades, the

rich carving of chairs and tables and gilded thrones, the

glitter of polished armour, and the shadowed columns rising

out of his grey backgrounds,—all the elaborate accessories

of his portraits, in short, were a bewildering problem for the

engraver. The innumerable contrasts of light and shade and

colour values, the tremendous complication of detail,—the

great variety of textures, the sheen of satin, the softness of

fur, the rich and minute patterns of lacework,—and finally,

the great size of the plate, demanded a more varied technique,

—one that was capable of the most minute precision, and

also more free and elastic than that of Edelinck: in one

place more delicate, and in another still bolder. Perhaps

the best description that can be made of the technique of

the Beauvau (for instance) is to say that it has succeeded

in all this. In the earlier and looser plates Drevet kept the

breadth of the whole design, but sacrificed a good deal of

the detail. In the Beauvau nothing of the original save the
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colour is lost. The engraver's work is sharper in outline

than in the earlier plates, his form more precise, and his

textures marvellously rendered ; his tones are clearer and

brighter, more delicate and yet stronger, not harsh, and

never gritty. He has gained, too, both in manual skill and

in the science of his technique. His lines are more neatly

and skilfully cut, and are laid with more foresight, more
sureness and understanding. The arrangement of his lines

is more thought out, more systematic, more economical.

The lines themselves are rather bolder over most of the

plate, and more open,—in accordance with the size of the

plate; but when necessary are extremely delicate and minute.

Most of all, there is extraordinary variety and elasticity and

ingenuity in the arrangement of the lines. An ermine collar

will be rendered with short graver lines of the utmost fine-

ness, laid very close together at the cost of infinite pains

;

over the folds of a satin garment his long lines wander end-

lessly, cleverly curved up and down over the folds,—ordeepen-

ing in a shadow, sharp and fine in a light ; now opening

out, now closing together; at times vigorously constructed,

—

at times reinforced by a second set of lines laid between the

first ;—making use, in short, of almost every possible mani-

pulation, almost every possible quality of the burin line.

He retains every device of lines that had been used hereto-

fore, and shows extraordinary ingenuity in devising new
ones. But yet his technique never becomes obtrusive or con-

spicuous,—never draws attention to itself, like that of Mellan.

Elaborate as his conventions are they are never rigid; never

mechanical. With all his interest in technique he does not

(at his best, at least) allow himself to be carried away by it,

to make an end of a means,—as did many of his followers

later on—Wille, for example. From an artistic standpoint

Drevet's plates depend, perhaps, too much upon mere
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brilliance and glitter of tone, but this is, in a way intentional,

it is on account of the character of his models rather than

because he was too much interested in the purely technical

side of his work,—and was an almost inevitable result of

translating Rigaud into black and white. Perhaps, though,

it is fair to reproach Drevet with losing a little of whatever

softness and warmth of tone his models had.

Drevet's greatest fault is in his heads. They are rarely

well drawn,—and often very badly. They seem to interest

the engraver no more than any other part of the plate;

their modelling is rather lifeless, and they are apt to have

little depth of character. He regards the head (at best)

merely as a piece of form, and in fact it might be said that

he treats the whole figure as an elaborate, very highly

finished, and rather decorative piece of still life, rather than

as a living person. His faces are rendered with Nanteuil's

system of dots and lines, but less effectively and with un-

pleasant monotony: the dots are finer and more closely

worked, but gain nothing in delicacy and lose much in

vigour; the modelling is hard, and the face often dull and

clayey in tone. The perruque too is feebly done; it is often

hardly more than a mass of sheep's wool, formless, and of

a colourless grey tone. It is thus natural enough that

Drevet (like Rigaud himself) was less successful in dealing

with simple heads and busts. Shorn of its accessories his

plate lacks character, and no amount of brilliant technical

qualities can make up for the lack of character in the head.

More serious, however, than any of these faults of detail

is one which is in a way fundamental, and which is the weak
point of most of the large plates in the Drevet manner.

The engraver attempted too much ; it is almost an impossible

task for a burin engraver to carry out a full range of tones

over such a large plate. When the painting permits him to
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keep a large part of the plate light in tone, as in the Beauvau
and the Bossuet, the engraver is far more successful in his

translation of the original. In general, however, Drevet did

not simplify his tones enough; he cannot possibly equal the

range of tone of the painting, and in his attention to details

he misses something of the larger masses and larger lines of

the design.

Although Pierre Imbert's work is so closely interwoven

with his father's, his qualities are very different; and his

temperament is in sharp contrast with his father's. While the

father was a rather hasty and clumsy draughtsman, but

vigorous and full of life,—the son is careful but rather weaker.

His drawing is far more highly finished,—more delicate and

refined, but lacks his father's vigorous inspiration ; often it

is overfinished and loses vitality. Beside his father he seems

at times to have a certain timidity.

To compare the full length figure of Louis XI V^ upon

which the father worked alone, with the Louis XV, which

is clearly the work for the most part of the son, gives a clear

idea of the differences between the two men.

Like his father, however, Pierre Imbert was uneven as a

draughtsman, and it is fair to assume that the quality of his

drawing depends upon the amount of attention which Rigaud

paid to the plate in question. Thus his Bossuet, for which

Rigaud made the actual drawing from which the engraver

worked, is admirably drawn : precise, vigorous, splendidly

massed and full of life. The Beauvau is hardly inferior.

But no other plate equals these two. The Cardinal Fleury,

a similar plate to the Beauvau, is as well engraved, but has

less breadth; the detail is distracting,— ''fiddly." In a still

larger plate, Samuel Bernard, the tone is rather flat; the

details even more "fiddly"; and the plate is so lacking in

vigour that it may be called a failure.
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Pierre Imbert's graver work, likewise, was never hasty or

coarse or impetuous, as his father's was, but careful, and

precise,—and far more delicate. He was superior to his father

not only in manual skill, but in his science, in understand-

ing of his craft; it was he who brought to their common
task the science, the intelligence, the analysis and logic

which finally brought their technique to its perfection.

Pierre Imbert's fondness for smoothness of finish was

rather a weakness; once or twice it goes to extremes, as in

the Margrave de Brandenbourg and his famous Adrienne

Lecouvreur^ which is a tour de force of manual skill, but

hopelessly vulgar as a work of art. His busts are generally

better than his father's; among the best are Le Blanc and

Fenelon (two very small plates),—and Verthamon, Cardinal

de Mailly and Pierre Couvqy; this last a beautifully

engraved plate, rich and brilliant in tone,—perhaps the best

bust by any of the Drevets. Pierre Imbert's delicate skill

enabled him to do three miniatures which are almost the

equals of any of the miniatures of the Louis XVI period:

the Duchesse d'Orleans^ Cisternay du Fay^ and Cardinal de

Mailly,

Pierre Imbert's greatest claim for fame is his Bossuet^

which is not only his masterpiece, but the masterpiece of

all the Drevets, indeed, of the whole Drevet school, and one

of the foremost portraits of all French engraving. It was

engraved when he was only twenty-six years old; he was

rewarded for it by being elected an Agree to the Academic

the next year—1724. His career was cut short in 1730,

when he became partially insane; after that time he en-

graved only one plate, Rene Pucelle (not a bad plate, but

not up to his best standard), which was done in 1739. He
died the same year. Thus the total of his plates is not

large—33—including 9 which are not portraits.
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Claude Drevet was born about 1705, probably at Lyon.

He was the nephew and pupil of Pierre Drevet, working with

him and following all his traditions, and sharing more or

less his reputation. He was made ''graveurdu roi," and,

on the death of his uncle and his cousin, their places in the

Louvre were assigned to him, in 1739.

Like his cousin Pierre Imbert Drevet, he developed his

talent for portraiture very early in life; his Madame Le Bret

being executed as early as 1728. Like Pierre Imbert, too, he

produced a very small number of plates,—no more than

15, of which only 9 are portraits. For the last thirty years

of his life he seems to have given up engraving, prob-

ably to carry on his printselling business; his last plate of

which the date can be ascertained appeared in 1749, and he

lived on until 1781. Wille records the sale of accumulated

artistic treasures of the Drevet family at Claude's death, and

notes that he himself bought the drawing made by Rigaud

for Pierre Imbert's Bossuet.

Five of Claude's plates are large ones, after Rigaud:

Madame Le Bret^ Henri Oswald Cardinal de La Tour
d'Auvergne, Vintimille^ Sinzendorff^ Sind Alexandre Milon.

In these he follows the final technique of his uncle and

cousin quite without change, and with almost equal technical

skill. His burin is hardly as delicate as Pierre Imbert's;

his lines slightly more hard and sharp ;—yet his Madame
Le Bret is one of the finest examples of the ingenuity and

elasticity of the Drevet technique. Claude's personality is

not decided enough to distinguish his work from that of his

uncle and cousin ; he was perhaps less of an artist, and even

more dependent upon purely technical skill. His small bust

of Besenval is rather interesting, and not altogether like the

work of the Drevets ; it shows the freer handling which was

characteristic of another group of Louis XV engravers.

o
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FRAN901S Chereau, Chereau Vatne^ should be grouped

immediately with the Drevets. He was Pierre Drevet's

pupil/ and his technique follows closely the best manner of

his master; like the Drevets he worked for the most part

after Rigaud. He is so much like the Drevets, in fact, that it

is difficult to make out in his work any personality of his

own. Of his large portraits d'apparat the finest are the Due
dAntin^ Conrad Detleu von Dehn^ Cardinal de Polignac^

and Nicolas de Largilliere. This last was engraved in 17 15;

and is as good or better than any plate Pierre Drevet had

engraved up to that time. Chereau's busts were unusually

good ; among them may be mentioned the Prineede Lorraine^

Cardinal Fleury^ Pieon, Louis de Boullongne^ Jacques III
(the Pretender) and Louise Marie Stuart.

Ill—THE FOLLOWERS OF THE DREVETS

In the XVI Ith century the most common form of the

engraved portrait had been the bust within the oval frame;

the chief variation from this had been the life-size head on

a much larger plate. In the Louis XV period the life-size

head disappeared; the most important form was the large

portrait d'apparat^ reproducing on a large plate the whole

of the original canvas,—the form perfected by the Drevets.

The bust within the oval by no means disappeared, how-
ever ; it was followed by nearly every portrait engraver of

the XVI I Ith century. At times it is as simple in arrange-

ment, and the frame almost as severe in design, as in the

XVI Ith century. But more often it is influenced by the

decorative impulse of the XVI I Ith century. The frame

is made larger and treated more decoratively; sometimes

^ Chereau was at first the pupil of Gerard Audran, but there is no trace

of Audran's influence in his work.
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covered with draperies or allegorical attributes; very com-
monly given a cartouche at the base instead of a simple

tablet. Often the frame is treated more architecturally, and
with more or less imitation of masonry; its surface is given

an interesting variety of tone and texture ; and the edges of

the mouldings are softened,—broken, sometimes, bychipping

and cracking the stonework. Most striking innovation of

all, at times the actual design of the portrait in the painting

is changed in order to adapt it to the oval and to heighten

the decorative effect,—generally by adding a nondescript

piece of drapery which is spilled out over the edge of the

moulding, and unites the figure to the frame. Sometimes
this new arrangement was designed by the engraver, some-
times by the painter; and often, when it was very well done,

it was a much more interesting design than the original

canvas.^ Often in these rearranged portraits en buste the

plates are so large and elaborate (and the figures cut down
so little), that it is difficult to draw a line between them and
the larger plates which show the whole canvas.

So much for the form of the portrait during the Louis

XV period. In technique, the Drevets, on the whole, were

the dominating influence until the end of the period. There
were, however, two directly opposite technical tendencies,

not only in the actual arrangement of the lines but in the

general manner of translation.

Following one of these,—the engravers followed the

Drevets in their precise and very elaborate arrangements of

lines, in using only the burin, and in giving the plate the

^ Two excellent examples of this decorative treatment of the oval are

:

Gaspard Duchange's Charles de La Fosse, and Charles Dupuis' Nicolas de

Largillibre. Another plate which is greatly changed from the original

design is Chereau's Largilli^re
',

it is one of the most beautiful in design

of all XVIIIth century portrait engravings.
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fullest possible range of tones;—producing plates, in short,

that were absolutely in the Drevet manner. The other tend-

ency was due to the influence of the Watteau engravings,

and was followed chiefly by the men known as the Watteau

engravers. In this the engraver's lines are rather more
loose and free, and often there is considerable use of etching.

The lines are more open, the tone is much simpler and

lighter, and there is very little attention paid to colour-value.

The engraver pays less attention to the tone of the painting,

and more to the design, to the form; he is less concerned

with fidelity to minute details than with the effect of the

design as a whole.

The plates of the first group have generally been more
praised,—both in their own time and ever since. They are

undoubtedly finer pieces of burin work, considered purely

from the point of view of manual skill; and they have

benefited by the inexplicable point of view which has led

people (then as now) to cry out against etching as a vice on

the part of the engraver, and to profess a mysterious ad-

miration for pure burin work.

But the simpler plates, though less pretentious, less

remarkable as prodigies of technical skill, are generally

more artistic. They attempt less, but they are better pieces

of translation. Their tones if not as full, are more sensitive,

more delicate ;—their figures have more life and spirit, and

they are more sensitive and more sympathetic reflections ot

their originals. Their large plates, particularly, have much
more breadth, and are much better pieces of design; they

are less open to the criticism that can be made against the

other style; namely, that the engraver, in attempting to

carry out full tones over such large plates, is going beyond
his means. These simpler plates are, in short, translations

rather than reproductions.
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No sharp line can be drawn between the two groups. The
first is much more numerous, and includes most of the best

known portraits of the Louis XV period. Good examples

of it, are Chereau's von Dehn and Due d'Antin^ Petit's

Prince de Rohan, Jean Audran's Secousse, Cars' Cardinal de

Rohan, J. Tardieu'sZ^ Normant de Tourneheni, Balechou's

Comte de Bruhl, Lepici^'s Orry, Daulle's Gendron and

Rigaud, and most of the large plates of Schmidt and

Wille. Wille's pupils continue the group, with only slight

changes, down to the eve of the Revolution,—notably in

the two large full-length portraits oi Louis XVI hy Bervic

and Muller.

The portraits which show the influence of the Watteau

engravers do not form a distinct group. Rather they are

a variation upon the Drevet group—the Drevet manner

remaining the basis—the "classic" manner—for portrait

engraving throughout the whole period. They represent a

distinct tendency, but it was one which made no out and

out converts; it affected more or less all the engravers of

the Drevet school in a certain share of their work, but never

won over any man entirely; even the Watteau engravers

themselves followed the Drevet manner closely in certain of

their portraits. Moreover the Watteau influence does not

always show itself in the same way. Sometimes it leads to

a very considerable use of etching, as in Lepicie's Bertin,

in Joullain's Frangois Desportes, and in Thomassin's large

equestrian portrait oi Louis XV. Sometimes it changes the

technique hardly at all, but only makes the tone of the

engraving lighter and simpler; as in T)2i\x\\€s Louis Dauphin
and Frederic A uguste King of Poland.

Its most common effect, in fact, is to make the lines a

little freer and the tones lighter, to simplify in short both

the technique and the tone. To this extent a large number
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of plates show traces of the influence of the Watteau school.

Pierre Drevet himself felt it at times, as in his Prince of
WaleSf and Claude Drevet in his Besenval. Among other

plates which show it in different degrees and in different

features, are Cars' Charles (VOrleans and Marie Lescynska^

Petit's Phelypeaux^ Daull^'s Marie Lescynska and Louis

Dauphin {as a baby)^ and Cathelin's Louis XV. For a clear

cut example of it, one which shows all of its characteristics

at their best, one may take Thomassin's full-length portrait

of Louis Dauphin after Tocque.

It may seem to the reader hardly worth while to attempt

such a detailed analysis of such a vague matter as the influ-

ence of the Watteau engravers upon portrait engraving.

But unless one appreciates it, one is almost sure to judge a

large proportion of the portraits of the Louis XV period

from a wrong point of view,—to estimate them according to

the exact degree they resemble the work of the Drevets. In

the XVIIIth century as in our own time, it was common
enough to do this,—to set up the work of the Drevets in this

way as an arbitrary standard. This was the method of

Diderot in criticising the engravings at the Salon; and it

was this that made the exaggerated reputation of Wille and

Bervic.

This influence of the Watteau engravers is a sort of lost

cause in the development of portrait engraving. Unfortun-

ately so, for it was an influence that was altogether laudable.

It counteracted the tendency of the Drevet manner to be too

precise and too elaborate. It did its best to prevent portrait

engraving from falling into a rigid formula, and it stimulated

engravers to concern themselves with really artistic qualities

rather than to remain satisfied with mere technical skill. If

it had succeeded, the portrait engraving of the middle of the

century would have been more interesting, and would prob-
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ably have been able to translate the works of painters who
were quite out of the reach of its ordinary methods.

On account of these different tendencies it is very difficult

to classify strictly the portrait engravings of the Louis XV
period by engravers, as nearly every man followed each

tendency at different times, and produced very different

styles of work. Moreover, in this period there is no sharp

distinction between portrait engravers and engravers of figure

subjects. There is almost no engraver who did not do a few

portraits. Almost no engraver did portraits alone. Some
few of them are chiefly important as portrait engravers;

some of them are equally important for portraits and figure

subjects; and some must be mentioned among portrait

engravers for having produced one or two portraits of the

first rank. But on account of the variety of each man's work
it would only confuse the matter still further to try to group

them according to these divisions. It seems on the whole

clearer and much more useful to take up the Louis XV
engravers one by one, and to give a brief resume of each

man's work.

Nearly all of the Audrans engraved a few portraits, but

the only two who did any which approach the first rank are

Jean Audran and his brother BENoiT L Both of them were

the pupils of Gerard Audran, their uncle. Jean was a con-

temporary of Pierre Drevet, but his work is chiefly in figure

subjects; in his portraits he follows more or less closely the

evolution of Drevet's style, though he was always influenced

by the looser manner of his uncle. His best plates are his

Daffincourt and Robert Secousse after Rigaud (plates very

like Drevet in technique), and Coysevox^ one of the two

plates with which he was received into the Academy in 1 708

(the other one, Coypel^ is not as good). Benoit Audran's

best plate is an excellent portrait of Fenelon,
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Louis Desplaces engraved only five portraits, but the

best of them are far more important plates than any of his

numerous figure subjects. These are two large plates : Mile,

Duclos (17 14) and Marguerite Becaille (17 15), both after

Largilliere. In technique they have many suggestions of

Audran; etching is used freely in the background and

probably as a foundation for the figure ;—and the technique

is looser and more free than in most of the work of Drevet's

followers. They are, however, very skilfully done; in 17 14
Pierre Drevet had done no plate better than the Duclos^

and few as good. It has certain very rare qualities,—unusual

breadth, a rich and luminous tone;—and its drawing is not

tight, so that it keeps Largilliere's mystery of outline. It

is, on the whole, one of the finest portraits after Largilliere,

—and one of the best portraits of women among XVIIIth
century engravings.

Gilles-Edme Petit was a follower of the Drevets,—hardly

as good as the best, yet a rather attractive engraver. His

best plates are large portraits en pied\ among them Pierre

Coignardy Titon du Tillet^ Prince de Rokan, Louis XVy
Potier de Gesvres, and PAelypeaux, comte de Maurepas. He
was not a Watteau engraver, and nearly all of his plates

are portraits
;
yet he was influenced by the Watteau engrav-

ings, for his portraits are simpler in tone than those of the

Drevets, and a little less elaborate in technique. His busts

are rather poor. Gilles-Jacques Petit, his son, engraved

a few plates, which are generally catalogued as his father's

;

the best of them is Charles-Edward Stuart.

One of the best and most characteristic of the Watteau
engravers was Laurent Cars. In the beginning he was
intended to be a painter, and was a very promising pupil,

but when the painter Le Moyne called upon him to engrave

one of his pictures (Hercule et Oniphale) Cars succeeded so
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well that he took up engraving as a profession. It was as

an engraver that he was received into the Academy in 1733.^

Gradually, in turn, he gave up engraving, in spite of his

brilliant success, and contented himself with his print-selling

business,—so that in spite of his importance among XVI I Ith

century engravers, the number of his plates is not very

large. He died in 1 771, at the age of 72, leaving behind

him such notable pupils as Flipart, Beauvarlet, Chedel,

and, best of all, Augustin de Saint-Aubin.

There seems to be no record as to who was Cars' master

in engraving, but in his first work he follows, very skilfully,

the technique typical of the Watteau engravers,—mixed

burin and etching, the lines rather freely laid, with light and

simple tones. In technique, however, he was rather inde-

pendent, and unusually versatile. In a number of admirable

plates after Greuze and Chardin he works in a technique

quite peculiar to himself,—and in his portraits almost no two

plates are engraved in quite the same style. In general, in

his portraits he follows the manner of the Drevets, but

never slavishly
;
generally his work is rather simpler. His

Comte de Vignory^ for the arrangement of lines and quiet

tones, might have been done by Nanteuil,—so also Jean
d'Estrees and Bussy-Rabutin. Other plates, however, are

much more lively in tone, and more elaborate in technique,

such as Michel Angler, Pierre d'Hosier^ and the Cardinal

de Rohan\ the last quite in the Drevet manner. He works

more like a Watteau engraver in Charles d'Orleans (which

is one of his most attractive plates), and finally, he engraved

five or six medallions after Cochin as nearly as he could in

Cochin's light and open manner;^ one of them at least

—

' With his portraits oi Michel Angier and Sehastien Bourdon.

^ Among them Frangois Boucher, Chardin, Mme Chardin, Sebastien

Slodtz, and Pratilt.

P
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Boucher—is one of the best of the plates engraved after

Cochin. One of his best plates is that oi Marie Leczinska\

others which deserve to be mentioned are Stanislas Leczinsky

and the Chevalier d Orleans.^ But though Cars' work varies

more or less in technique, all of it is decidedly XVIIIth

century in feeling, and nearly all of his plates have on the

frame a cartouche or other decoration which is altogether

Louis XV in style.

None of Cars' portraits, however, is of the first rank. All

of them show a decided personality on the part of the en-

graver, and a rather attractive one. Cars was always artistic,

never a mere copyist,—and some of his portraits are from his

own drawings. But he never seems to have put forth his

full strength in his portraits, and his fame rests on his

figure-subjects, such as his plates after Chardin, and his

Fetes Venitiennes after Watteau.

Nicolas-Henri Tardieu was one of the finest of the

Watteau engravers. His Les Champs Elysees after Watteau,

and L'Automne after Lancret, are among the half dozen

best plates of the Watteau school. He engraved less than

a dozen portraits, only two of them important ones: Le
Camus^ a large bust, and the Due d^Antin^ a large three-

quarter length portrait, both after Rigaud. The latter is a

copy of Chereau's Due dAntin^ only that Tardieu has

executed the background and a few details of the figure in

etching. He was received into the Academic with this plate

in 1720.

Jacques-Nicolas Tardieu was the son and pupil of

Nicolas-Henri; he engraved more portraits than his father,

about 20 in all. He was a skilful burinist, but few of his

plates are attractive; he works with little feeling and has

^ Cars engraved no large plate of the full canvas like the large plates

of the Drevets ; nearly all of his portraits are busts in oval frames.
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a hardness that may have come in part from Wille. His
Prince Galitzin is very much like Wille. This hardness was
common to a number of engravers who continued, after the

middle of the century, the manner of the Drevets,—among
them N. Dupuis, P.-L. Surugue, Daulle and Balechou,

not to mention Wille and Wille's pupils. J. N. Tardieu's

most important plates are Audibert de Lussan^ Mile, de La
Fonty Marie Leczinska^ Louis XV^ C.-F. de Lorme^ Belle

^

and his two Academy plates (1749) R, le Lorrain and Bon
de Boullongne.

Simon-Henri Thomassin ^ is one of the most sympathetic

engravers of portraits among all the Watteau engravers.

Le Blanc credits him with 28 portraits, but it is difficult

to find them all, and there is more or less confusion of

his work with that of his father, Simon Thomassin, as

the son also signed some of his plates by that name. His

Jean Thierry is a highly finished plate after Largilliere,

—

very full in tone ; but two others : Louis Dauphin^ after

Tocque, and an equestrian portrait oi Louis ^K after Van
Loo, are engraved in the manner of the Watteau engravers;

they are in fact among the best examples of that manner in

portrait engraving. Both of them are unusually large plates.

Gaspard Duchange engraved only four portraits, but two
of them, Charles de La Fosse and Frangois Girardon (the

plates with which he was received in the Academy in 1707),

are unusually fine. The de La Fosse is one of the best and
most characteristic examples of the decorative treatment of

th^ portrait en buste of the Louis XV style. His Antoine

Coypel is also an excellent plate.

Charles Dupuis engraved two splendid portraits for his

reception to the Academic in 1730,

—

Nicolas de Largillihre

and Nicolas Coustou (a large plate after Rigaud). The Lar-

' Thomassin's name is sometimes given as Henri-Simon Thomassin.
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gilliere is one of the finest examples of the decorative treat-

ment of the bust among all the engravings of the Louis XV
period. Dupuis' full length portrait of Madame Boucher is

very mediocre. He engraved also a number of small plates

for Odieuvre.

Nicolas-Gabriel Dupuis engraved more portraits than

his brother, but none of them were as good as his brother's

Largillihre. His most important plate is Le Normant de

Tournehem, a large plate in the Drevet manner, but rather

hard and cold ; another plate of the same class, but much
inferior, is hisJean de Betzkoy after Roslin. He also engraved

for Odieuvre and did a number of portraits en medaillon

after Cochin, of which the best are Parseval, Garrick^ and

Lemoine.

Nicolas de Larmessin le fils^ is not an engraver of the

first rank; both his drawing and his burin work are done

rather hastily and indifferently. But he has such sympathy

with his models, and translates them so intelligently into

black and white, that he is one of the best known of the

Watteau engravers, chiefly for his plates after Lancret. He
engraved 15 or 20 portraits ; the best of them are three

busts: P, Vleughels^ and his Academy plates

—

Guillaume

Coustou and Claude Halle. He engraved also a number of

full length portraits, Stanislas Leczinsky^ Marie Leczinska,

Louis XV, Pierre Mayeur, and Louis, Dauphin (after

Tocque). None of them are first class, but they have the

merit common to engravings of the Watteau school of being

simple in tone. The Louis, Dauphin, for example, is far

less skilfully engraved than many plates in the manner of

the Drevets ;—beside Wille's Masse, for instance, its graver

work seems very mediocre indeed. But as a work of art it

is certainly superior; it has far more life, far more of the

spirit of the original,—and as the plate is lighter and simpler
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in tone, it has far more breadth, and infinitely more of the

decorative character of the painting.

Bernard Lepicie, a pupil of Gaspard Duchange, and the

father of the well-known painter Nicolas-Bernard Lepicie,

was best known as the engraver of Chardin; he also did

fairly good plates after Coypel and Boucher. Among his

portraits, Philibert Orry and Jean de Boullongne^ after

Rigaud, and Pierre Grassin after Largilliere, are large and

elaborate plates in the manner of the Drevets, very skilfully

engraved,—and his Nicolas Bertin is an oval bust, strikingly

Louis XV in the expression, in the fluent drawing, and in

the decorative arrangement of the draperies; in technique it

is closer to the Watteau engravers than to the Drevets. A
fifth plate of importance is the Catherine Dufresne\—it is

interesting as one of the best known portraits of women
among French engravings; interesting, too, for its remark-

able lightness of tone. Lepicie was *' secretaire perpetuel"

of the Academy, and wrote several well-known biographies

of artists.

J.-Ph. Le Bas was one of the most prominent and one of

the most prolific reproductive engravers of the XVIIIth
century, but confined himself almost entirely to figure

subjects. He was elected Agree to the Academy in 1735;

the two portraits, Cazes and Le Lorrain^ which he offered

for his reception, in 1741, were refused (quite properly, as

they are poor plates),—but he was finally received in 1741,

with another plate. Probably no other engraver had as

many famous pupils as had Le Bas; among them were

Cochin, Cathelin, Moreau-le-jeune, Ficquet, de Launay,

Gaucher, de Longueil, Le Mire, Aliamet, Eisen, Godefroy,

Helman, Masquelier, Strange and Ryland.

Louis SuRUGUE, deserves to be mentioned among portrait

engravers for the two portraits with which he was received
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into the Academy in 1735, Louis de Boullongne 2ind Joseph

Christophe, both of them busts in oval frames ; the latter a

fine plate, and very typical of the Louis XV style in every

feature. Pierre-Louis Surugue, his son and pupil, was

received in the Academy in 1747, with his portrait of Louis

de Boullongne. His best plate is Rene Fremin, after La

Tour, a large three-quarter length figure engraved in the

Drevet manner, but with a disagreeable hardness that recalls

Wille, and which appears in the work of several engravers

about the middle of the century. P.-L. Surugue engraved

figure subjects after painters of very different schools

—

Rembrandt, del Sarto, Teniers, Boucher, Pater, Chardin,

Coypel, Watteau, and Le Brun—none of them very well.

Manoel-Salvador Carmona engraved two good portraits

for his reception to the Academy in 1761: Boucher and

Collin de Vermont^ the last a particularly brilliant perform-

ance. He was a Spaniard,—and a pupil of Charles Dupuis;

he returned to Madrid in 1761, and the rest of his work is

of no importance. Rene Gaillard deserves to be mentioned

for two large plates in the manner of the Drevets; Castanier^

after Rigaud, and Berlin^ after Roslin; Marie-Nicolle

Horthemels (the wife of A.-S. Belle) for her portraits of

Thiard de Bissy^ Gaston de Rohan, Duchesse d' Orleans,

and the Regent.

Rather more important than any of these men as a

portrait engraver is Jean Daulle ; though his importance

is due to the large number of his portraits rather than to

their superiority over the bestworkof the men justmentioned.

Like Pierre Drevet, Daulle owed his success to Rigaud.

His first master was Hecquet, who, indeed, had recognized

his ability and done all in his power to push him forward.

But Daulle's real start came when he came into the notice

of Rigaud. Rigaud had become dissatisfied with the
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Drevets,! and took up Daulle in their place. He supervised

his work, gave him plates to engrave, and in 1737 succeeded

in having his new protege elected an Agree to the Academic.

He was also made ''graveur du roi."

Daulle was an engraver of an unusually wide range. In

addition to his portraits he engraved figure subjects after

Greuze and Boucher, landscapes after Vernet, genre subjects

after Metzu, Dutch interiors after Teniers, and dogs by

Oudry;—each of these painters, moreover, in a different

technique. His best plates are after Boucher, whom he

translates with unusual sympathy; h.\s Les Charmes de la Vie

Champetrey after Boucher, is one of the finest engravings of

the Watteau school. Daulle is on the whole one of the

most important engravers of the Louis XV period. One is

rather more inclined to find fault with his portraits. They
are none too conscientiously engraved, and often show a not

very sensitive taste. Under Rigaud's influence Daulle natur-

ally followed very closely the technique of the Drevets, especi-

ally in his large portraits. He was closest to the Drevets in

his Gendron^ Baron, and Hyacinthe Rigaud. But even in

these he did not equal the highest standard of the Drevets,

and generally he is decidedly inferior; other large plates in

the Drevet manner are Maupertuis, J. B. Rousseau, La
Peyronie, de Laubri^re, Claude de Saint-Simon, Chambroy,

Comtesse de Feuqui^res, Landgrave de Hesse, and Mariette,

the last three very inferior. In several plates Daulle has a

trace of the hardness and the mechanical quality of Wille;

(in the Marechal de Puysegur for one) and his genre subjects

after Metzu, which were done later in life are decidedly under

^ According' to Lady Dilke {French Engravers and Draughtsmen of the

XVIIIth century). But at this time (1735 or so) Pierre Drevet was
70; and his son was insane and unable to work. If Rigaud was dis-

satisfied with anyone it must have been with Claude Drevet, who did

excellent plates but was not a very industrious person.
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Wille's influence. Wille, moreover, was employed by Daull6

to engrave parts of several of his plates.*

Daull^ is seen to better advantage, however, in plates in

which he does not attempt to follow the Drevets so closely,

and in which he does not attempt such full tones,—such as

Charles-Edward Stuart^ L.-P. d' Orleans, and the two very

large plates of Marie Leczinska after Tocque, and Marie-

Josephe ofPoland after Silvestre. In these his technique is

less careful (in the two large plates he uses etching like a

Watteau engraver) but he keeps his tones simpler, and his

plates have more breadth, more life and vigour. Three very

fine plates are Frederic-Auguste III, a small plate, light in

tone and very delicately finished,—and two portraits oiLouis,

Dauphin (the son of Louis XV), one as a child of five or

six years, the other as a baby. The latter is a most unusual

plate,—engraved rather freely, and remarkably delicate in

tone. Daull^ also engraved three excellent miniatures, Pallu,

Fenelon, and Mareschal\—and two portraits en medaillon

after Cochin, Van Loo and Cochin fils,—good plates, but

without the grace of the best plates of the sort.

Daull6 as a whole is a rather unsatisfactory portrait en-

graver. He had great gifts, and produced many attractive

plates, but he rarely put his best effort into his work. His

plates in the Drevet manner have generally the air of having

been hurried through, and many of them are very slipshod

performances. "II pechoit par le dessin, " is the way Mariette

pronounces sentence upon him. Even a better judgement

is Wille's brief entry in his journal on the day of Daulle's

death: ** II 6tait extremement prompt dans le travail et

jamais malade. C'est dommage que sa grande facility dans

^ Wille worked on Mauperiuis, James III, Charles-Edward Stuart and

Claude de Saint-Simon ; he says in his memoirs that he engraved all but

the head of this last.
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Texecution I'ait emporte quelquefois a n'etre pas assez diffi-

cile; mais il doit avec justice etre compt^ au nombre des

bons graveurs du temps."

J. -J. Balechou is to be grouped with Daull^; the two

did the same kind of plates and have many traits in common.
Balechou, however, was much inferior to Daulle, both in

figure subjects and in portraits; inferior as a draughtsman

and inferior as an engraver. He is in general a somewhat
hasty and careless follower of the Drevets ; his best plate in

their manner is his large portrait of the Comte de Bruhl.

Like Daulle, in other plates he attempts to imitate with

etching the more delicate features of the Drevets' graver

work, as in his Begon and Grillot. In general he uses etch-

ing far more than Daulle. His graver work, compared to

Daulle's, is far more loose and careless, and at other times

far more mechanical,^—an unfortunate combination. In this

latter feature Balechou's Gaillard and Prince of Orange

might well be the starting place of Wille in his mechanical

achievements. Balechou has also at times the murky
and dull and metallic tone characteristic of Wille at his

worst. In all these respects his large full-length portrait of

Augustus Illy King of Poland, might have come from the

hand of Wille. At other times Balechou's contrasts of tone

are forced and disagreeable; many of his plates, in fact, are

wretched. Yet Balechou was not without a certain vigour

and spirit. Like Daulle he seems not to have taken the

trouble to do his best. His Charles Coypel shows what he

was capable of. Though not of the very first rank it is care-

fully engraved and fairly well drawn ; the face is animated

in expression, and the plate has the silvery brilliant tone

which was so attractive a quality of Louis XV portraits,

even more perhaps than Daulle's Dauphin. It is decidedly

Balechou's masterpiece.
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Bal^chou came to grief over the Aug-ustus, KingofSaxony\
he contracted with the King's agent to execute the plate in

two years for the sum of 5,000 livres, but when the plate

was delivered it was found to be already badly worn.

Balechou was accused before the Academy of having pulled

as many as 600 proofs for himself; he was convicted, and in

1752 was banished. He died at Avignon in 1764.

IV—THE END OF THE DREVET SCHOOL

Among the last men who came into the immediate notice of

Rigaud, and among the last, thus, of the school of the

Drevets, were two Germans : Schmidt and Wille. They are

among the best known engravers of the XVIIIth century.

Their work, however, is not very artistic; their plates are

accurate reproductions rather than intelligent translations,

and do not equal the best work of the Drevets and their

followers. In manual skill Schmidt and Wille are superior

to much of the later work in the manner of the Drevets

—

that of Daulle and Balechou for instance, and they may be

said to have brightened the waning prestige of the Drevet

school. But in doing so they obstructed the natural develop-

ment of French portrait engraving. The technique of the

Drevets was based upon the style of Rigaud, but by 1750

the style of French portrait painting was very different from

that of Rigaud. The best work of the later engravers of the

Louis XV period was not that in which they were closest to

the manner of the Drevets, but in those plates in which they

were most independent of it. The simpler tones, the freer

and more open lines, the use of etching beside the burin

work,—all the changes introduced by the Watteau engravers,

in fact,—were not signs of degeneration, but of a natural

development. They were not cheap and hasty substitutes
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resorted to by careless workmen,—but proper and legitimate

methods, which made the engraver's work more elastic,

widened the scope of his art, and enabled him to make a

much more effective translation of his models. Now that

the technique of the Drevets was no longer in sympathy

with the portrait painting of the time, to maintain it without

change was to impose a yoke upon engravers. In so far as

Schmidt and Wille succeeded in doing this their influence

was a bad one. The best engravers of the Louis XVI period

owe nothing to them ; and the work that was most under

their influence was lifeless and academic.

Georg Friedrich Schmidt was born in Berlin in 1712,

and came to Paris at the same time as Wille, in 1736.

Even before he came to France, however, he had adopted

the technique of French engravers. In Paris he was at first

employed in the atelier of N. de Larmessin, but he seems

to have had no regular master, but to have taught himself.^

He followed, without any change whatever, the technique

of the Drevets, and with conspicuous success. In manual

skill, in carefulness of execution, he was the equal of any-

one, and superior to DauUe and Balechou—at least to their

usual standard. But as an artist, as a translator of his

painters, he has decided shortcomings. His drawing, like

his burin work, is not very sensitive ; his form is too precise

and hard; his tones are often rather cold and dry,—not well

massed, and lack breadth and vigour. His faces are none

too well done, and have not very decided character. Schmidt

falls short of the mark only by a trifle, but it is, as usual,

the essential trifle,—and prevents him from equalling the

finest productions of the Drevet school. He was, perhaps,

^ Like so many other engravers Schmidt supported himself for a time

by working for Odieuvre, for whom he engraved as many as 20 little

portraits.
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a little too German ever to be in perfect sympathy with his

French models; certainly too little of an artist ever to render

them adequately; he succeeds in giving a slight suggestion

of stiffness and woodenness to even the best of them. His

best plates are three large ones ; Archbishop of Cambrai and
La Tour dAuvergne Comte d'Evreux after Rigaud, and

Mignard^ after Mignard; and one small plate, Guyot-Des-

fontaines^ after Tocque. Two portraits after La Tour are

utter failures; La Tour was much too sensitive and too

subtle an artist for Schmidt even to attempt to follow.

In 1744 Schmidt returned to Berlin, where, at the court

of Frederick the Great, French fashions were everywhere

supreme, and where an engraver who had gained a foremost

position in Paris was only too welcome. Though much of

his work from this time on was after French painters, he

gradually lost touch with the school in which he had been

trained, and to which, technically, he belongs; his handling

became more and more mechanical, his tones steadily harder

and more metallic. His portraits of Frederick^ Prince of
Prussia^ after Van Loo; of the Queen of Poland; and of

A ugustus III, King of Poland are characteristic examples

of his work at this period. In 1757 Schmidt was summoned
to St. Petersburg by the Empress, and worked there for five

years ; among the plates of this period are Samuel Liber,

Oertel, Frederic de Gome and Worontzow. In this latter

part of his life he turned to etching, and produced a large

number of plates in imitation of the manner of Rembrandt,
some of them portraits; he even tried his hand at etching

several portraits en medaillons more or less in the manner
of Cochin. He died in Berlin in 1775.

JoHANN Georg Wille was a friend, and in a way a prot^g6

of Schmidt, who was only three years his senior. They met
at an inn at Strasbourg on their way to France, and con-
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tinued their journey together; in Paris they lived together

for a time, and it was through Schmidt that Wille became

a protege of Rigaud. Wille was born near Konigsberg in

1715. As a boy he had received some instruction in painting,

and had worked as an engraver in the shop of a gunsmith,

—

as he did for a time in Paris. He had no regular instruction

in engraving in Paris ; he began by engraving portraits of

the Kings of France for a publisher at twenty francs apiece,

and made a poor engraving of a portrait he borrowed from

Largilliere. His first serious work in engraving came when
he was employed by Schmidt and by Daulle to work on

plates they had in hand/ He thus fell naturally into work-

ing in the manner of the Drevets. Wille got on his own
feet when his friend Schmidt presented him to Rigaud.

Wille lost no time in gaining the favour of the great painter,

Vv^ho presently secured for him the commission of engraving

his recently finished portrait of the Due de Belle-Isle. Wille's

plate was finished in 1743, and was an immediate success;

it brought the engraver 900 livres from the Duke, and made
his reputation; he hoped even that Rigaud would put it

forward to get him accepted as an Agree to the Academy,
as he had done for Daulle. But Rigaud died the same year.

By his death Wille lost far more than the honour which he

wanted ; Rigaud's advice and guidance, which had been so

precious to all his engravers, would have been of the greatest

benefit to Wille, and might even have restrained him from

the mechanical devices which, in the end, were his undoing.

Wille's best plates are four three-quarter length portraits

on large plates, y.-^. J/«5-^/, tho, Marquis de Marigny^ and

^ Wille engraved for Schmidt, he tells us, the curtain, chair, book, and
cloak of St. AlMn, Archbishop of Camhrai; for Daull^ all but the head of

Claude de St. -Simon,—and parts of Maupertuis, James III, Charles Edward
Stuart, J. B. Rousseau, Daniel le Chambrier, and Philippe V.
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the Comte de Saint-Florentin^ after Tocqu^, and the Due de

Belle-Isle, after Rigaud. Nearly all Wille's plates are after

these two painters. His busts are no less carefully engraved,

but as the chief interest in Wille's work is the elaborately

finished detail, and as his heads have very little individual

character, they are much less interesting. Even the best of

them are hard and cold and unsympathetic. In spite of their

elaborate frames, too, their decorative character is much
inferior to the best busts of the Louis XV period ; rarely, in

fact, is the frame so poorly proportioned and in such poor

taste. Among the most important of them are: Briseux,

Parrocel, Lowendal, Louis XV,Jean de Boullongne, Maurice

de Saxe, and de Guerin Cardinal de Tencin,—this last from

Wille's own drawing. In spite of his skill of hand Wille was

not very successful with very small plates ; the best of those

he tried are two portraits of Tycho Hoffmann.
Wille follows the technique of the Drevets, though not as

closely as Schmidt did. His lines are more deeply cut and

bolder, though it is a boldness of the hand alone: their

vigour comes from a strong wrist, rather than from a sure

intention of what the line is to express ; and they are never

as flexible and elastic, never quite as intelligently laid as

those of the Drevets. Most of all Wille makes an end of

the means. Like Goltzius or Mellan, he is interested in

technical virtuosity for its own sake; he plays with his lines,

and their elaborate wanderings and even curves are distract-

ing, which had never been the case with the Drevets. Also

his conventions of line have become rigid, and there appears

the mechanical quality of line which is the cachet of Wille,

though it never appeared in his portraits to the absurd ex-

treme that it did in his genre subjects. It is very significant

that Wille's first training in engraving had been in the shop

of a gunmaker: the distinguishing trait of his burin work is
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a hard and unfeeling exactness of line, as if his lines were
cut in steel; his tones are cold and hard,—and at times dull

and gray and metallic.^

But it is not on account of his technical shortcomings that

Wille falls short of the best standard of the Drevet school.

His failing is that he is not an artist. In manual skill he is

the equal of anyone, and he understood perfectly well how
to arrange his lines so as to produce any given depth of

tone of any given quality. But as he did not appreciate the

artistic qualities of his models his skill was useless. As was
said of Daulle, '*il pechoit par le dessin," though in a

different way. He draws not carelessly or inaccurately but

inexpressively; he cannot distinguish the points which the

engraver must lay stress on in translating the painting into

black and white, and his accents are quite as apt to fall on
buttons or bits of brocade as upon the essential lines of the

composition. His accents are confusing, and his tones, in

spite of the sureness with which they are produced, are not

very expressive, and not well massed. In short, his plate,

taken as a whole, lacks breadth ;—and at its best is a rather

lifeless translation of its model.

^

Like Schmidt, moreover, Wille never became French

enough in feeling to understand his models altogether;

there is a trace of the German in even the best of his work,

and when he worked after German painters (as in his por-

^ All of Wille's worst faults may be seen in his portrait of Maurice de

Saxe.
'^ '* Si Ton veut faire consister simplement la science du graveur dans

I'habilet^ i mener de belles tailles bien nettes et ^galement distanc^es, il

faudra regarder J. G. Wille comme un des graveurs les plus habiles;

mais, si Ton exige du graveur une interpretation sage et fiddle, un colons

en rapport avec I'ceuvre qu'il copie, on ne pourra pas adresser d'^loges

aux estampes de Wille."—George Duplessis, Histoire de la gravure

en France.
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traits of the Dauphin and of the Dauphine) there is hardly

a trace of his French training.

After devoting himself exclusively to portraiture for twenty

years, and having gained the foremost position among por-

trait engravers in Paris, Wille suddenly abandoned it al-

together, and took up small plates after genre subjects,

mostly after Dutch masters. His last portrait was the

Marigny of 1761 ; from that time on he refused all portrait

commissions. He explained that his eyes were failing; he

was myope, and said that he was unable to work from large

canvases. Possibly it was also on account of the commercial

success of the new class of work ; his Liseuse, after Gerard

Dou, sold 300 impressions on the day it was published.

Whatever the reason for which he took them up, his genre

subjects had a fatal influence on his work, and finally

developed the technique of lathe and ruling machine for

which he is famous.

Wille long outlived his contemporaries, and died only in

1808,—old and blind, and ruined by the Revolution. He was
not altogether forgotten, however;—even under the Empire
enough of his fame had endured to gain him the Legion

of Honour. In his day his reputation was extraordinary

and he had a collection of honours without precedent for

an engraver. Though a German by birth, he received the

usual honours granted to French engravers. He was a

member of the Academie, and of the Academies of Vienna,

Dresden, Berlin, Augsbourg, and Rouen, and signed his

plates "Wille, graveur du Roy, de L. M. imperiales et

royales, et de sa majeste le roi de Danemark " ; and he was

such a conspicuous figure that princes and distinguished

foreigners visiting Paris were brought to his houses. He
made enough of a fortune to gather a considerable collection

of works of art, and the sale of his prints was so widespread
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that he had agents throughout France, England, and the

continent.

Aside from the interest of his work, Wille is an interesting

figure in the Paris of his time. When a young man he had

shared lodgings with Diderot, and he grew up on intimate

terms with most of the artists and literary men of the time.

As his prosperity grew, his German bonhomie and hospitality

drew them around him, and made his house something of

a salon for his friends. His correspondence and diary are

among the best records we have of the tranquil and pro-

sperous, half bourgeois, half Bohemian life of artists in

Paris in the XVIIIth century.

Wille's influence and Wille's prestige have been slightly

exaggerated and slightly misunderstood. His prestige was

undoubtedly very great, but hardly as great as his own
journal—or the de Goncourts' rather over enthusiastic ap-

preciation of it—gives us to understand. It was chiefly a

foreign prestige, diwdforeign^ in matters of art in the XVHIth
century, meant provincial,—except for England. His work

was quite of the sort to command the admiration of visit-

ing German princes,—but not of a kind which could have

much influence on French art of the XVHIth century.

Among painters his prestige was very great, but it was

social rather than artistic. In Paris, too, he commanded
(in his own time as ever since) a bourgeois admiration for

his '* belles tailles bien nettes et egalement distancees "—for

his neat and regular lines, and occasional technical surprises.

He had also the approval—almost equally bourgeois—of

Diderot and Grimm and other critics who judged him by

the merely academic standpoint of comparing his burin lines

with those of the Drevets, and who were quite blind to the

less pretentious engravings which were the real expression

of the art of the time. Upon that art,—that of Moreau and

R
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Cochin and Saint-Aubin,—Wille had no influence at all.

He succeeded in galvanizing the classic style (as it was then

called) of the Drevets into a few years of posthumous exist-

ence, but as has been pointed out, the "classic" style was no

longer suited to the task, unless it were decidedly changed.

Wille attempted to preserve it unchanged, which was an im-

possible task. In doing so he made it rigid and mechanical,

—so that in truth he did change it; but his changes were in

the wrong direction, and were fatal.
^

Wille has had a great influence on engraving since his

time, but only because the engravers of the early XlXth
century went back to his work as their model. So, his

influence may be said to have skipped a generation. In

his own time he had little effect upon the main current

of French engraving; his influence was confined to his

immediate pupils,—most of whom were foreigners and men
of secondary importance. Wille's pupils belong to the

Louis XVI period in point of time, but not in the character

of their work : they have little in common with it, and it is

perhaps clearer and more convenient to consider them im-

mediately after their master. The most important of them

were Bervic and Pierre-Alexandre Tardieu, and two Germans
—Miiller and Klauber. Among the other pupils of Wille

may be mentioned nine Germans: Preisler, Weisbrodt,

Halm, the two brothers Guttenberg, Weirotter, Schmutzer,

Schultze, and his brother-in-law, Juste Chevillet ;—two

Italians: Vangelisti and Gregori;—three Swiss: Christian

^ Wille is sometimes referred to as having- revived the " classic " manner
of the Drevets. But when Wille arrived in France the classic manner
was by no means abandoned ; on the contrary it was still widely followed,

and was universally regarded as the pre-eminent style of burin engraving.

He found it in the field, and accepted it as other men had done since the

time of the Drevets.
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de Michel, Huber, and Zingg; and a number of Frenchmen,

among them : de Longeuil, Romanet, Avril Vaine^ Daudet,

Parizeau, Bourgeois de la Richardiere, Dennel, and Colibert.

Not all of these men followed Wille's manner, however;

some of them merely received occasional instruction or advice

from him; one of them, J. F. Bause, chiefly by letter. Nearly

every engraver to whom he had given advice at any time,

Wille refers to in his journal as "my pupil."

Both Miiller and Klauber were very skilful engravers,

and of an unusually even standard, producing few bad

plates. But though they were formed in France, and though

their work belongs, by its technique, to the French school,

most of their plates were done in Germany, after German
portraits,—and show certain qualities that were German
rather than French. Later on in their careers they seem

to have been influenced by Morghen.

J. G. MtJLLER was born near Stuttgart in 1747. He
received some instruction in engraving at home, but in 1770

was sent to Paris by the Duke of Wurtemburg. He became
a pupil of Wille in 1772, and made such rapid progress that

he was received into the Academie in 1776. In the same
year to Wille's great regret he was recalled by the Duke to

Wurtemburg, and the rest of his life was spent beyond the

Rhine. Miiller did not produce many important plates, but

at his best is a very sympathetic engraver,—far more so than

Wille. He has little or none of Wille's passion for technical

feats,—though at his best he is quite as skilful as Wille.

His heads have more depth of character; his tone is more

sympathetic; he is a more sensitive draughtsman,—and in

short far more of an artist than Wille. Mtiller's best plate

probably is his Louis Galloche^ one of the two plates with

which he was received into the Academy. This plate, and

his portrait of Wille, are lively and brilliant in tone, and
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altogether French in character. The portraits he did later

on in Germany, such as his Antoine Graffs and his Baron

von Dalberg^ are quieter in tone, and plainly more German,

but at the same time more personal. Miiller also en-

graved a mediocre plate of Mme Vigee-Lebrun's portrait of

herself, and a very large full length portrait of Louis XVI
(in robes of state), after Duplessis. It may be compared

with Bervic's Louis XVI ; it is a skilful piece of engraving,

but poorly composed, and not an artistic translation of its

model.

Ignace Sebastien Klauber had much more of Wille's

coldness, more of his hard and mechanical traits of line.

His portrait of Allegrain might almost have come from

Wille's own hand. It was with this portrait that he was

received into the Academy in 1787. After 1798 Klauber

lived in Russia, and most of his portraits were engraved

there. The best of them are Comte Litta and Stanislas

A MgMstus King of Poland^ among the rest may be men-

tioned, Comte Potocki^ Hertzburg^ Pouchkin^ Kourakin^

Strogonoff and Rostopsin. All of Klauber's portraits are

heads or busts of medium size.

Juste Chevillet, who was born at Francfort-sur-Oder in

1729, was the pupil first of Schmidt at Berlin, and then of

Wille at Paris. He married Wille's sister, and when Wille

stopped engraving portraits he turned over his clients to

Chevillet. Chevillet's work has little suggestion of either

Schmidt or Wille; it is not as vigorous, but at its best

rather more sensitive,—and he belongs, rather, to the

Louis XVI group of engravers. He is not an important

man. Among his best plates are his Dom Pedro de Brag-

ance^ Chardin^ and Descamps.

In the XVIIIth century, French portrait engraving, like

nearly everything else that was French, was the dominant
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style all over Europe. Gradually English mezzotints became
its rivals in popularity, but mezzotint never took deep root

on the Continent, while the French style of line-engraving

was the model upon which practically all portrait engraving

was based. The most famous of English line-engravers, Sir

Robert Strange, came to Paris to learn his craft; he was
a pupil of Le Bas. Ryland was also a pupil of Le Bas.

Strange's most famous predecessor—William Faithorne

—

had also come to Paris for his training, and had worked
under Nanteuil.

Pierre-Alexandre Tardieu (son of J.-N. Tardieu), the

third famous engraver of his family, was born in 1756 and
lived until 1844; the larger part of his work belongs to

the Revolution and to the XlXth century. If that part of

his work which was done in the XVIIIth century were

typical of the work of the time, there would be good reason

to say that French portrait engraving had reached its

decline. But he has almost nothing in common with the

Louis XVI period—except the fondness for plates of small

size; and in almost no way is his work XVIIIth century in

spirit. It is, rather, an anticipation of the engraving of the

early XlXth century :—hard and cold and rigid,—unsym-
pathetic, unfeeling, and quite without personality. Nor has

his work the good taste, or the decorative character of

XVIIIth century engravings. Tardieu was the pupil of his

father and of Wille, so that he comes naturally by these

particular faults. His plates are generally too small to

follow Wille's particular technical mannerisms, but he has

much the same spirit. Like Wille he draws accurately, but

lifelessly ; his plates are a dull and photographic reproduc-

tion of his models. Like Wille, in short, he is a skilful

craftsman, and not an artist.

Tardieu is at his best in small plates;—those to be
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mentioned are Huber^ Castera^ Franklin^ and Stanislas

King ofPoland (which are almost miniatures), and Brocas,

Mazaredo, Henri IV, a bust of Voltaire after Houdon, and
a head of Voltaire', this last is probably the best of these

plates. During" the Revolution he engraved (among many
other less interesting plates): an excellent medallion of

Bonaparte after Isabey ; and a portrait by David,y. Blauw,—
a rather cold performance but very like David, and one of

the first important plates engraved after him. After the

Revolution his work grew gradually harder and more
mechanical ; a portrait of the Czar A lexandre gives an idea

of the standard to which he descended.

Wille's most famous pupil was Charles-Clement Bervic.

He was born in 1756, and began to work under Wille at

the age of 14,—at the period thus when Wille was at his

worst,—when his technique was at its most artificial and
most mechanical stage. Unlike his master, Bervic was not

a prolific workman. Probably no engraver ever worked quite

as slowly, for in a working life of fifty years he produced

but 15 plates, of which only 7 are portraits. Unlike other

French engravers, Bervic had a certain fortune; and al-

though he was anything but an amateur, he could afford

to take his time and to indulge fully his passion for elaborate

technical experiments. The nature of his work, in fact, is

just what might be expected from such circumstances.

Bervic's first portraits are three small busts, Linne, of

1779, and Massalski and the Comte de Vergennes, of 1780.

The last one is after Bervic's own drawing and is perhaps

his best portrait. In these plates Bervic shows the same
exaggerated interest in technique for its own sake that was
the mark of Wille and of most of Wille's pupils. He is

even further from the manner of the Drevets; his lines are

arranged in more artificial, more rigid conventions, and
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more even than in Wille's portraits, have become an end in

themselves. In the Massalski he gfoes to immense pains to

show single white hairs,—a technical enfantillage worthy of

Masson.

A larger plate, the Senac de Meilkan, of 1783,—is even

worse in this respect ; the regularity of the lines approaches

the manner of a ruling machine. The plate is hard and rigid

and dull in tone,—an absolutely lifeless translation of its

model,—and in every respect the lowest point to which
French portrait engraving descended before the Revolution.

But as these plates were carried out almost entirely with

the burin, and as they had none of the graces of XVIIIth
century work—those attractive qualities against which

Diderot and other academic critics were inveighing so

vehemently,—they were considered to represent the classical

traditions of French engraving, and made Bervic, in 1784,

an Agree of the Academic. It was thought laudable to

keep the ''classic" manner alive,—and with this end in

view (much in the way a disappearing species is kept alive

at a Zoo), Bervic was given a logement in the Louvre in

1778. '' Le grand genre de la gravure. Monsieur," so ran

the letter of recommendation for him to the Minister, '*etant

au moment actuel dans un etat de decadence qui exige des

encouragements pour ceux qui s'y livrent,"—adding that

Bervic's work permitted to "former sur luy de grandes

esperances." At the same time Bervic was commissioned to

engrave the portrait of Louis XVI in royal robes painted

by Callet. The plate that resulted from all this was a large

full length portrait which was an academic imitation of

Pierre Drevet's Louis XIV, just as Callet's portrait was an

academic imitation of the canvas of Rigaud. It is interesting

to compare this plate with others of the same type: with

Pierre Drevet's Louis XIV, Thomassin's Louis Dauphin,
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Cathelin's Louis XVy and Miiller's Louis XVI, In purely

technical skill Bervic is superior to any of the others; his

lines are cut more surely and with more science, and are

better adapted to the size of the plate. But beside Drevet

and Thomassin his lines are more mechanical ; they show
the influence of Wille's rigid burin to a disagreeable extent.

Above all, Bervic's plate is inferior as a translation of its

model. It is more accurately drawn, perhaps, than Drevet's

Louis XIV,—but it has the lifeless accuracy of a photograph

rather than the accuracy of an intelligent translation,—and

with all his skill Bervic has produced a singularly lifeless

plate. Miiller's plate has all of the faults of Bervic's, and

to a still more marked degree ; it is the very antithesis of a

work of art.

Bervic dedicated this plate, which he entitled Louis XVI
Restaurateur de la Liberte, to the King and the National

Assembly,—for it was not finished until 1790. But 1790

was not the time to bring forth—in Paris—portraits of

Kings, and before this one could be published it was

overtaken by the Revolution. Bervic himself was carried

away by Revolutionary fervour, and to do his part to

'*detruire des rois I'effrayant souvenir," broke the plate

in two with his own hands, and tore in half all the proofs

in his possession.^ After the Revolution the plate was

patched together, and prints were taken from it again, with

an ominous white bar running across the middle. Bervic

must have regretted his Jacobin enthusiasm, for under the

Revolution he was driven to engraving letter heads to earn

his bread.

But his fame was due to his Education d'Achille, Enleve-

^ This enthusiasm may have been feigned, for another story is that he

was surprised in his atelier by agents of the Assembly before he could

hide his plate.
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ment de Dejanire^ and Laocoon rather than to his portraits,

and it survived the Revolution. He was taken in to the

Institute in 1803, and in 18 19 decorated with the ribbon

of the Legion of Honour,—'*pour avoir ranime par la

superiorite de ses ouvrages le gout de I'etude de la gravure"

—and for a rather poor portrait of Louis XVHL Like

Wille, he was a rather widespread Academician : a member
of the Academies of Rouen, Copenhagen, Berlin, Bologna,

Amsterdam, Vienna, Milan, St. Petersburg, ''etc.," (one

wonders what the others were). Beraldi calls Bervic '
' le fidele

gardien des grandes traditions de la gravure fran9aise et son

lien naturel entre le XVHP et le XIX® siecle." His phrase

sums up the commonly accepted judgment upon Bervic;

that of his own time as of to-day. But nothing could be

more false and more misleading. Bervic's work is not the

grand style of French engraving, but a mechanical parody

of it; he succeeded in imitating it in one plate, but even

then his technique is not a living thing, but a fossil. More-

over, there is no lien naturel between the XVIIIth and the

XlXth centuries in French engraving; the Revolution is

an absolute break between them. The engravers of the

XVIIIth century who survived the Revolution preserved

not the real traditions of French engraving, but only a few

rigid and mechanical conventions of burin work. Whatever

resemblance there is to the old work in certain plates of

the next century (such as Boucher-Desnoyer's Napoleon and

Talleyrand)^ is due not to a surviving tradition, but to

imitation of the old work by men who have been forced to

start anew.



CHAPTER IV

THE LOUIS XVI PERIOD

I—THE CHANGE IN THE STYLE OF PORTRAITS

THERE is almost as distinct diflference between the

Louis XV and the Louis XVI periods in portrait en-

graving as between the Louis XIV and the Louis XV,
but here again the end of one period overlaps for a few years

the beginning of the other. The dividing line between the

two periods may be drawn at the year 1761. In that year

Wille, who was the last of the engravers who had worked
immediately under Rigaud, abandoned portrait engraving,

and with him the Louis XV period may be brought to an

end.^ The earliest portrait engravings which were decidedly

Louis XVI in character were the portraits en medaillons

designed by Cochin. The first of these seem to have appeared

soon after 1750, but they were only engraved by degrees;

and their great popularity came later on. They have little

in common (in design) with any other Louis XV portraits,

and they became almost the most important form of portrait

engravings in the Louis XVI period, so that it is fair to

assign them to that period.

The most striking traits of Louis XVI portrait engrav-

ings, those which contrast most with the period before, are

^ Certain engravers (such as N. Dupuis, J. N. Tardieu, and P. E. Moitte)

continued the manner of the Drevets for a few years after this ; and, as

has been seen, Wille's pupils remained as an isolated survival of it up
to 1789.
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that the plates are far simpler in arrangement, generally-

much smaller, and much more delicate and minute in tech-

nique. Not only is the general average of the plates

smaller, but a new form—that of miniatures—is developed,

and becomes one of the most popular of all. Also it becomes

very common to use portraits as book illustrations. Finally,

there is a decided change in the style of the whole design of

the portrait, both in the frame, and in the portrait itself.

As at the beginning of the XVIIIth century, the changes

in the engraved portrait followed the changing style of por-

trait painting, and reflected the taste of the time. In the

Louis XVI period nearly all the characteristic traits of the

period before were directly reversed. The large and elaborate

portrait d'apparat went pretty much out of fashion. It con-

tinued in a few official portraits of royalties—such as Callet's

portrait of Louis XVI—but it was little more than a direct

imitation of the manner of Rigaud. Smaller canvases were

more common,—and in all portraits,—whether large or

small, in heads or busts or full length figures, the arrange-

ment was far simpler, the design far less complicated. The
pose was more natural, the expression was no longer arti-

ficial and forced, but restfully natural and sincere (sometimes

indeed with an almost affected sincerity). The drawing was

less conventional, and more honest; the likeness was truer;

and there was again a decided interest in the character and

personality of the model—though never the depth of char-

acter of the XVI I th century portrait. In short, the portrait

became again a portrait rather than a piece of decoration.

The decorative quality remained, but in a less degree—it

was less selfish, less absorbing—and was brought out in a

diff'erent way.

In portrait engravings the decorative quality was even

more marked than in paintings, but here too it changed
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completely in style from the Louis XV period. The engraver

depended chiefly for his decorative effect upon the frame

alone. The portrait itself was cut off rather sharply by the

oval border; it was not changed in order to adapt it to the

oval, and often even it is not particularly well related to it;
^

never were the two united as before by a piece of drapery

pulled out over the oval. The frame itself was not as

architectural; it was flatter, with sharp edges, and gener-

ally thinner in tone; and beside the exuberant, flamboyant

decoration of the Louis XV frames, it seems cold and severe.

The frames of the small portraits intended for book illustra-

tion, however, were still decorated very elaborately. Finally,

the detail of the decoration on the frames was Louis XVI
in style.

Also, allegory became an important feature in the portrait.

The ornaments on the frame became allegorical instead of

purely decorative,—and in many of the smaller medallion

portraits, allegorical figures were grouped around the medal-

lion—supporting it often. This was particularly the case

with portraits designed for book illustrations. In some of

these the allegorical figures became so important that the

plate becomes an allegorical composition almost more than

a portrait. There appears also a new style of frame, in which

the portrait was not cut down to an oval, but keeps its

rectangular form; the frame being merely a heavy square

edged border, drawn in relief—rather as if the portrait had

been sunk into a plain smooth block of stone (sometimes of

steel, almost). It is not always ineffective, but often it is

disagreeably hard and smooth, and in general it is a less

This was the case, at least, with engravings after paintings. But in

the numerous little portraits in black and white which were drawn on
purpose to be engraved, the head—which was generally in profile—was
admirably related to the round or oval opening.
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artistic and less interesting form than any previous ones.

This frame is apparently due to the classic fashion ; it appears

in the work of several of the later Louis XV engravers,

among them Wille, N. Dupuis and J.-N. Tardieu.

Finally, portrait engraving is less purely reproductive an

art in the Louis XVI period than in the Louis XV. The en-

gravers worked more from drawings of their own, or from

simple drawings in black and white which were made by

other men expressly for the engraver. And the engravers

returned more to the qualities proper to their craft; their

plates are simple in tone, and they generally paid little or

no attention to reproducing colour value or texture.^

One of the most striking impulses in the art of the

Louis XVI period was the enthusiasm for the antique,—the

** return," as it was called,—which set in rather suddenly

soon after the middle of the century. This extraordinary

movement was partly a reaction from the excessive freedom

(or what was thought the excessive freedom) of the Louis XV.
Partly, perhaps, it was merely a periodical recurrence of the

same enthusiasm for the antique that had come over France

in the XVIth and again in the XVI Ith century. Only this

time the influence of the antique was purer and stronger:

previously it had filtered through Italy ; France only received

it in a Renaissance translation. This time the French im-

pression of the antique, however imperfect and incomplete,

was first hand. It was awakened largely by discoveries in

classic lands, and, in particular, was vividly stimulated by

the discovery of Herculaneum and Pompeii.
'* Tout concourait alors a elargir I'importance de la revolu-

tion qui se faisait dans I'art. Les voyages se multipliaient

' A certain number of plates are a decided exception to this. In

Cathelin's Noel le Cauchois for example, the contrasting' colour values

are very important in the design.
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en Italic, en Grece, dans le Levant, et les relations des

voyageurs rendaient un interet aux oeuvres de la poesie

antique, en faisant connaitre tous ces pays en ddcrivant les

mines de ces monuments dont I'antiquite avait parl6, ou dans

lesquels elle s'etait survecu. La decouverte d'Herculaneum

et de Pompei frappa vivement les imaginations ; cette reap-

parition de villes enfonc^s depuis dix-sept siecles fut le fait

saisissant qui captiva I'esprit mondain et mit le greco-

romain a la mode. Cette mode se marque par le caractere

du style Louis XVI, dans I'ornamentation et I'architecture;

au rococo commence a succeder le pompeien ; on reprend les

motifs de decoration que les fouilles r^centes ont fait connaitre;

des lignes plus simples, plus severes commencent a rappeler

la noblesse des formes antiques."^

Whatever the causes of this new artistic impulse, it affected

deeply all sides of the Fine Arts in France. In architecture

its effectwas particularly sweepingand particularly disastrous

;

it produced a style that was wholly artificial and false, and

in the end destroyed utterly the French architectural tradi-

tion. In painting it gave birth to David and the classical

school which triumphed completely in the time of the Revolu-

tion. Portrait painting naturally it had less effect upon;

portrait painters were held more to earth, as it were, by the

necessities of their subject. Still they felt its influence; their

work became colder and more severe, and more precise in

drawing. Upon portrait engraving it had a widespread

effect, but not altogether a disagreeable one. It introduced,

it is true, a certain element of affectation. But engraving is

too technical an art to be recast in a moment. Its traditions

were so deeply rooted and so strong that they succeeded in

assimilating the classic influence as almost no other branch

of art did. The antique merely furnished new motifs to the

^ G. Lanson, Histoire de la litterature frangaise.
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engravers, who remained thoroughly French in their use of

them. Portrait engravings were affected in various ways by

the classic fashion. It governs the decoration of the frame,

and at other times makes the frame plain and severe. It

makes the tone rather cold and thin, and often reduces it

to two tones in sharp contrast:—a head in white sharply

chiselled against a deep black background. It makes the

pose very simple, often even stiff, and it inspires the fondness

for profiles, the passion for medallions, for portraits in imita-

tion of cameos and of marble busts—that was so striking a

trait of the period.

Probably the earliest appearance of these traits in engrav-

ing was in the portraits en medallions of Cochin.

Charles-Nicholas Cochin the younger, Cochin fils^ was

one of the most striking figures among the artists of the

century. " He sprang from a family of engravers, one of

those families in which is continued and perpetuated during

hundreds of years, across the succession of generations, the

choice of a profession, the tradition and the heritage of an

art." His mother, Madeleine Horthemels, was an engraver;

so were her two sisters, Marie Horthemels, the wife of

Nicholas Henri Tardieu,—and Marie-Nicolle Horthemels,

who married Alexis Simon Belle. He was an engraver not

only by ancestry, but from his surroundings. ''Charles

Nicolas fils est eleve dans cette rue Saint-Jacques, dont le

bapteme est reste a notre imagerie moderne," to quote again

from the de Goncourts' admirable essay on Cochin, "dans

cette rue glorieuse de I'enseigne des Deux Piliers (TOr, de

Gerard Audran, de I'enseigne de Charlemagne Quis major

Carolo^ de son pere, de I'enseigne Au Maecenas de son

oncle Tardieu, de I'enseigne A la belle image de Poilly, de

I'enseigne de la Veuve Chereau et des autres. II grandit au

milieu de ce quartier de la gravure et de I'enluminure . . .
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pr^coce en tout,"—in his studies as well as in his future

metier. While still a little boy he was at work in the atelier

of Le Bas, but at the same time was being seriously trained

by his father,—in burin work, "with laborious copies of

Bolswert, Goltzius, and Francois de Poilly." It was not,

however, until 1735 that his first plate appeared. Almost at

once after this begins the long series of plates illustrating

fetes and ceremonies which first brought him his fame, and
made him the fashion in Paris for every kind of decorative

design or illustration.

Cochin's particular speciality was in rather large plates

which showed clouds of figures; pageants, *'pompesfunebres,

ceremonies de mariage, bals masques," decorations of streets

and palaces on occasions of public rejoicing, illuminations,

and even displays of fireworks. But there was almost nothing

which he did not turn his hand to,—whether vignettes or

decorative designs, book illustrations, genre subjects, alle-

gories, religious subjects; and he even engraved landscapes

very successfully,—as in his series of large plates afterVernet

:

Vues des ports de France.

He entered into the full enjoyment of the prosperous life

which opened before him, and became intimately associated

with every side of life in Paris. Too much so, perhaps, for

the benefit of his work; *' II n'aime que les plaisirs," Diderot

complained of him. He was the intimate friend of Diderot,

—on good terms with the Comte de Caylus,—and with Wille

had an unbroken friendship of fifty-two years. He was

an habitue of the great salons of Mme du Deffand and

Mme Geoffrin ; and, finally, a protege ofMme de Pompadour.

Mme de Pompadour became, in the end, the guiding influence

of his career. She had had her brother, the Marquis de

Vandieres, appointed " directeur et ordonnateur general des

batiments du roi,"—the nominal head of all the administra-
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tion of the Fine Arts in France, and in 1649, in order to fit

him for this office, sent him on a two years' voyage to Italy.

Cochin she picked out to accompany him,—to serve as a sort

of aesthetic tutor and guide. Cochin fulfilled his duties so

well and was so satisfactory from every point of view, that

from that time on all the influence of the Marquise was

exerted in his favour, and he became in the end her Prime

Minister in all her widespread patronage of the arts. He
was at once received into the Academy to which he had been

elected Agree in 1741, ten years before, and lodged in the

Louvre; in 1752 he was made *' garde des dessins du roi,"

—in 1755 secretary and historian to the Academy,—which

made him the ruler of that august body for the rest of the

reign of Louis XV. In 1757 he was ennobled, and hence-

forth signs his plates 'Me chevalier Cochin,"—and later he

was given the ''cordon royal de Saint-Michel." He be-

came the intimate friend and the inseparable companion of

M. de Vandieres (who had become the Marquis de Marigny).

Industrious and indefatigable, he carried on all of his ad-

ministrative work, and was the trusted adviser to whom
Marigny turned in all questions—whether of payment or

patronage or of taste. Finally, his devotion and his useful-

ness were rewarded with the title of "conseiller de la

surintendance,
'

'—which made him theactive head ofMarigny's

department,—the bureaucrat in official charge of all the Fine

Arts in France, and the successor in direct line of Le Brun.

His letters in this capacity to Marigny, to the courtiers whom
he served, and to the artists whom he virtually commanded,

are the most striking pictures we have of the relations

between artists and the court and of the administration of

this department of the State in the XVIIIth century.

Nor was Cochin's prosperity merely a matter of official

honours. He had made his reputation before he came into

T
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the notice of Mme de Pompadour, and his popularity both

in Paris and at Versailles continued throughout his long life.

It was sufficient, indeed, to warp the judgment of the most

critical audiences of the XVIIIth century. The generality

accepted him without qualification, and credited him with

qualities which can hardly be discerned by our own age,

favourable to the XVIIIth century as it is;—and even the

difficult Diderot called him '

' le premier dessinateur fran^ais.

"

Cochin himself was an active writer. He published three

volumes of notes on painting in Italy—the fruit of his Italian

journey with the Marquis de Vandieres,—numerous letters

and pamphlets on matters of art, biographies, discussions

and Academy addresses,—and in fact, contributed in no
small degree to his prestige by his authority as a critic.

** Cochin, il ne faut pas I'oublier"—to quote from the de

Goncourts— ''est le professeur du gout public dans le

Mercure de France. II est I'estheticien de I'art contemporain.

II en formule les principes, les regies de jugement, la doctrine.

II fixe et arrete les tendances, les preferences de I'artiste, de

I'amateur, et du connaisseur du XVI IP siecle franfaise. II

r^dige le catechisme des admirations de I'epoque, derange

I'ordre et la consecration des chefs-d'oeuvre italiens."

With all his routine work for Marigny and for the Aca-

demy, with all his writing and pamphleteering. Cochin, '*ce

vif et actif Cochin," never relaxed his industry in his art,

continuing every branch of design in which he had already

made his name, and producing a quantity of work that was

almost incredible. 1

It was not, however, until a few years after 1750 that he

^ Gradually, however, he gave up engraving his drawings himself, as

he had done at first,—and contented himself with only starting the plate,

doing only the groundwork of etching ;—still later on, leaving the whole

work of engraving to another man.
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took up portraiture ; from that time on he produced portraits

incessantly. "... Cochin complete de jour en jour sa

collection de medaillons. II pursuit son iconographie du

siecle, ajoute a cette longue serie de petits profils des c^l6-

brit^s contemporains, a ce defile en buste des hommes des

femmes de la societe, de la cour, de I'Academie, des lettres,

de la medecine, de la science, des amis de Mme Geoffrin,

des passants etrangers de distinction, de tout visage d'alors

qui portait un nom, un talent ou une grace. Et combien en

a fait Cochin de ces petites effigies frappees comme des

petites medailles, bien souvent echappees a la gravure, et

dont le dessinateur envoie d'un seul coup deux douzaines a

r Exposition, tant il lui coute peu de saisir, dans le rond

d'un ecu de six livres, avec quelques coups de pierre d'ltalie,

un crayonnage a la fois miniature et large, rarement rougi

d'un rien de sanguine, ces physionomies dont il attrape, d'un

tour de main, la ressemblance,—une ressemblance merveil-

leuse, au dire des contemporains. Au Salon de 1753, des

gens qui n'avaient pas vu M. de Troy et le pere Jaquier

depuis quinze ans, les reconnaissent a premiere vue."

It is rather surprising that with all his variety and his

fertility of invention, Cochin should have confined himself

so closely to one unvarying form ; of his 200 or so portraits,

only a dozen or so are not en medallion^ and the medallions

themselves change but little,—either in the frame, the

arrangement, or the scheme of tones. But though this form

when once set was followed rather monotonously, it was an

altogether original form, and Cochin deserves the credit of

its invention. He impressed on it, too, so strongly the stamp

of his own personality that neither his engravers nor his

imitators were able to add anything of their own, and did

not depart from the established form in the merest trifle

;

even the medallions designed by so original an artist as
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Augustin de Saint-Aubin could hardly be distinguished from

those he engraved after Cochin, except for the signature.

Even the size is uniform; the circle within which the heads

are enclosed is never far from 4 inches in diameter. From
this there is only one step—to another uniform size in which

the circle has a diameter of 2^ inches.

Cochin almost invariably arranges the head in profile.

The frame cuts just below the shoulders, so that the head

fills up the larger part of the circle. The background is dark

in tone,—and generally quite flat, and the head and shoulders

very light, so that they stand out from it in sharp relief like

a cameo, though there is no imitation of a cameo or bas

relief. There is little suggestion of differences in texture,

and ordinarily little attention is paid to different values of

colour. Nevertheless, for all the simplicity of tone the

head is well modelled, and there is enough suggestion of

colour for the figure not to appear white or chalky. The
frame is grey in tone, sometimes with a suggestion of

mottling, just enough to give a variety to the surface. At
times he plays with his frame, hanging the circular mould-

ing to a little round-headed nail set in the top of the frame,

—sometimes with a little brass ring, sometimes with a little

bow of ribbon.

In spite of the formality of the whole arrangement, the

pose of the head is easy and natural, without the affectation

so common in the models of the Drevet school. It can

hardly be claimed that Cochin's portraits express great depth

of character; the inevitable profile, for one thing, works

against it. But the heads are too carefully, too honestly

drawn, the expression too frank and natural, not to ensure

the portraits as a whole having considerable characterand indi-

viduality in spite of the sameness of treatment, and in spite of

the certain family likeness which is common to many of them.
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Cochin's technique is extremely simple. The beginning

of the work is etching. The burin is used more or less to

retouch the etched lines, and to put in some of the more

delicate work on the face, but even in the finished plate by-

far the larger part of the work is etching. On the head and

shoulders the lines are freely and easily laid,—not without

convention and some definite system, but with far less than

in the work of the Drevets,—and less, perhaps, than in any

previous French portrait engraving. It is, in fact, the

technique of the Watteau engravers carried to its ultimate

and most perfect development. Such a technique was easy

to carry out, and perfectly adapted to Cochin's drawings.

The drawings in turn, were made for the engravings ;—they

are as much engraver's drawings as were those of Nanteuil

;

like them, however effective they might be in themselves,

they were first of all models for the engraver to work from.^

So closely allied, in fact, are the draughtsman and the en-

graver that nearly all of the plates, whether engraved by the

designer or another, deserve almost to be called original

rather than reproductive engravings.

The apparent slightness and sameness of Cochin's little

portraits at first sight inclines one to rank them among the

minor performances of French engraving;—notable for a

certain personal charm and for their decided quality of style:

—interesting as an expression of the period and for the

interest of the personalities they portray. But on longer

acquaintance, they develop an unsuspected depth and reserve.

Underlying their trifling air they have very solid qualities of

design ; and above all, perhaps, they show the most admirable

^ Not all of these portraits, perhaps, were drawn with the express pur-

pose of being engraved, but they were all drawn in the same simple style

of those which were made for the engraver. They should all be called

engraver's drawings,—like most of Cochin's work, in fact.
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decorative character. Only to compare them with the average

portrait engraving of the Drevet school will bring out at

once how superior is their life and vitality, how much more
original and artistic they are. Limited as it is, Cochin's

portrait en medaillon is the most original, the most

spontaneous expression in portrait engraving of the French

genius in the latter part of the XVIIIth century.

Cochin engraved very few of his portraits himself, only

fifteen in all, and those chiefly of personal friends; Comte
de Caylus, Watelet, Bouchardon^ Masse, Duclos^ Due de

la Valliere, Marquis de Vandih'es^ Marquis de Marigny^
Restout^ Chauvelin^ de La Place, Tar^isius, Louis de Boissy,

A bbe Pommyer and Joachim, Gras.

These plates from his own hand are hardly better than

the best plates engraved by other men after his drawings.

They are a little more sensitive in drawing; and they have

the decision, the vitality, which belong to original work.

But several of his engravers equalled him in execution, and

one, Saint-Aubin, even surpassed him. Saint-Aubin is quite

as good a draughtsman and understands a little better his

metier; his tones are crisper and stronger and better massed.

Beside his best plates. Cochin's plates seem a little faint in

tone and flat in modelling. But possibly Cochin purposely

kept his heads a little flat, so that they should be in keeping

with the character of the frame,—in order to respect the

decorative convention of the medallion.^

^ It is perhaps worth while to name the best of the portraits en mMaillons

engraved after Cochin's drawings. Saint-Aubin engraved more of them
than anyone else—and rather better ones; his best are: Trudaine,

J.-B. Pigalle, Cochin, Roettiers, Radix, Mme Radix, Abbe Pommyer,

Jombert, Morand, Mme de Pompadour, Caffi-ery, Blanchard, Laurent Cars,

Du Mont, Jeliote, Cassanea, de Mondeville, Le Blond, Caron de Beau-

marchais, Gausargues, Pierre, Philidor, Rameau, Sophie du Moley, Maloet,

Lully, Mariette, Antoine de Parcieux, Savalete de Buchelay, Alexis Piron,
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One of the earliest of the Louis XVI engravers is

L.-J. Cathelin, who was one of the many pupils of Le Bas.

His work varies so,—embracing so many different styles of

burin work,—and ranging from full length portraits on

unusually large plates down to miniatures,—that it is very

difficult to characterize it as a whole. He may be said to be

on the line between the Louis XV and the Louis XVI

Linguet, and Pellerin;—and in the smaller size: Prault, Sacchini, Moreau,

princesse de Conti, Marco, Guerillot, Abel, and Dumont. Nicollet, a not

very important engraver, did several excellent plates : Ze Bas, Vemet,

Coustou, Halle, Jacquier, Montholon, Le MesU, and Perronneau. . . .

Provost did Hud Marquis de Miromenil. . . . Several engravers did a few

good plates out of many inferior ones :—thus, Rousseau deserves to be

mentioned for his Lepicie; N. Dupuis for his Parrocel, Garrick, and

Lemoine', Gaucher for his Guerin, Grimaldi, and Frdron—(most of

Gaucher's are too highly finished); Miger for his Dortous de Mairan,

and Hans de Stanley; and Cathelin for his Prault. . . . Laurent Cars

engraved several excellent plates: Soufflot, M.-A. Slodtz, P.-A. Slodtz,

Prault, Puget, Chardin, Mme Chardin, and Boucher. . . . Daull6 en-

graved Van Loo, and Cochin, but with too conventional a burin. . . .

Several less important men did each a single good plate :—Fessard, for

example, did il/«rm;—Le Beau: Goldoni;—Marais: Basan. . . . Pariset,

Francois, Gonod, and Mme Ling^e engraved many of the medallions in

the maniere au crayon.

Among the best of the smaller size medallions are those just mentioned

by Saint-Aubin;—and a good number by Cochin's pupil Miger,—among
these : Treyer, Perignon, baron de Bagge, Mereaux, Cardmi, Renon,

Punto, Roze, Davaux, and Fieux. . . . Among the large number of

engravers who produced mediocre plates after Cochin are: Halm,
A. Thomas, Fessard, Moitte, Lempereur, N.-B. de Poilly, Martenasie,

—

and two amateurs: Campion de Tersan and Watelet. Some of Watelet's

plates (all of them are purely etchings) are not bad: e.g. Marquis de

Sommery, Comte de Vence, and Marguerite Le Comte,—but none of them

are first-class.

Among Cochin's portraits not en mddaillon, or in medallions of a different

design from the usual one, are: Perronet, Victor-Amadde roide Sardaigne,

de La Motte Picquet, Cuvillier,Joannis, Marmontel, Lorry, Baume, Prevost,

de Quingey, and the Marquis de Malteste,—most of which were engraved

by Saint-Aubin.
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periods. But most of his plates, and the most characteristic

ones, belong to the Louis XVI, and are altogether typical

of it. Their frames are Louis XVI in style; the pose and

the expression of the figure are more natural, and the arrange-

ment of the whole portrait simpler; the tone of the plate is

a delicate grey, rather than sparkling and brilliant; the

burin lines are minute and closely laid. Finally, the engraver

is chiefly interested in delicacy of finish, and most at his

ease with small plates. Among the best of these smaller

plates are Noel Le Cauchoisy Bossuet^ and Stanislas roi de

Pologne (the last two miniatures); Trevilliers^ Gosseaume

and Clairaulty three little profiles in medallions (of the small

size) after Cochin;—and Boers, Turgot, and de Moncriff.

Two larger plates, Joseph Vernet and Louis Tocque, busts

in oval frames of the standard size and style, are interesting

as showing his evolution from one period to another. The
first differs but little from a Louis XV engraving, while the

Tocqueis thoroughly Louis XVI.
Then, in four larger plates Louis XV, Parisde Montmartel,

A bbe Terray, and PierreJeliote, Cathelin tried his hand at

elaborate portraits d'apparat of the Drevet type ; the latter

two were full length figures on plates of the largest size.*

He did not go at all four in the same way. The Terray and

Jeliote are Louis XVI versions of the Drevet manner: very

precise, the burin work minute and closely worked—and the

plates very full in tone. But the burin work is too minute

for such large plates : the Terray is rather dry in tone, the

^ It was rather astonishing for an engraver whose taste was for delicate

work on a small scale to attempt such plates. In two cases at least the

task was not of his own choosing. The Abbd Terray was assigned to him
by the Academy as the plate to be engraved for his reception in 1771

;

the Louis XFwas an enterprise undertaken by Cochin to please Mme de

Pompadour; the plate had been begun by Tardieu, and then had been

abandoned. Cochin gave it to Cathelin to finish.
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head very weak; in \\\q. Jeliote the tones are carried too far

so that they are confused and disagreeable. Neither plate

has much breadth. In the Montmartel Cathelin went rather

to the other extreme. The burin lines are much more open,

coarse, almost, beside the delicate work of the Terray^ and
rather disagreeably conventional. The tone is far lighter

and simpler; Cathelin has apparently taken a lesson from
the Watteau engravers, but he overdid it and made his tone

rather thin and flat. Still the plate has more breadth than

the other two. The finest of these large plates is the

Louis XV. In this plate Cathelin is much closer to the

Drevets ; it is quite evident that he is following their manner
as closely as he can. He cannot equal them in brilliance of

technique; his burin is not as confident, his drawing not

quite as vigorous, and his plate is less brilliant in tone. Yet
he has a delicacy of tone, and a breadth to his whole plate,

that is hardly to be found in the Drevets' work,—and the

plate is on the whole a very artistic piece of translation.

Cathelin is not a very strong engraver. He is not an

original artist, and has not a very decided personality.

There is a charm in his delicate finish, and he has a decided

sense of style; his work has all the elegance, all the finished

refinement of the Louis XVI period. But his delicacy seems
to have given him a certain timidity, both in drawing and
graver work. He is never decisive; he seems afraid to give

definite accents to his design, and cannot make it fall into

broad masses, so that usually his plate does not pull together

as a whole. In short, his design lacks breadth.

This same criticism is even more true of the work of

Simon-Charles Miger, who stands beside Cathelin in the

range and the general character of his work. He is, how-
ever, very much less sensitive, both in drawing and in burin

work, and generally quite loses himself over trifles, so that

u
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most of his plates are quite broken up by minute conflicting

accents {e.g: his Gluck, Laurent Cars^ Boucher^ Vernier^

and d'Alembert). He is best on small plates; working on

a small scale seems to have inspired him, to have given him

the sensitiveness and breadth which his larger work too often

lacked. He is particularly good on the smaller sized medal-

lions after Cochin; of such plates his Baron de Bagge^

DavauXy Vion, Treyer, Punto, and Perignon entitle him to

rank amongst the best of Cochin's engravers. Other notable

plates on a small scale are his Pierre la Houssaye and

Bailly (this last a very good specimen of a certain style of

Louis XVI portraits). Of his larger plates the best is his

Vien^ which corresponds in size and style and technique to

Cathelin's Tocque, and is a very fine plate. His large plate

of Van Loo also corresponds more or less to Cathelin's

Abbe Terray as a Louis XVI version of the large plates of

the Drevets.

Towards the end of the Revolution Miger took up

engraving again, and, curiously enough, worked not only

in a wholly different technique but in a wholly different

spirit. Instead of the delicate graver work and the light

grey tones of his earlier work, he worked boldly and

vigorously. His Hubert Robert after Isabey (dated An VII)

is a splendid plate; splendidly drawn, broad, and with

strong deep tones. In some ways it suggests the engraving

of the latter XlXth century, and recalls in no feature the

Miger of the time of Louis XVI. Two other plates of the

Revolutionary Miger are Cuvier and Massena, but they do

not equal the Hubert Robert,

Portalis and Beraldi criticize Miger very justly: " Entr6

dans la carriere des arts sans vocation, Miger rempla^a

I'inspiration par I'opinionatret^ du travail, et grava un

nombre considerable de pieces. Mais toute cette besogne
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est peinee, le graveur n'avait point la flamme, II n'avait pas

meme Tetincelle: dans I'estampe on peut dire qu'il a echoue,

le genre dans lequel il a reussi quelque fois est le portrait;

ajoutons aussi les planches d'histoire naturelle." Miger

was the pupil and secretary of Cochin, and received some

lessons from Wille. He was elected Agree to the Academy
in 1778, and was received in 1781. He received a pension

from the Empire, and was made a member of the Institute.

Underthe Restoration he was given a pension by LouisXVHI
for a portrait of Marie Antoinette—a very mediocre plate.

He died in Paris in 1820.

Jacques-Firmin BEAUVARLET(who was a pupil of C. Dupuis

and of Laurent Cars) was a very mediocre engraver for the

most part, who deserves to be mentioned for two excellent

plates after Drouais ; Bouchardon (with which he was received

in the Academy in 1776) and Madame du Barry. The
Bouchardon is of much the same style as Cathelin's Tocque,

but is even more delicately engraved, and lighter and more

subtle in tone,—more characteristically Louis XVL The

Madame du Barry is one of the most attractive portraits of

that much portrayed lady, though no more convincing than

any of the rest; it is a bust in a simple oval frame, but

smaller than the Bouchardon, Beauvarlet used etching very

freely in his figure subjects, but in these two plates there is

no sign of it; if it was used to begin the plates, it has been

completely worked over with the burin, and has had no

apparent effect on the technique.

Two curious plates of Beauvarlet's are the Comte d'Artois

et Madame Clotilde and Les Enfants du Comte de Bethune^

both portraits of children by Drouais. They are rather

large plates with full length figures, but instead of following

more or less the method of the Drevets, as was usual in

such designs, the engraver has carried out the whole plate
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in a technique as delicate and minute as that of a miniature.

The quaHties he has aimed at are softness and smoothness,

and he has succeeded so far that the print might almost be

taken for a mezzotint; but at the expense of all artistic

qualities. The two plates are interesting as technical curi-

osities, but as works of art they are prodigies of vulgarity.

II—THE MINIATURE ENGRAVERS

One of the most important groups of engravings in the

Louis XVI period was that of the miniatures. Portraits of

very small size had been almost the rule during the XVIth
century, and they had never been abandoned in the XVI Ith

or XVI I Ith; there are excellent small plates by Mellan,

Nanteuil and Edelinck, and by many of the Louis XV en-

gravers.^ But in the Louis XVI period such plates became

much more common—became indeed the fashion,—and the

engraving was done on an even more minute scale, so that

they may really be called miniatures. One cause for this

was the demand for portraits which could be used as illustra-

tions in the small books so common at this time; portraits

small enough not merely for frontispieces but for chapter

headings and vignettes.

Nearly every Louis XVI engraver did at least a few

miniatures, but one or two men made miniatures their speci-

ality. Of these the earliest and perhaps the most famous is

Etienne Ficquet. He was born in 17 19, and was the pupil

for a short time of Schmidt, then of Le Bas ; he lived until

1794, but did little or no work after 1778. Beside his minute

Two or three plates by Pierre Imbert Drevet are engraved on such a
minute scale that they may be called miniatures ; such as the Duchesse

d" Orleans and Cisternay du Fay.
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technique the most striking feature about Ficquet is his

complete lack of originality. He was not only unable to

draw his portraits from life, but he could not even translate

a painting into black and white. His plates are signed with

the name of the painter, but in reality they are engraved not

after the painting, but after some other man's engraving of

the painting. When he was forced to work directly after the

painting, as in his Mme de Maintenon^ the result is peculiar

:

the plate is a marvel of delicate burin work, but the drawing,

though careful and accurate, has no accents and is perfectly

inexpressive.

If Ficquet lacked a personality of his own, he adopted

anyone else's with remarkable facility; indeed as a burinist

he was nothing short of an actor. His work is a gallery in

miniature of the masterpieces of French engraving. He
imitates with remarkable fidelity of spirit plates by engravers

as different as Morin, Nanteuil, B. Audran, Drevet, and

Schmidt. He is capable of being deliberately crude,—of

following the earlier manner of the XVHth century; he can

imitate astonishingly the elaborate style of the Drevets, and

follow all the features of the Louis XV style (always on tiny

plates); and yet in some of his plates no engraver is more
typically Louis XVI than Ficquet. He can imitate, too, not

only Frenchmen but foreigners: Rubens and Van Dyck,

Paul Pontius and Vorsterman and others,—a unique talent

among French engravers.

Ficquet was an irregular workman, and failed to make
the most of his very decided gifts. He was a queer character,

working by fits and starts, always short of funds, and worst

of all, prostituting his talent in engraving pot-boilers,

—

long series of portraits for one or two publishers—work
which was ill paid, which demanded careful finish rather

than any artistic qualities, and which led him away from
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contemporary painting. And to be always engraving painters

of a century before, and paintings of widely different styles,

was sure to produce very shallow portraits, however clever

the engraver might be. Thus he engraved 34 plates for

Odieuvre,^—(not bad ones at 48 livres each)—and 102 heads

for the chapter headings of Descamp's *'Vie des peintres

flamands, allemands et hollandais." Eisen worked with him

on these last; many of them are quite uninteresting, but

others are very good ;
^ all of them are remarkably close to

the spirit of the Dutch or Flemish portraits from which

they are chiefly taken. Ficquet then published a series of

plates himself, less than a dozen in all, with frames by

Choflfard,—amazing feats of technique, which are generally

taken as his best work. Among these are La Mothe le

Vayeury Fenelon^ Descartes^ Bossuet, Boileau, and Corneille.

Other notable plates of his are Vade, Voltaire^ de Chennievre^

J. -J. Rousseau^ J. -B. Rousseau^ and Eisen. Two tiny plates,

Saugrain and Louis XV, reach perhaps the most minute

scale of any miniature of the time.

Ficquet of course has marvellous skill of hand, and his

work is always extremely delicate. But with his lack of

originality he has no interest in character,—and the com-

plete emptiness of his faces is decidedly a drawback. Still

worse is the lack of breadth in his work. His form is too

highly elaborated for work on such a minute scale, and his

heads are broken up by conflicting accents and excessive

detail ; at times (in the Eisen for one) they are better in the

unfinished etched state. Ficquet was said to have been

' The best of these are Pierre Mignard and Charles de Valois due

d^Angouleme't other good ones are Rtgaud, Rene Pucelle, Tabbe Prevosi,

J.-B. de Silva, comte d^Harcourt, Fagon, Duquesne and Chaulieu.
* Among the good ones may be mentioned Rubens, Wbuvermans,

Wildens van Balen, and Caspard de Crayer.
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afflicted with myopia, which might explain certain faults in

his work.

Ficquet was not alone in this custom of making small

copies of former masterpieces. It was due to a new demand

in the business of the printseller, that of portraits of grands

hommes. Up to about the middle of the XVI I Ith century the

portrait engravings which were not private commissions

—

those offered for sale to the public,—were chiefly of contem-

porary notabilities. Now, however, there was a demand for

portraits of famous men of all walks of life and of all periods:

Kings of France, statesmen, writers, artists, clergymen,

philosophers,—everything, in fact, from Roman Emperors

down to the actor of the day. The most prominent man in

this new industry was the publisher Odieuvre. Nearly all en-

gravers of the middle of the XVI I Ith century worked for him

at one time or another to keep the wolf from the door, and his

fonds^ his collection of portraits kept in stock, swells consider-

ably the list of engravers who did at least a few portraits.

A number of engravers followed Ficquet so closely that

they may be called imitators ; among them the most import-

ant were Pierre Savart, Ingouf le jeune, and Delvaux.

None of them quite equalled Ficquet's skill. Ingouf le jeune

also engraved several good medallions after his own draw-

ings, in the style of Cochin. Delvaux, in addition to his

imitations of Ficquet and miniature copies of plates by other

engravers, engraved a number of excellent miniatures after

portraits by contemporary painters.

One of the best known engravers of miniatures is Jean-

Baptiste Grateloup (1735-1817). Grateloup is a curious

engraver, altogether unique in technique, but fairly char-

acteristic of the engravers of his time in his mania for minute-

ness, and in his puttering over new technical processes. His

ambition seems to have been to produce a process which
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should completely hide itself; in which no line, no dot, no

trace of the engraver's method could be discerned. He nearly-

succeeded in this, but what he produced was a curiosity rather

than a work of art. His plates are collections of minute

details, quite without unity or breadth. His first really

successful plate was his Bossuet^ which was engraved in

1 77 1,—but in the same year his eyesight weakened, and he

had to give up engraving—when he had produced only 9
plates. His technique seems to have been a ground of mezzo-

tint and aquatint, worked over with incredible minuteness

by a dry point. In regard to this Portalis and Beraldi note:

*'The process employed by Grateloup has never been

known exactly; he himself kept it a secret. . . . From
what is known of it and from what can be seen of it, the

plates were of steel, and engraved by a mixed method of

mezzotint and dry point. The engraving was very light and

the surface of the metal very lightly scratched {a peine

entame) so that especial care was necessary to secure good

impressions in printing " ;
(the engraver pulled his own

proofs). Grateloup's prints are extremely rare.

The finest of the miniaturists was Charles-Etienne

Gaucher. He was Ficquet's equal in technical skill, and

much more of an artist; more original, (his best plates

being after his own designs), with much more character in

his faces,—and above all not exaggerating as far as did

Ficquet the minuteness of his plates. As with nearly all the

miniatures, however, Gaucher's plates are a little too highly

finished, too over polished. Gaucher's best plate is probably

his Portrait of Himself) one is tempted indeed to call it the

finest miniature of the whole school.^ Other similar plates

^ This plate is described on the margin as ** grav^ par son ami et 616ve

P. de B." But it is certain, says Beraldi, that it is the work of Gaucher

himself.
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are Marmontel, Demoustier^ de La Borde, and a group of

plates engraved during the Revolution which are much
more cold and severe, and show the influence of Boilly and
David: Gerard^ Lantier^ Jauffret^ Desaulx^ Cambefort^

Mme de Graffigny^ Fortunee Bricquet, and le general

Moronier. Two of his most famous plates are Louis Gillet

and Marze-Cecile, the last a very interesting plate; rather

too minute, but yet full of character.

There is considerable variety in Gaucher's work. In

addition to the above plates, which are mostly very simple

in arrangement, he engraved a little portrait of Ph. Le BaSy

a medallion surrounded by allegorical figures, which is one

of the best of the plates of this type; also two very delicately

finished medallions of Marie-Antoinette and her brother

Joseph 11. Also several profiles after Cochin: Guerin,

Grimaldi, Freron^ and Philidor^ and a tiny portrait of

Marie Leczinska^ famous for its rich frame. Three plates

are imitations (or copies) of Ficquet: Corneille^ Fenelon
and Bossuet\ and in a number of very tiny portraits, such as

the Comte de Vergennes^ and the Baron et Baronne de

Carondelety Gaucher falls into Ficquet's fault of over elabora-

tion,—though these are very attractive plates. He also tried

a few slightly larger plates,* but they are less interesting

than his miniatures. Gaucher was a very prolific workman

;

Beraldi catalogues 278 plates of which about 140 are por-

traits. His portraits are much the most important part of

his work, his figure subjects are highly finished but unin-

teresting.

^ Louis-Auguste Dmiphin^ Le Noir, Diderot, Louis XVI, Duveyrier, and
Andrd de Saint-Marc.
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III—OCCASIONAL PORTRAIT ENGRAVERS

In the Louis XVI period there are a number of engravers

who may be compared to the Watteau engravers of the

Louis XV : theymust be mentioned among portrait engravers

because they succeeded in producing a few good portraits,

but their fame comes from the figure subjects, illustrations,

and decorative designs which formed the bulk of their work.

Among these are Moreau-le-jeune, Choffard, Noel Le Mire,

and Nicolas de Launay, Lempereur, Flipart and Fessard.^

In many of the plates of these men which are catalogued as

portraits, the portrait plays a very limited, sometimes only

an incidental, part; being only a medallion or bust which

figures in an allegorical or decorative composition. At

times, as on title-pages or frontispieces, the portrait is the

central feature of the design ; at other times it is decidedly

incidental. Such plates are usually catalogued as portraits,

but many of them are more interesting as decorative designs,

—and in a strict classification they would fall on the line

between the two. This is particularly the case with the

portraits of Le Mire and Choffard.

Noel Le Mire was a pupil of Le Bas. " Noel Le Mire

occupe, a cote de Choffard, de Gaucher, de Nicolas de

Launay et d'Augustin de Saint-Aubin, le premier rang

parmi les artistes qui ont grave la vignette et le portrait de

livre." Most of his portraits are of this kind, and are very

typical ones. Among his other plates are his Grimaldi^ a

medallion in the manner of Cochin, and his Poullain de

Saint-Foix^ a very highly finished miniature, with an elabor-

ately decorated frame which is very characteristic of the

^ Maurice Blot, whose best work was after Fragonard, may be

mentioned among these men for his portrait of the Dauphin and Madame
Royale, after Vig^e-Lebrun.
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Louis XVI style. His Claude Rousselet^ a bust within an
oval frame of the standard size, is interesting in showing
the technique of a miniature engraver applied to a fairly

large plate. The most minute modulations of form are care-

fully worked out, and quite as highly finished as in a

miniature;—too much so, for the plate is hard and lacks

breadth.

Pierre-Philippe Choffard was a pupil of Rabel, a

graveur d'ornements, and was like his master chiefly an
engraver of decoration. He engraved a few illustrations and
small figure subjects,—well enough but without conspicuous

success. His speciality was in small plates of purely de-

corative purpose,—in frames, bookplates, cartes d'adresses,

cartouches, fleurons, titles, title-pages, and head and tail

pieces. ''M. Choffard qui fait bien les ornements," was
Wille's recommendation of him. In vignettes and decorative

pieces with figures, Augustin de Saint-Aubin, for one, was
decidedly his superior, but in pure decoration Choffard was
unsurpassed by any of his contemporaries. He was a very

prolific workman, with a lively invention, excellent taste,

and was a very skilful craftsman,—(doing most of his work
with etching). Out of his total of 850 plates but 23 are

portraits, and of these none are exceptionally good. All of

them were carefully done, and none are bad, but they rather

lack life, and seem to show that Choffard took little interest

in portraits,—less perhaps than in the frame. All of them
are small,—but they vary in style; several are medallions

after Cochin; most are tiny profiles set in medallions in a

decorative or allegorical composition, in which the decoration

plays the chief part. All of them, too, are characteristic of

the Louis XVI period in every feature.

Nicolas de Launay was the pupil of Lempereur. He is

famous chiefly for his engravings of book-illustrations by
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Moreau-le-jeune, but although he was a skilful workman,

it may be questioned whether he shows the Louis XVI
engraving at its best: his plates are often too smoothly

finished, too polished, to be altogether artistic, and he often

exaggerates the sentimentality, the conventional sensibilite

which was at times such a fault of Moreau's work. De
Launay produced no first class portrait. His most important

ones were J.-B. de Troy^ and Sebastien Leclerc^ two oval

busts of the standard size and style which he offered for his

reception to the Academy in 1789. They are too smoothly

finished,—polished to the point of hardness. De Launay's

burin is never sensitive, and quite takes the life out of the

preliminary etched lines. He also produced a set of small

miniatures which were used as book illustrations; they are

rather decorative, but far inferior in every way to the best

miniatures of the period ; the best of them are Alexis Piron^

La Fontaine^ and Dorat. The restofde Launay's portraits are

cold and stiffand over finished,—too poor todeserve mention.

J.-M. MoREAu—Moreau-le-jeune—was one of the most

important figures among the engravers of the Louis XVI
period,—both for the plates he engraved himself, and for the

large number of drawings he made for other engravers. His

work had great influence on his time, and is altogether

characteristic of the time, showing both its attractive qualities

—its grace and charm,—and its weaknesses—its affectations

and occasional emptiness. Much of Moreau's later work, in

fact, has every character of decadent art, and is one of the best

evidences that XVIIIth century art had reached a decline.

Moreau designed about fifty portraits :
^ miniatures, small

^ Not including those desig-ned for the D^jabin collection of portraits of

members of the Assembl^e Constituante. Moreau was employed by
D^jabin to make drawings from life, and to retouch other drawings.

Eighty-six plates were published over Moreau's name.
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medallions in the manner of Cochin, and small oval busts,

—no large plate. Among the most important of those

engraved by other men are two small medallions in an

allegorical setting, of Louis XVI and Marie-Antoinette,,

engraved by Le Mire. The dozen portraits which Moreau
engraved himself (in whole or in part) are no better and not

always as good as those engraved by other men. The most

interesting of them are two small oval busts, LouisXVI {as

Dauphin) and Pineauy which are attractive in style, and well

enough engraved, but in no way exceptional.

IV—A UGUSTIN DE SAINT-A UBIN

The portrait engraver par excellence of the Louis XVI
period was Augustin de Saint-Aubin. He, like Cochin, was
one of a whole family of artists and artistic artizans; " II

est de ces families qui vivent d'une industrie tellement rap-

prochee de I'art, qu'un beau jour les enfants on les petits

enfants sautenta pieds joints par-dessus I'industrie paternelle,

et passent a I'art." The grandfather of Augustin, Germain
de Saint-Aubin, the son of a peasant, learned the trade of

embroidery ; his son Gabriel-Germain de Saint Aubin con-

tinued his father's craft, and became '' Brodeur du Roi." Of
Gabriel-Germain's 15 children, Charles-Germain became
'' Dessinateur du Roi "

; Louis-Michel a painter on porcelain

in the Royal manufactory at Sevres, and Gabriel-Jacques a

well-known painter. More famous than any of his three

brothers was Augustin, whose fame as a draughtsman and

engraver made him Academicien in 1775, and in 1777
" Graveur et Dessinateur du Roi."

It was his brother Gabriel who gave Augustin de Saint-

Aubin his first lessons in drawing, while he was still quite

a little boy. Gabriel thought that his brother's best chance
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lay in "la gravure serieuse, la gravure d'histoire," and with

this in view installed him at 19 as a pupil in the atelier of

Fessard. Fessard's instruction was not without results, but

early in life it became quite clear that Augustin's own
impulse lay in quite another direction—that of the decorative

illustrations and the graceful genre subjects of the latter

XVIIIth century. It was in this that he first made his repu-

tation—taking rank beside Cochin, Moreau, Gravelot and

others of these "grands maitres des petites choses." Still

later Saint-Aubin was a pupil of Laurent Cars; it was Cars

who had most influence upon his style of engraving. Saint-

Aubin's life was prosperous and happy (until the Revolution

ruined him) ;—his talent was recognized, and he was given

an immense amount of work to do. But he had no official

connections, like Cochin—and he did not advertise—like

Wille,—so that none of the circumstances of his life make
him a particularly striking figure.

But it is fair to say that Saint-Aubin was by far the most

important portrait engraver of the Louis XVI period :—the

most important from every point of view : from the quality

of his work—from its quantity, and from its variety. He is

the most original of all Louis XVI engravers, and the most

artistic, the most sensitive. He is the finest technician, and

the most versatile craftsman,—both in technique and in

design. He is the most fully characteristic of his time, and

reflects all of its diff'erent impulses;—he has all of its charm-

ing qualities and fewest of its faults, and upon him even its

faults sit gracefully. Finally he sums up in his own work all

the different tendencies, all the various styles, of Louis XVI
engraving. He follows all the diff'erent forms—the diff'erent

styles of frame and diff'erent arrangements of the portrait

itself—that had been devised up to his time, and devised one

or two new ones of his own,—and he modified and combined
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all of these in an almost infinite number of variations. So

that it is quite impossible to try to arrange his plates accord-

ing to any definite classification;—and as he produced an

extraordinary quantity of work, to try to cover it all would

be merely to cite endlessly long lists of names.

One can only suggest the scope and variety of his work,

and mention some of his more important plates. His two

largest portraits are Victor-Amedee rot de Sardaigne and

Perronet, oval busts with broad and elaborate frames;—the

last very much the better of the two, with a very interesting

and very Louis XVI frame. Next to these are a number of

busts of the standard size and style:

—

Necker, Silvestre^

Le Moyne, Le Kain (an excessively smooth and polished

plate), and an extremely sensitive and sympathetic portrait

of the Due de Penthievre. There are a still larger number

of plates of the same general style—busts within oval frames

—that are smaller.^

Once or twice he tried miniatures, as in Bousquillon and

Deodat de Dolomieuj and also medallions in elaborate alle-

gorical compositions, as in Linguet. Several times he

engraved miniatures in careful imitation of medallions:

Catherine 11^ Gluck^ and Barthelemy. He works some-

times after his own designs, sometimes after other artists

(chiefly Cochin)—and three of his plates, F.-R. Mole^

Silvestre, and Linguet, are among the very few portraits

by Greuze that are well engraved. He works not only after

drawings but after sculptures; sometimes keeping the trans-

parent whiteness of the marble, as in Lully, sometimes

giving the face such a touch of life that it seems surely to

have been drawn from flesh and blood, as in Crebillon (the

larger plate) and Alexis Piron. Sometimes, in turn, heads

^ Fdnelon, Clos, Franklin, Blanchet, Fauchet, Necker, Monialembert,

Helveiius, and Prudent Hevin, Mole, and Linguet.
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drawn from life are finished off as sculptured medallions in

high relief, as in Diderot and Condorcet.

A very large number of his plates are portraits en medail-

lons after Cochin (or after his own drawings quite in

Cochin's manner/ and in no way inferior to Cochin's own
drawings), in both the larger and the smaller sizes. Of the

first among his best are C.-N. Cochin^ Trudaine^ Pigalle^

Caffiery^ Roettiers^ and Claude Radix, but there are many
others that are almost as good; among the smaller ones:

Guerillot, Dumont, and J.-M. Moreau.^ Saint-Aubin, in-

deed, was the best of the engravers after Cochin—which
alone would be enough to establish his fame. He engraved

Cochin's portraits even a little better than Cochin himself;

he is a better craftsman; his lines are more surely laid and
he understands a little better the particular qualities of the

technique; his tones are crisper and more brilliant, his heads

a little more solidly modelled—and the tones of the whole

plate a little more effectively massed.

Finally there are a number of his portraits that cannot

be put into any group;—such as his two fancy portraits of

his wife entitled Adrienne Sophie Marquise de , and

Louise Emilie Baronne de ; the curious portrait of

Baronne de Rebecque, and finally the two famous portraits

of M. de La Borde, and Mme Letine. These last two are

signed by La Live de Jully, an amateur etcher who was a

friend of Saint-Aubin's—but this was only a compliment on

the part of the artist; La Live could not possibly have

touched anything but the frame of these plates. These two

portraits, particularly the Mme Letine, are among the most

^ E.g.^ Linguet de Gergy, Charles Duke of Saxony, J.-F. Bignon,

J.-A. Amelot, Heineken, and Lully.
"^ For a nearly complete list of Saint-Aubin's plates after Cochin

see p. 142.
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famous portrait engravings of the XVIIIth century, and

rightly so.

In technique Saint-Aubin varies almost as much as in the

arrangement of his portraits. Always, probably, his work
was done on a very complete foundation of etching,—and it

may be described on the whole as a manual refinement of

the technique of the Watteau engravers. But sometimes the

etching was so completely reworked by the burin that there

is no trace of it in the finished plate, and only a chance

print of the etched state shows that etching had been used.

Often, again, the plate is only slightly reworked with the

burin, and many etched lines show in the final state. And
one or two plates are almost pure etching. Like all LouisXVI
engravers, Saint-Aubin never cuts his lines very deep, and

generally they are very closely laid. In whatever style of

technique he happens to be working he is equally successful.

Also, one may say, the same fault is common to all his

styles; his plates are over-refined, over elaborated, so that

they lose breadth and vigour. This, on the whole, is his

most serious fault. There is a wide variety, likewise, to the

scale of tones of his plates; at times they are very full in

tone; at times as light in tone as possible, and at times he

shows colour value very fully; more often he pays almost

no attention to it at all. Many of his plates are of the

pearly gray tone characteristic of the Louis XVI period;

and others—under the influence of the antique—show sharp

contrasts of white figures upon a deep black background.

Saint-Aubin carries further than any other French en-

graver the fashion of the antique. It is not merely a prevail-

ing fashion which he accepts,—but an artistic motif that

thoroughly fascinates him. More than that, it inspires him,

—so that in his hands it is always a living thing, the very

contrary of academic. Other designers are often hampered

Y
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and bound by it,—made stiff and affected and false; it seems

a thing forced on them, contrary to all their instincts, and sup-

pressive of their own individuality. But Saint-Aubin assimi-

lates it thoroughly. It becomes not an affectation, but a

part of his personality,—and even when it is too marked to

be altogether natural, even when one must admit that it is an

affectation, it is a very becoming affectation, and sits upon
him gracefully. Even when he tries to be most cold and

severe, he has all the delicacy and grace of the art of his

own race and his own time. Even when he is closest to the

antique, he is altogether French in feeling; try as he may
to be Roman, he can never lose the unmistakable touch of

the dix-huitieme. This paradoxical quality is one of the

most attractive traits of Louis XVI art;—and perhaps no
artist shows it more perfectly than Saint-Aubin; rarely are

the two impulses in such perfect balance as in his work.

His fondness for the antique shows—in different ways

—

in nearly the whole of his work : sometimes in the frame,

sometimes in the cold and sharply contrasted tones—in his

fondness for profiles, for medallions, and for imitating busts.

It came to its purest and most decided expression in a long
series of portraits of famous personages, undertaken almost
as hackwork in order to keep the wolf from his door during

the Revolution. They are very small plates, very severe in

style and perfectly cold in tone,—the head (nearly in profile)

standing out in pure white against a deep black background,

more or less in imitation of a bust. But with all their cold-

ness and severity, they are remarkably sensitive—remarkably

delicate—bits of decoration; the white of the head, the black

of the background, and the neutral gray of the frame are so

perfectly related that they are masterpieces in the matter

of tone.

Yet with all these attractive qualities of Saint-Aubin's
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work, he could hardly be called a great artist. His art is

rather like the faces in his portraits. They are lively and

vivacious and infinitely sympathetic, but seem a little un-

substantial. They are not exactly superficial, but rather do

not pretend to any depth. Their expressions are not arti-

ficial,—but, rather, suggest people who had nothing to

them but expression;—people who had no deeper side to

their character—no vital interests or feelings ;—people well-

bred and very highly finished,—but whose whole life was

concerned with forms and conventionalities, and whose whole

character could be expressed by a perfect poise and an

amiable and vivacious expression. In the same way, Saint-

Aubin's art is delicate and sensitive, but has little deeper

inspiration. It has every grace, every perfection,—but is

just a little empty. He is a good draughtsman and a mar-

vellously skilful engraver, and in all he does there is a

graceful facility. He is versatile and ingenious and has an

untiring invention,—and he has inherited all the science

—

all the wonderful traditions—of XVII Ith century art. Above
all, perhaps, he has perfect taste, and a rare charm of style.

Indeed the charm of his work is so great that it is difficult

to analyse. His faults are so elusive that it is rarely possible

to point to any particular shortcoming or to any one offend-

ing feature. But nearly always one feels that something

—

and something essential—is lacking. Perhaps it may be

suggested by saying that his art is perfect, but just a little

thin :—it seems to have no larger qualities of design, and to

be composed of an infinite number of charming littlenesses.

It would be utterly misleading to speak of it as decadent,

—

and yet one cannot help feeling the presentiment that it is

an art which is about to die.

In all these things, however,—in both his good qualities

and his failings—Saint-Aubin is thoroughly expressive of
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his time. So much so, indeed, that his work acquires thereby

an added interest—and indeed a very great importance

—

as an historical document. In fact, Saint-Aubin's genius and

temperament were so sympathetic to the spirit of his time,

—

so naively and delicately responsive to all its varied interests

and attitudes, to its most subtle impulses, and even its

affectations,—that he must rank with those three or four

Little Masters—Moreau, Cochin, Gravelot—who have most

fully and most truly expressed in the fine arts this curious

and fascinating '* civilisation perfectionnee." Among its

portrait engravers no one can stand beside him, and in

this branch he stands as the very personification of the

Louis XVI.

V—AMA TEURS

There were a number of amateur engravers of the XVIIIth
century who tried their hand at portraits

;
yet not as many

as might be expected of a time when engraving was so

popular, and when it was so common for laymen to dabble

in the fine arts. What is still more surprising, it was very

rare for painters who had no professional knowledge of

engraving to try their hand at it. Watteau, Boucher, and

Fragonard each made a few etchings, but none of these are

important plates. Moreover, even with amateurs the respect

for the traditional technical forms and for carefully finished

work was so strong that it is rare to find in their plates any

of the attractive qualities of amateur work. They adopt the

conventional technique, and work like professionals,—only

less skilfully. One amateur, Marcenay de Ghuy, worked

more skilfully than many professionals,—as is shown by his

portraits of Riqueti Marquis de MirabeaUy Turenne, and

the Marechal de Saxe. The most famous amateur of the
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XVIIIth century—the Comte de Caylus—also engraved

a few portraits. Claude-Henri Watelet engraved more

portraits than any other amateur; most of them portraits en

medaillons after Cochin, rather loosely executed in etching.

His Marquis de Sommery, Comte de Vence^ and Marguerite

Le Comte give an idea of his work at its best. Among other

amateurs may be mentioned the Comte de Baudouin, Mme
Brossard de Bealieu, Campion de Tersan, Levesque,

Littret de Montigny, Baron Denon, J. -P. Paroy and

La Live de Jully. La Live borrowed a certain immortality

in having been assisted by Augustin de Saint-Aubin, and

in having been allowed to sign his name to Saint-Aubin's

M, de La Borde and Mme Letine—on which it is obvious

that La Live touched only the frames.

By far the most interesting amateur of the XVHIth
century is Carmontelle. He is almost the only engraver

whose portraits have the spontaneity, the naivete,—in which

lies the charm of amateur work. Carmontelle (whose real

name was Louis Carrogis) was in the Household of the

Due d'Orleans, where he did a little of everything; he was

"professeur de mathematique " to the Due de Chartres,

lecteur^ librarian, and various other things. His most im-

portant occupation perhaps was in organizing the fetes

given by the Duke; he was vaudevilliste, impresario^ and

designer of scenery and of stage settings. Quite on the side,

he amused himself by making portrait sketches, chiefly of

his friends and of the habitues of the Orleans household.

Grimm mentioned these drawings in his ''Correspondence

Litteraire."

" M. de Carmontelle se fait depuis plusieurs annees un

recueil de portraits dessines au crayon et laves en couleur

de detrempe. II a le talent de saisir singulierement I'air,

le maintien, I'esprit de la figure, plus que la ressemblance
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des traits. II m'arrive tous les jours de reconnaitre dans le

monde des gens que je n'ai jamais vus que dans ses recueils.

Ces portraits de figures, toutes en pied, se font en deux

heures de temps avec une facility surprenante." Grimm's

comment is strikingly just; the heads are not of unusual

interest,^ and the portraits are quite unpretentious. The
figures are drawn in the easiest way; always in profile, and

either standing straight and erect or seated in armchairs, in

the simplest possible poses,—just in the way an amateur

would make a portrait in a salon for the amusement of the

company. Carmontelle was not a finished draughtsman,

and made no attempt at elaborate composition. Yet his

drawing is full of life, and the good taste of his designs

shows that he has followed—unconsciously perhaps—the

best traditions of the XVIIIth century. Above all, the

figures are absolutely natural, almost naively honest and

unaifected, like snapshots taken on the wing,—so that they

are extraordinarily convincing likenesses; the more so as

there is in them the merest touch of caricature. All in all they

are quite unique, and as pibces justificatives in the Icono-

graphy of the XVIIIth century they are of unequalled value.

A few of them Carmontelle etched himself in a delightfully

free and unaffected technique; not very skilfully, but with

all the life and expressiveness of original work. Most of

them were engraved (etched chiefly, but finished with the

burin) by Delafosse,—a man otherwise obscure.

VI—THE END OF THE FRENCH SCHOOL

It is impossible to prophesy what would have been the next

phase of French portrait engraving had not the Revolution

brought the School to an end. As with so many features of

^ None of the portraits are heads or busts; all of them are full length

figures.
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the Ancien Regime, it shows side by side elements of great

vitality, and symptoms of exhaustion and decline. It is hard

to say which would have prevailed. The young generation

which followed had plenty of talent (as the event showed), and

they were the heirs of a marvellously rich heritage of artistic

traditions. Moreover, the style of portraiture which followed

(such work as that of David and Boilly, and later, Ingres)

was admirably adapted for reproduction in line engraving,

—being precise in drawing,—simple, even cold in tone,—and

even more dependent on form and less on colour than any that

had preceded it in France. It is hard to believe that with their

ingenuity and intelligence and skill French engravers would

not have taken advantage of so excellent an opportunity.

And yet it is hard to see in just what way the technique

could have developed without a deliberate return to an earlier

manner (always a deadening course)—or else a change so

great that it would have amounted to the end of the School,

—the School that had lasted now for so long. It had arrived

at a point where it could hardly go ahead. In its natural

course of development it had arrived at a degree of manual
refinement that could hardly be carried further, and was
already obscuring—over-shadowing—the artistic sides of

the work.

The best of the miniatures were so exquisitely done that

they cannot be called decadent; yet as an artistic impulse it

is perhaps fair to say that the miniature is sterile; it does

not reproduce itself, and does not lead to other things. And
there is a distinct trace of decadence in the tendency towards

an ever-increasing minuteness,—and even more so in the

triviality which was so marked in nearly all the smaller plates

of the Louis XVI period.

The attempt made by Wille's pupils to lead it back to

its ''grand style" of the pure burin work of earlier days
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was necessarily academic, archaistic even, and altogether

contrary to a natural course of development. It had produced

a rigidly orthodox manner which was far worse than the

supposed heresies it was intended to cure. It was, indeed,

a sign of decadence that French engravers could accept so

rigid and mechanical a standard,—and when the engravers

of the early XlXth century returned to this style as their

model, the decadence was complete.

Finally, we may take as a sign of a decline—as evidence

that the old traditions were losing their vitality—the eager-

ness with which both engravers and public turned to the

various innovations that appeared in the craft, in the latter

part of the XVIIIth century,—technical novelties such as

the manure au crayon^ pointille^ stipple,—and experimental

processes such as the gravure au lavis^ the gravure en

couleur^ and aquatint.* Most of the engravers who employed

these methods did a few portraits, but very few important

ones; rarely—never—do they come up to the average of

first class line engravings.

The inventor of the maniere au crayon was Gille

Demarteau, who worked chiefly after drawings by Boucher

;

in his few portraits, according to Beraldi, he has "fort bien

reussi." Other engravers who did a few portraits in the

maniere au crayon^ or in stipple, were Demarteau's pupil

Pariset,—
^J.

Barbi6,—L.-M. Bonnet,—P.-F. Legrand

and C.-L. Lingee. In the maniere au crayon^ the most

important portrait engraver was Mme Lingee. Most of her

plates are portraits en medaillons after Cochin ; one of the

best of them is Carnavas^ not a bad plate, but not very

strong; rather more interesting are her Marquise de V . . .

and Mme Cagliostro.

^ The most notable of all the engravers who used experimental processes

is Grateloup, whose work has been noticed on p. 151.
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In stipple the best portrait engraver is Gabriel Fiesinger,

an Alsatian, who worked for a time at London under

Bartolozzi. His best portraits are very good indeed, though

not up to the finest standard of French portraits. They may
be seen in his series of portraits of members of the States-

General (e.g., Robespierre^ Beaukarnais^ Due de Liancourt)

but as they fall under the Revolutionary period they will not

be taken up here.

The portraits in colour are more important, though rarely

as important as might be inferred from the eagerness with

which they are being collected to-day, or from the huge

prices which are paid for them. On account of this, and of

their rarity, they are so scattered that it is difficult for a

student to get an idea of any man's work as a whole; quite

impossible, in fact, from any public collection. The portraits

in colour are rather less important than other colour prints.

Generally they are most interesting as curiosities,—as steps

in the development of colour printing,—rather than as

works of art: interesting *'not because they are well done,

but that they are done at all." Generally, too, they are more

or less experimental: the engraver is chiefly interested in

overcoming technical difficulties. Nearly always the result is

uncertain, and often they are complete failures. Their most

common attraction is a deceptive and very shallow prettiness:

the engraver cannot achieve truth of colour, and cannot re-

sign himself to be frankly decorative. In a few cases, how-

ever, the engravers did succeed in producing prints of great

beauty,—if one considers them merely as delicate spots of

colour. One might say, on the whole, that the colour print

is the swan-song of XVIIIth century art.

The inventor of colour printing was J.-C. Le Blond (or

Le Blon). He worked for a time in England, and gained

considerable recognition there,—producing numerous por-

z
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traits of the Royal Family. There, too, he learned the use of

mezzotint, and devised his method of colour printing". This

was a crude three-colour process,—using three superimposed

layers of colour, each colour being printed from a separate

mezzotint plate. The result was a failure as a reproduction

of the colours of the original painting,—nor could it claim

any great purity of colour; but it has a velvety softness of

texture that is not unattractive. Most of Le Blond's por-

traits were heads, nearly life-size; one of these^ Louis XVy
shows how far he succeeded, and may be taken as a good

example of his work at its best. Most other colour engravers

were men of a later generation than Le Blond, and employed

a slightly different process: they used not mezzotint but

aquatint (or sometimes stipple),—and though as before each

colour was printed from a separate plate, they did not

depend upon only three colours, but used sometimes as many
as seven or eight. Their processes varied a good deal, how-

ever,—and they resorted to all sorts of technical manipulation,

so that very often in the best work it is not known exactly

what the engraver did. And although there is no mystery

about the principles of their process, no subsequent engravers

have been able to equal the delicacy of the best prints of

these XVIIIth century engravers.

Among the few colour engravers who produced portraits

ofgenuine artistic value the four most important are Jacques-

Gauthier Dagoty; D^bucourt; Descourtis, and Janinet.

Dagoty's two sons, Louis-Charles and Edouard, also en-

graved portraits in colour. Dagoty's Mme Du Barry ^ and

Debucourt's Due d' Orleans show their work at its best,

while Descourtis' Frederique-Sophie- Wilhelmine^ prineesse

d'Orange is probably the finest portrait engraving in colour

of the XVIIIth century; certainly it is infinitely superior to

most others, both in purity of colour and in drawing. Most
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unique thing" of all, it has life and character and expression

in the head,—and, in short, is really a portrait, and not merely

a toy. The most important of these four men (though no por-

trait of his is equal to the princesse d'Orange of Descourtis)

is Jean-Fran9ois Janinet; it was he, probably, who carried

colour engraving to its highest point previous to the Revolu-

tion. He is best known for his figure subjects, but he

engraved as many as 31 portraits. His Marie-Antoinette is

probably the most famous portrait of all XVHIth century

colour prints,—and for the quality of its colour, its composi-

tion, and its very decided chic—it is Janinet's masterpiece.

But it must stand only upon these decorative qualities ;—as

a portrait it is hardly more than a toy. As portraits his

Mile. Bertin and Mme Saint-Huberti are decidedly superior.

Janinet also produced a number of life-size heads, several of

which are not without interest, for instance, Franklin and

Henri IV. Among other engravers who executed portraits

in colour or au lavis may be mentioned Sergent, Bonnet,

Charpentier, Coutellier, Paroy, Alix, Mme Cernel, Gonod,

Guyot, Houel, Lecoeur, Legrand, Le Vachez, and two pupils

of Janinet: Carree and Chapuy.

Colour engraving reached its greatest importance during

the Revolution, and most of the work of the men just noted

was done then. But the Revolutionary colour prints almost

never equal the finest work of the Louis XVI period. There

were few important portraits in aquatint or in the maniere

au lavis, except in the collection of portraits of Members of

the Assembly, published by Le Vachez; none of these, even,

are first class, and moreover, they fall in the Revolutionary

period. There may be mentioned also the curious little

portraits in profile (hardly more than silhouettes) drawn by

G.-L. Chretien with an optical machine of his invention

called the Physionotrace\ they were produced in enormous
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numbers, and many of them were engraved au lavis by

Queneday; some by Charles Fouquet or by Chretien

himself. But these, too, belong chiefly to the Revolution.

Mezzotint had been taken up for portrait engraving from

time to time in France,—by J.-C. Le Blond, Desbois,

Lombard, and Jacques-Gauthier Dagoty among others,

—but never very seriously, and no French mezzotint can

compare with even the average work of the English mezzo-

tinters.

Many Louis XVI engravers continued to work during the

Revolution with more or less of their old skill, but generally

they were quite overwhelmed by the rising tide of the new
styles, and had little influence upon the style of the period.

The subtleties of their art were not appreciated, and the

cruder and more obvious qualities which were in demand

were within the range of any skilful apprentice, so that even

such masters as Saint-Aubin and Moreau-le-jeune gradually

disappeared from view, and even had a hard time to make
a bare living.

The portraits engraved during the Revolution show certain

traits—certain traditions—of the XVIIIth century, but in

general they were as different as possible:—in the style of

the portrait, the technique, and for that matter the mechanical

processes of the engraver; line engraving gradually gave

way to stipple, aquatint, and the manure au lavis, and

to engravings in colour. Even the heads and faces are

utterly different in character. In short, with the Revolution

begins a new and sharply distinct period.

The Revolution brought many things to an end in France,

and one of them was the French School of engraving. Of a

sudden engravers found their masterpieces ignored or de-

spised, and their livelihood taken from them;—and the whole

tradition of their craft, sturdy a plant as it was, withered and
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died. Napoleon tried to save it, but the drought had been

too great, and he only succeeded in forcing stray shoots—in

bringing out only one or two weakling leaves upon the old

branches. With his support Boucher-Desnoyers succeeded

in producing such notable plates as his Napoleon and

Talleyrand^ but they were a cold and lifeless resurrection of

the old manner. During the XlXth century admirable por-

traits have been engraved in France, many of which owe

much to the work of the XVI Ith and XVIIIth centuries.

But the continuity of the tradition was broken. Nineteenth

century engravers have either resurrected deliberately the

old manner, or made new beginnings upon entirely new
lines. The break was so great that in a hundred years

portrait engraving has not been able to get on its feet. No
new tradition has been able to form itself, and even to-day

there is no French School.



CHAPTER V

LIST OF FRENCH PORTRAIT ENGRAVERS OF
THE XVIIth and XVIIIth CENTURIES

IN
this list are included many foreign engravers who

were followers of the French School, or whose work
was influenced by it. In the XVIIIth century the

French technique was so widely followed that this list of

foreigners cannot attempt to be complete (particularly in

regard to German engravers),—but it is believed that the

most important names have been included. The^list of

Frenchmen is as complete as possible,—and includes very

many men who are of trifling importance as portrait en-

gravers. The names of most of these are marked with

asterisks.

Practically all of the French engravers worked in Paris.

Care has been taken to find accurate dates,—and not to

give definite dates when only approximate dates are known.

Where conflicting dates have been found those given by

A. Firmin-Didot (in his catalogue: Les graveurs du portrait

en France) have been chosen. The dates of an engraver's

reception to the Academy (and still more so the date of

his election as Agree) are often useful, for they show

—

approximately, at least—the period in his life when his

work gained popular recognition. Election to the Academy,

it may be noted, is not always proof that the engraver's

work is important. Then as now men often gained admis-

sion on account of their commercial success or through

174
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personal influence. The Academy referred to in this list is

not the Academie Frangaise but the Academie Royale de

Peinture et de Sculpture.

The brief comments occasionally quoted are chiefly from

Didot's catalogue and from Portalis and Beraldi's Les

Graveurs du Dix-Huitieme Steele.

For those engravers whose work has been discussed, re-

ferences to the text are given.

At the end of the list is a brief list of important French

painters whose dates may be useful for reference.

Adam (Jacob) b Vienna 1748—d Vienna 1808. An imitator

of Ficquet.

Aliamet (Fran9ois-Germain) b Abbeville 1734—d 1790.

Worked in London for Boydell; pupil of Garet and

of Robert Strange.

^'Alix (Jean) XVI Ith century, pupil and follower of Morin

(P- ZZ)'

Alix (Pierre-Michel) 1 762-1817. Pupil of Le Bas. En-

graver in colour and in the maniere au lavis,—
chiefly during the Revolution (p. 171).

"^Allais (Louis-Jean) b 1762—d—?. Engraved in aquatint

and in the maniere au lavis, chiefly during the

Revolution.

Anselin (Jean-Louis) 1754-1823. **Graveur du roi."

Pupil of A. de Saint-Aubin. Of his few portraits the

best one is oiMme de Pompadour {la BelleJardiniere)

after Van Loo.

*Arnoult or Arnout (Nicolas). Worked in Paris from

1680 to 1700. " Ses estampes sont d'une bonne execu-

tion, et bien preferables a celles qui nous ont laisses

les Bonnard, quoiqu'on les joigne ordinairement a

leur collection."
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*AuBERT (Michel) b about 1704—d 1757. '' Graveur sans

grand accent, dont les oeuvres sont depourvues de

cachet personnel" (P.-B.). A Watteau engraver.

*AuBRY (Pierre) b 1596. Worked at Strassburg; died there

1666. Chiefly a publisher.

*AuDOUiN (Pierre) 1768-1822. Pupil of Beauvarlet. Most

of his portraits are of the time of the Revolution or

later. " Graveur ordinaire du roi " to Louis XVIII.

*AuDRAN (Charles) b 1594—d 1674.

*AuDRAN (Claude I). Brother of Charles, b Paris 1597

—

d Lyon 1677. Did few portraits.

AuDRAN (Gerard) b Lyon 1640—d Paris 1703. Son and pupil

of Claude. "Graveur ordinaire du roi, Conseiller de

I'Academie royale " (pp. 76, 84).

*AuDRAN (Germain). Brother of G6rard, b Lyon 163 1

—

d Lyon 17 10. A poor engraver.

AuDRAN (Benoit I) son of Germain, b Lyon 1661—d 1721.

Pupil of Gerard. "Conseiller de I'Academie" 17 15,

" Graveur du roi "
(p. 103).

AuDRAN (Jean) 1667-1756. Son of Germain; pupil of his

father and of his uncle Gerard. Academy; "Graveur

du roi "
(p. 103).

*AuDRAN (Benoit II) 1698-1772. Son and pupil of Jean.

Few portraits; note his portrait oi Frere Blaise.

AvELiNE (Pierre) 17 10-1760. Pupil of the de Poillys.

Academy 1737. A Watteau engraver; few portraits.

*AvRiL Tain^ (Jean-Jacques) 1 744-1 831. Pupil of Wille;

few portraits (p. 123).

*Barbie (J.). Worked at Paris from 1735 to 1779. Did a few

portraits mpointille: " ils sont fins, assez estimes, et

d'une certaine rarete" (P.-B.). (p. 168).
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Bal^chou (Jean-Joseph) b Aries 17 19—d Avignon 1764;

pupil of Michel and of Lepicie (p. 113).

*Baron (Bernard) b Paris about 1700—d about 1770. Pupil

of Nicolas Tardieu; worked in London.

"^Baron (Claude) b Paris 1738. Pupil of Le Bas; few

portraits.

*Baron (Jean). Worked at Rome in the middle of the

XVI Ith century.

*Barras (Sebastien) b about 1665—d about 1760. Painter,

and engraver in etching and mezzotint; few portraits.

*Basan (Pierre-Fran9ois) 1 723-1 792. Pupil of Fessard and

of Daulle. An important publisher; author of a

*' Dictionnaire des graveurs anciens et modernes."

He produced about 500 plates; few portraits.

"^Baudet (Etienne) b about 1636—d 1711; Academy 1675.

^Baudouin (Simon-Rene, Comte de) b 1723—d—?. An
amateur (p. 165).

BAUSE(Johann-Friedrich)bHalle(Saxony)i738—d Weimar
1 8 14. Nearly all his portraits were done at Leipzig.

He was a pupil (by correspondence) of Wille.

*Bazin (Nicolas) 1633-1710. Pupil of Claude Mellan;

engraved chiefly sujets de piitd.

Beatrizet or Beautrizet (Nicolas) b Luneville about

1520—d Rome after 1560. Worked chiefly at Rome;
few portraits (p. 22).

*Beaufrere (Pierre). Worked in the latter part of the

XVI Ith century. A mediocre follower of Nanteuil.

*Beauvais (Nicolas-Dauphin de) b 1667—d 1753 or 1763.

Pupil of J. and G. Audran; son-in-law of Gaspard

Duchange. Few portraits.

Beauvarlet (Jacques-Firmin) b Abbeville 1731—d Paris

1797. Pupil of Ch. Dupuis and of Laurent Cars.
*' Graveur du roi "; Academy in 1776 (p. 147).

AA
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Beisson (F.-J.-E.) 1760-1820. Most of his portraits are

of the Revolutionary period.

*Beljambe (Pierre-G.-A.) b 1759—d about 1820. Very few

portraits.

*Benoist (Antoine) 1 721-1770. Worked in Paris and

London ; very few portraits.

Benoist (G.-Ph.) 1723-1770. "Son C3euvre, peu important,

comprend quelques petits portraits" (P.-B.).

*Berey (—). Engraver and pubHsher at Paris at the end

of the XVI Ith century.

*Berger (Daniel) b Berlin 1744—d 1824. Worked at

Berlin, where he was a pupil of G. F. Schmidt.

Beringeroth (J. M.). Worked at Leipzig about 1750. A
very unskilful follower of the Drevets.

*Bernard (L.). a mezzotinter of the end of the XVI Ith

century.

*Bernard (Samuel) 161 5-1687. Few portraits.

*Bertin (—). Worked in the XVI I Ith century.

Berthet (Louis). Last part of the XVI I Ith century.

Bertrand (P.). Worked in the XVI I Ith century.

Bervic (Charles-Clement) b 1756 at Paris—died there 1822.

Pupil of Wille; Academy 1784, Institute, Legion of

Honour i8ig (pp. 126-129).

*Blois (A. de). Burin engraver and mezzotinter; worked at

Amsterdam at the beginning of the XVI I Ith century.

*Blot (Maurice) b Paris 1754—d 1818. Pupil of A. de Saint-

Aubin. He engraved but one important plate: TheDau-

phin and Madame Royale ^ after Mme Vigee-Lebrun

(P- 154)-

*BoiLY (Charles) b 1736—d—?.

*Boissard (Robert) b about 1590.

*BoissEAU (Jean-Jacques de) 1736-1810. Chiefly an etcher

of landscape and of figure studies.
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*BoissEViN (Louis). Engraver and publisher at Paris in

the middle of the XVI Ith century.

BoiviN or BoYViN (Rene) b Angers about 1530—died

probably in Rome in 1598 (p. 22).

*BoizoT (Marie-Louise-Adelaide) b 1744—d about 1800.

Pupil of J. Flipart. Daughter of the painter Antoine

Boizot. " Elle nous a laisse aussi une serie de 10

portraits de la famille royale de France, medallions

ronds dans des encadrements carres ornes de guirlandes

et de nceuds de rubans, qui accusent une main assez

inexperimentee,—cependant on ne peut reconnaitre

que ces profils ne sont pas s^ns charme " (P.-B.).

*BoNNART. The Bonnart family worked in the second half of

the XVI Ith and the first half of the XVI I Ith centuries.

" Personellement graveurs de second ordre, ils exploit

ent des ateliers d'ou sortent des centaines d'estampes qui

consistent principalement en portraits et en costumes

et dont la valeur historique n'est pas mediocre. Le
Blanc met au nom des Bonnard 624 pieces, et il est

loin d'etre complet."

Bonnart (Henri) 1642-17 1 1.

Bonnart (Jean-Baptiste) 1654-1752. Brother of Henri;

"graveur du roi."

Bonnart (Nicolas) 1636-1718. Brother of Henri.

Bonnart (Robert) 1652-1727. Pupil of Vermeulen;

—

" peintre et graveur du roi."

Bonnet (Louis-Marin) b 1743—d about 1793. Engraver

in aquatint, in colour, and in the maniere au crayon
;

did a fair number of portraits (pp. 168 and 171).

*BossE (Abraham) 1602- 1676. Very few portraits.

*BossE (L.). Working in Paris in 1777.

*BoucHER (Fran9ois) 1 703-1 770. Boucher etched a portrait

after Watteau.
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*BouDAN (L.). Etcher and publisher, d 167 1.

'^BouiLLARD (Jacques) 1744- 1806. Publisher and engraver.

^BouLANGER (Jean) b Amiens 1607—d about 1680. Pupil

and follower of Morin (p. 33).

*BouTELOUP (Louis-Alexandre) b 167 1. Pupil of Lemire;
" quelques petits portraits" (P.-B.).

^BoviNET (Edme) 1767-18—?.

"^Bradel (P.-J.-B.) b about 1750; worked in Paris from

1768 to 1783.

*DE Brea (—). Painter and aquatint engraver of the end of

the XVIIIth century.

*Brichet (F.-R.-F.). a painter who did a few etchings in

the latter part of the XVIIIth century.

*Briot (Isaac). Worked at Paris at the beginning of the

XVIIth century (p. 22).

Brookshaw (Richard) 1736-1800. An English mezzotinter

who came to Paris in 1773, and there published a series

of mezzotint portraits of members of the Royal family.

*Brossard de Beaulieu (Mme). An amateur painter and

aquatint engraver of the end of the XVIIIth century;

pupil of Greuze (p. 165).

*Bugey (—) XVIIIth century.

^Camerata (Giuseppe) b Venice 17 18—d Dresden 1803.

Moved to Dresden 1751; worked with Liotard on

some plates.

*Campion (Charles-Michel) 1734- 1784. An amateur who
etched a few portraits; he lived at Marseilles.

Campion de Tersan (Charles-Philippe) (Abb6 de Tersan)

1736-1819. Younger brother of C.-M. Campion;

—

also an amateur. He signed Tersan (p. 165).

Carmona (Manuel-Salvador) or (Salvador-Carmona) b

Madrid 1730— d there 1807. In France a pupil of
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C. Dupuis. Academy 1761. His work belongs to the

French school (p. no).

*Cardon (Alexandre-Joseph) b Brussels 1739—d there 1822.

^Cardon (Antoine) b Brussels 1772—d London 1813. Son
and pupil of A. -J. Cardon.

Carmontelle (Louis) 1717-1806. An amateur. (His real

name was Louis Carrogis), (p. 165).

*Carr6e (Antoine). Pupil of Janinet and of B.-L. Prevost;

engraved in the manihre au lavis and a la sanguine^

in the last years of the Louis XVI period and during

the Revolution. No important portraits (p. 171).

"^Cars (Jean-Fran9ois) 1670- 1763. Father of Laurent Cars.

A rather dry follower of Nanteuil. '
' Sa grande affaire,

"

says Beraldi, '^etait I'exploitation d'une fonds de gra-

vures de theses."

Cars (Laurent) b Paris 1699—d 1771. Academy 1733

(pp. 104-106).

Cathelin (L.-J.) b Paris 1739—d 1804. Pupil of Le
Bas (pp. 143-145)-

Caylus (Philippe-Claude-Anne de Tubieres, Comte de)

1692-1765. Honorary member of the Academy; an

amateur; etched only a few portraits (p. 165).

Cernel (Marie-Louise Marceau, Mme Cernel,—later Mme
Sergent). End of the XVIIIth century. Worked with

Sergent on colour-engravings and aquatints, and

signed some of her plates (p. 171).

*Chapuy (Jean-Baptiste) 1760-18—?. A follower of Janinet

in colour engraving; few portraits (p. 171).

^Charpentier (Fran9ois-Philippe) 1 734-181 7. One of the

inventors oi\\\Q gravure au lavis \ few portraits (p. 171).

*Charpignon (Claude). Worked at Paris in the middle of

the XVI Ith century.

*Chasteau (Guillaume) 1631-1685.
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^Chatelain (Jean-Baptiste-Claude) 1710-1771. Worked
much in London; few portraits.

*Chauveau (Fran9ois) 162 1- 1676. Painter, burin engraver,

and etcher; engraved nearly a thousand plates, but

few portraits. Pupil of Laurent de La Hyre.

'^^'Chedel (Quintin-Pierre) 1705- 1762. A pupil of Laurent

Cars, and one of the best of the Watteau engravers.

Out of his 316 plates only 2 were portraits.

*Chenu (Pierre) 17 18—d about 1780. Pupil of Le Bas; few

portraits.

Chereau I'ain^ (Fran9ois) b Blois 1680—d in Paris 1729.

Pupil of Gerard Audran and of Pierre Drevet; Academy
I7i8(p. 98).

*Chereau (Jacques) 1688-1776. Brother and pupil of J.

Chereau ; worked for a time in England.

*Cheron (Henri) XVHth century.

''^'Cheron (Elizabeth-Sophie) 1648-1711. Sister and pupil of

Henri.

Chevillet (Juste) b 1729. Pupil of Schmidt and of Wille;

brother-in-law of Wille (p. 124).

*Chiquet (— ). Beginning of the XVHIth century; chiefly

a publisher.

Choffard (Pierre-Philippe) 1 730-1809 (p. 155).

Chretien (Gilles-Louis) 1754-1811. Inventor of the phy-

sipnotrace (p. 171).

^Cochin pere (Charles-Nicolas) b Paris 1688—d 1754.

* * Graveur du roi, " Academy 1 73 1 . Not a good portrait

engraver ;—few portraits.

Cochin fils (Charles-Nicolas) b Paris 1715—d there 1790

(pp. 135-142).

Cochin (Mme). See Horthemels.

^Cochin (Noel) b Troyes; working in Paris in 1670; later

in Italy.
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*CoELEMANS (Jacqucs). A contemporary and a mediocre

follower of Pierre Drevet.

*CopiA (Jacques- Louis) b Landau 1764—d Paris 1779. He
belongs chiefly to the Revolutionary period.

*CoQUERET (Pierre-Charles) b 1761—d after 1800. Pupil of

Janinet in the maniere au lavis.

*CoRNEiLLE (Claude) b Lyon—d after 1576. Painter and

engraver (p. 22).

*CossiN (Louis CoQUiN, called) 1627—d after 1686. Painter

and engraver.

*CouTELLiER (—). End of the XVI I Ith ceutury. Engraver

au lavis and in colour (p. 171).

*CouRBE (Wilbrode-Magloire-Nicolas). End of XVIIIth

century.

*CouvAY (Jean) b Aries 1622—d—?. Worked in Paris.

*CoYPEL (Antoine) 1661-1722. Coypel etched a few por-

traits.

'^CoYPEL (Charles-Antoine) 1694-1752. Son and pupil of

Antoine Coypel; few portraits.

*Cr^py or Crespy (Jean) b 1660. Engraver and publisher.

**Les portraits de Crepy pere, d'une execution bien

ordinaire, sonts quelquefois interessants."

*Crepy (Louis) second half of the XVIIIth century. Son

of Jean; engraver and publisher;—few portraits.

"^Croisey (P.). An engraver and publisher who worked

at Versailles at the end of the XVIIIth century; he

engraved a well-known portrait of Marie-Antoinette.

^Croisier (Marie-Anne) b 1755—d—?. Pupil of A. de

Saint-Aubin ; she engraved a few little medallion

portraits.

*Croutelle (Louis) last part of the XVIIIth century.

*CuNDiER (J.) first half of the XVIIIth century. A mediocre

follower of the Drevets.
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Dagoty (Jacques-Gauthier) 1 717-1785. Mezzotinter (pp.

170 and 172).

Dagoty (Louis-Charles) eldest son of J.-G. Dagoty.

Dagoty (Edouard) younger son of J.-G. Dagoty. The
Dagotys were engravers in colour; all three did some
portraits,—Edouard the most (p. 170).

*Darcis (Louis) (signed sometimes Darcis de Damierre).

He belongs chiefly to the Revolutionary period.

Daret (Pierre) 1604 or 1610-1678. Painter and engraver

(p. 28).

Daull^ (Jean) b Abbeville 1703—d Paris 1763. Academy
1737. Pupil of Hecquet (pp. 110-113).

*Damrrun (Jean) b 1741—d after 1808. " Tres bon graveur

de vignettes." Few portraits; one good one: Prince

Frederic-William of Prussia after Moreau.

*David (Charles) b Paris about 1600.

*David (Gerome) brother of Charles.

*David (Fran9ois-Anne) 1 741-1824. Pupil of Le Bas.

*David (Louis). Worked at Avignon and at Rome from

1665 to 1706.

D^bucourt (Philippe-Louis) b Paris about 1757—d after

1830. Engraver in aquatint, in colour, and in the

maniere au crayon (p. 170).

*Defehrt (J. -A.) latter half of the XVHIth century. ** Un
nom peu connu " (P.-B.).

*Delafosse (Jean-Baptiste). Pupil of Fessard; chiefly

known for his engravings after Carmontelle (p. 166).

*Delatre (Jean-Marie) b 1746. Pupil of Bartolozzi.

Worked in Paris and London;—burin and stiple.

Delaune (Charles-Etienne) 1518-1595. Worked in France

and at Augsburg.

DELVAUx(Remi-Henri-Joseph) 1748 or 1750-1823. Signed

sometimes D'Elvaux. Pupil of Noel Lemire (p. 151).
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Demarteau (Gille) 1 722-1 776. The inventor of the maniere

au crayon-^—engraved also in stipple (p. 168).

*Dennel (Louis) 1 741-1806. Pupil of Beauvarlet; few

portraits (p. 123).

*Dennel (Antoine-Fran9ois) latter part of the XVIIIth
century. Pupil of Wille; few portraits.

Denon (Dominique-Vivant, Baron) 1747-1825. Pupil of

Claude Hell6; an amateur etcher. '' L'un des plus

distingues parmi les graveurs amateurs du XVI He
siecle" (P.-B.). " Directeur general des musees im-

periaux " under the Empire (p. 165).

*Desbois (Martial) b Paris 1630—d 1700. Engraved in line,

in pointilliy and in mezzotint; worked chiefly in Italy

(p. 172).

Desplaces (Louis) i682-i739(p. 104).

Descourtis (Charles-Melchior) 1 753-1820. Engraver in

colour; pupil of Janinet (pp. 170-171).

"^Desrochers (Etienne) b Lyon 1661—d 1741. Academy
1723. A very poor engraver; most important as a

publisher (p. 64).

*Devaux (Jean). Worked at Paris in the XVIIIth century.

*Devaux (Rene). Worked at Paris at the end of the XVI I Ith

century.
'^^Dossier (Michel) b 1685—d about 1750. Pupil of P. Drevet;

engraved but few portraits; cf. h\sJ.-B. Colbert.

^DoRiGNY (Michel) b about 161 7—d about 1666. Pupil of

Simon Vouet.

Drevet (Pierre) b at Loire (Rhone) 1663—d Paris 1738.
" Graveur du roi " 1696 or '97. Academy 1707. Pupil

of Gerard Audran and of Rigaud (pp. 83-91).

Drevet (Pierre- 1mbert) b Paris 1697—d there 1739.

Academy 1724, later ''graveur du roi." Pupil of

Pierre Drevet (pp. 90-97).

B B
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Drevet (Claude) 1 705-1 781 (p. 97).

"^DucHAiNE (—). End of XVIIIth century.

DucHANGE (Gaspard) 1662-1757. ''Graveur du roi";

Conseiller of the Academy. Pupil of Jean Audran;

worked with J. and B. Audran, Edelinck, and

Simonneau. Academy 1707 (p. 107).

*DucHESNE (Catherine). First half of the XVIIIth century.

Burin and mezzotint engraver.

*DucLOS (Antoine-Jean) b 1742—d—?. Pupil of Saint-

Aubin ; few portraits.

DuFLOs (Claude) 1662-1727 (p. 75).

*DuFLOs (Claude-Augustin) 1 701-1784. Son of Claude

Duflos; signed CI. L. or C. L. Duflos.

*DuFLOS (Pierre) b 1751—d after 1794.

*DuHAMEL (A.-B.) b 1736—d—?. Pupil of A. de Saint-

Aubin.

*DuMONSTiER (Louis) b 1615—d after 1694. One of the last

of the Dumonstier family. Only one or two engravings

of his are known.

*DupiN (Pierre) b 17 18. An unimportant engraver who
worked for Odieuvre.

*DuPiN fils (N.) b 1753. Pupil of A. de Saint-Aubin.

Duplessi-Bertaux (Jean) 1 747-1818. Pupil of Le Bas;

his portraits belong chiefly to the Revolutionary

period.

Dupuis (Charles) 1685-1742. Academy 1730. Pupil of

Gaspard Duchange (p. 107).

Dupuis (Nicolas-Gabriel) 1698-1771. Brother of Charles;

pupil and son-in-law of Gaspard Duchange (p. 108).

Duval (Marc) d 1581 (p. 22).

*DuviviER (Jean) b Liege 1687—d Paris 1761. Academy
17 18. A graveur en medailles who did a few en-

gravings.
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Edelinck (Gerard) b Antwerp 1640—d Paris 1707 (pp.

67-73)-

"^Edelinck (Jean) brother of Gerard. B Antwerp 1643—

d

Paris 1680. Pupil of Cornelius Galle. ''Graveur

ordinaire du roi " (p. 73).

*Edelinck (Gaspard-Fran9ois) 1644-1722. Brother and

pupil of Gerard (p. 74).

=*Edelinck (Nicolas-Etienne) b Paris 1681—d 1767. Son

and pupil of Gerard. " Graveur du roi " (p. 74).

*' Les portraits graves par lui sont peu connus.

Mariette n'en signale aucun, et se borne a dire qu'il

grava fort peu, a cause de son indolence naturelle"

(Didot).

Elle (Louis) 161 2-1689. Etched some portraits from 1650

to 1660. His name is sometimes spelled El; and he

is often listed as Ferdinand le Vieux (p. 34).

*Elluin (Fran9ois-Rolland) b 1745—d—?.

'* Une bonne partie de son oeuvre consiste en por-

traits d'acteurs et d'actrices sans grande habilite ni

valeur artistique " (P.-B.).

*Ertinger (Franz). A poor XVIIIth century engraver after

Rigaud ; some good plates in imitation of Morin.

*de l'Espine (—). XVI I th century.

*Falck (Jeremias) b Hamburg 1609—d 1677. A follower

of Nanteuil,—possibly his pupil, as he worked for a

time in Paris.

*Faldoni (G.-A.). An XVIIIth century Italian imitator of

Mellan.

Faithorne (William) b London 1616—d 1691. Pupil of

Nanteuil (p. 125).

*de Favanne (Jacques) d 1770.

Ferdinand. See Elle.
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Fessard (Etienne) 17 14-1777. Pupil of E. Jeaurat. Agree
to the Academy in 1753; never received (p. 154).

*Fessard (Mathieu-Claude) b 1740—d—?. Not related to

Etienne.

FicQUET (Etienne) 17 19-1794. Pupil of Le Bas and of

Schmidt;—chiefly of Le Bas (pp. 148-151).

FiESiNGER (J. Gabriel) born at Offenbach in Alsace; worked
in Germany, Switzerland, France, and England;

—

chiefly in stipple. His work in France belongs to the

Revolutionary period (p. 169).

*FiRENS (Pierre) d Paris before 1639. An engraver and

publisher of Flemish origin.

*FiLLOEUL (Pierre) b about 1750. Son of the engraver

Gilbert Filloeul.

*Flipart (Jean-Charles) 1684-1751.

*Flipart (Charles-Fran9ois) d about 1773. Son of Jean-

Charles Flipart.

Flipart (Jean-Jacques) 1719-1782. Son of J.-C. Flipart;

-—pupil of Laurent Cars; Academy 1782 (p. 154).

FoRNAZERis (Jacques de) flourished from 1590 to 1622 (p. 22).

*FossEYEUX (Jean-Baptiste) b 1752. Pupil of Delaunay and

of Moreau. " Peu de chose a dire de cet 61eve de N. de

Launay" (P.-B.).

"^Francois (Jean-Charles) b Nancy 1717—d Paris 1769.

'*Graveur des dessins du cabinet du roi." He was

given a pension of 600 francs as inventor of the

maniere au crayon,

*Fratrel (Joseph) 1 730-1 783.

*Frosne (—). Second half of XVHth century.

Gaillard (Ren6) 17 19- 1790 (p. no).

*Gaillard (Robert) 1722- 1785.

*Gamelin (Jacques) 1738- 1803.
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Gaucher (Charles-Etienne) 1 741-1804. Pupil of Basan,

then of Le Bas (p. 152).

*Gautier or Gaultier (—). Latter part of the XVIIIth
century.

Gaultier (Leonard) b Mayence about 1561—d after 1628.

One of the most prolific of the early engravers in

France (p. 22).

*Gantrel (Etienne) 1646-1706. Publisher and engraver;

—

'*graveur ordinaire du roi."

Gauthier-Dagoty. See Dagoty.

*Gerard (Marguerite) 1 762-1825.

*Gerardin (— ) XVIIIth century.

*GiFFART (Pierre) 1638- 1723. Painter and engraver.

Academy 1682.

*GiFFART (Pierre-Fran9ois) 1677-17 17. Son and pupil of

Pierre Giffart.

*GiRARDET (Abraham) 1 763-1 823. Pupil of Nicollet; follower

of Gaucher.

^GoDEFROY (Fran9ois) 1743-1819.

GoNOD (Francois). Engraver au lavis in the Louis XVI and

Revolutionary periods (p. 171).

Grateloup (Jean-Baptiste de) 1735-1817. He engraved

only from 1765 to 1770 or '71 (p. 151).

Granthomme (Jacques) b Heidelberg about 1560. Worked
in Italy, Paris, and Frankfort (p. 22).

*Grignon (Jacques, le jeune) b about 1640, working in

1698.

*GuELARD (—) XVIIIth century.

*GuERiN (Jean) XVI Ith century.

*GuERiN (Christophe) 1 758-1830. Pupil of F. Miiller.

** Professeur de dessin et conservateur au musee de

Strasbourg." His few portraits are chiefly of the

Revolutionary period.
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*GuERiNEAU (Rene) XVI Ith century. Engraver and pub-

lisher.

*GuTTENBERG (Carl) b Nuremburg 1744—d 1790. Pupil of

Wille; few portraits (p. 122).

"^GuTTENBERG (Henri). Younger brother of Carl ; also a pupil

of Wille (p. 122).

*GuYOT (Laurent) b 1756—d after 1790. Engraved in colour

and au lavis (p. 171).

*Habert (Nicolas) 1660-1717 (?). Publisher and engraver.

*Haid (J. G.). Worked at Vienna in the middle of the

XVI I Ith century. A mezzotinter who imitated the

French style.

Hainzelmann (Elias) b and d at Strasbourg 1640- 1693.

Pupil of F. de Poilly, and worked long at Paris.

Hainzelmann (Jean) b Augsburg 1641—d Berlin 1693.

Probably brother of Elias. Pupil of F. de Poilly.

"Graveur du roi."

*Hallier (— ) XVI I Ith century.

*Hellman (Isidore-Stanislas) 1743-1806. Pupil of Le Bas,

few portraits.

"^Hemery (Antoine-Fran9ois) b 1751.

^'Henriquez (Benoit-Louis) b Paris 1732—d 1806. Pupil

of C. Dupuis. Agree to the Academy in 1782, but

never received.

*Hoin (Claude-Jean) 1 750-181 7. Pupil of Greuze; few

portraits. Chiefly a painter.

*Horthemels (Fr6d6ric) b 1688—d—?.

*HoRTHEMELS (Maric-Anne) 1682-
1 727. Sister of Fr^d^ric ;

—

wife of N.-H. Tardieu.

*HoRTHEMELS (Louisc-Magdaleine). Sister of Marie-Anne

;

—wife of C.-N. Cochin.
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"^HoRTHEMELS (Marie-Nicolle). Sister of Marie-Anne; wife

of Alexis-Simon Belle (p. no).

All three sisters engraved, and there is considerable

confusion in regard to their names. " Toutes les trois

ont manie le burin, et comme elles signaient leurs

ceuvres de plusieures manieres, cela a jete un trouble

dans I'esprit de leurs biographes et leur fit commettre

de fausses attributions. D'ailleurs toutes les notices

qui leur ont ete consacrees sont remplies d'erreurs, sauf

celle dressee sur pieces authentiques par M. Alex.

Tardieu (Archives de I'art fran9ais, T. IV, p. 48) qui

se complete avec quelques nouveaux renseignements

donn6s par Jal " (Didot).

"^HouEL (Jean-Pierre-Louis-Laurent) 1735-18 13. Painter and

etcher. Pupil of Lemire, Descamps, and Casanova.

He engraved also in the maniere au lavts,—but few

portraits (one after Carmontelle) (p. 171).

^HuBER (Joseph-Ignace) b Augsburg 1759—^ 1804. Pupil

of Wille.

*HuBER (Jean) (no relative of Joseph) b Geneva 1721—d at

Lausanne 1780 or 1790. Chiefly interesting for his

many portraits of Voltaire.
"*Hubert (Fran9ois) 1740- 1800. Pupil of Beauvarlet.

*HuoT (Francois). Second half of the XVIIIth century.

Pupil of N. de Launay.

*Huquier (Gabriel) 1 725-1 792. Engraver and publisher;

son-in-law of J. Chereau.

^Huret (Gregoire) 1600-1670. A poor follower of Nanteuil.

*Ingouf I'aine (Pierre-Charles) b Paris 1746—d there about

1800. Pupil of Flipart; a mediocre engraver who did

but few portraits.
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Ingouf le jeune (Robert-Francois) 1747-1812. Brother of

Pierre-Charles; also a pupil of Flipart (p. 151).

*IsAAC (Jaspar or Gaspard) d Paris 1654. Of Flemish

origin.

Janinet (Jean-Fran9ois) 1752- 18 14. Engraved chiefly in

colour (pp. 170-171).

*Jardinier (Claude-Donat) 1 725-1 774. Pupil of N. Dupuis,

then of Laurent Cars.

*Jeaurat (Edme) 1672-1738. Brother of the painter Etienne

Jeaurat. Pupil of B. Picart. A poor engraver.

*JouLLAiN (Franyois) 1697- 1790. A Watteau engraver who
did a few portraits.

KiLiAN (Bartholomaus) 1630- 1696. Worked at Augsburg,

—more or less in the French manner; he had been

for a time a pupil of de Poilly in Paris.

KLAUBER(Ignace-Sebastien)bAugsburg 1 754—d St. Peters-

burg 1820. Academy 1785. Pupil of Wille; he worked

chiefly in Russia (p. 124).

*La Fosse (Jean-Baptiste) 1721—d about 1775. Pupil of

Etienne Fessard.

*La Have (Charles de) b 1641. Worked chiefly in Italy.

*La Houve (Paul de). Worked about 1700. Painter, en-

graver, and publisher.

LALiVEDEjuLLY(Ange-Laurentde) 1726-1779. ^'Amateur

distingu^, dessinateur, et graveur au burin et a I'eau-

forte. Fils du fermier-general La Live de Bellegarde."

An amateur of no great skill, but well known;

—

received as an honorary member of the academy about

1750 (P- 165).
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"*Landry (Pierre) 1630-1701 (p. 63).

Langlois (Jean) 1649—d about 1712 (pp. 63-64).

*Langlois I'aine (Pierre-Gabriel) 1754—d about 1810.

*Lante (Joseph). A mezzotinter of the second half of the

XVIIIth century; worked in Russia.

DE Larmessin. This family seems to have been created

for the confusion of cataloguers ; four of its members
were named Nicolas de Larmessin; three of these

were engravers, and made little or no effort to dis-

tinguish their plates by their signatures. The eldest

of the family was

Nicolas I, a bookseller; he had two sons:

Nicolas II, born about 1636—d 1694, and

Nicolas III, born about 1640—d after 17 16.

Didot notes: '* C'est au cadet que les icono-

graphes attribuent toutes les pieces qui portent

ce nom, tandis qu'il me parait incontestable, au

contraire, que la majeure partie est du burin de

son frere aine. . . . Quoi qu'il en soit, la question

de savoir lequel des deux freres a grave telle piece

ou telle autre ne saurait encore etre resolue d'une

maniere certaine, faute de preuves."

Nicolas IV, son of Nicolas III, 1684-1755. *'Gra-

veur du cabinet du roi et de son Academie
royale "

(p. 108).

The logical arrangement is to call Nicolas II, le pere^

—Nicolas III, le jeune^—and Nicolas IV, le fils^—
but it has not been consistently followed, either by

the engravers themselves, or by their cataloguers.

*DE La Rue (Louis-Felix). Second half of XVIIIth century.

Pupil of Parrocel.

Lasne (Michel) b about 1595—d 1667. ''Graveur et

dessinateur ordinaire du roi "
(p. 28).

cc
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DE Launay (Nicolas) b Paris 1739—d Paris 1793. Pupil

of Lempereur. Academy 1789 (p. 155).

*DE Launay le jeune (Robert). Brother and pupil of

Nicolas.

DE Laune. See Delaune.

''^Laurent (Pierre) 1 739-1 789. Chiefly a publisher.

Le Bas (Jacques-Philippe) 1707- 1783. *' Premier graveur

du cabinet du roi." Agree to the Academy 1735, re-

ceived 1743 (p. 109).

*Le Beau (Pierre-Adrien) b 1744—d 18— (?). *' Graveur du

Due de Chartres." He did many portraits, but was a

poor engraver (p. 143).

^'Lebert (— ). Second half of the XVHIth century. ''Quel-

ques jolis portraits."

Leblond or Le Blon (Jacques-Christophe) 1670-1741. '* Le
pere de la gravure en couleur" (P.-B.). Amezzotinter

who took up colour-engraving (pp. 169, 172).

*Leblond (Jean). Second half of XVHth century. Painter,

engraver, and publisher.

*Le Bossu (—). Latter part of the XVHth century.

*Le Brun (Gabriel) b 1621—d after 1657. Younger brother

of Charles Le Brun.

*Le Charpentier (Etienne). EndofXVHIth century. Pupil

of Bal^chou.

*Le Clerc (Jean) XVHth century.

*Le Clerc(A.). Beginningof the XVHIth century. A poor

engraver.

*Lecoeur (Louis). Latter part of the XVHIth century.

"Graveur en couleur et au lavis d'une certaine

habilite " (P.-B.). Pupil of D6bucourt (p. 171).

*Le Comte (Marguerite) XVHIth century. A poor amateur

etcher, pupil and friend of Watelet.

Le Febure (or Le Fevre or Le Febvre) (Claude) 1633-
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1675. Painter and etcher; pupil of Le Sueur and of

Le Brun (p. 34).

*Legrand (Louis) worked from 1751 to 1784. Did a few

portraits for Descamps.

*Legrand (Pierre-Fran9ois) end of the XVIIIth century. A
poor engraver in stipple and colour (pp. 168, 171).

*L6lu (Pierre) 1 741-18 10.

Le Mire (Noel) 1724-1801. Pupil of Le Bas (p. 154).

*Le Moyne (Susanna) (Mme Silvestre) XVIIIth cen-

tury.

^Lempereur (Louis-Simon) 1 728-1807. Pupil of P. Aveline.

Academy 1775 (pp. 154, 143).

Lenfant (Jean) b Abbeville about 161 5—d Paris 1674.

Cousin and pupil of Mellan (p. 60).

Lepicie (Bernard) 1698-1785 (p. 109).

*Lepici6 (Nicolas-Bernard) 1 735-1 784. Painter, engraver,

and professeur of the Academy. Son of Bernard.

*Lepicie (Rene-Marie-Elisabeth) 17 14-1773. Wife of N.-B.

Lepicie.

*Le Roy (Jacques) b 1739—d—?.

*Le Roy (P.). First half of the XVIIIth century. He en-

graved after Rigaud.

*Le Tellier (Charles- Francois) 1743 -1800. Pupil of

Boucher.

DE Leu (Thomas) born about the middle of the XVI th

century, d about 1620. Pupil of Jean Rabel and of

Antoine Caron. Son-in-law of Caron (p. 21).

Le Vachez pere, and Le Vachez fils. Printsellers and

engravers {au lavis)^ Revolutionary period (p. 171).

*Le Vasseur (Jean-Charles) 1734- 1804. Pupil of Daulle

and of Beauvarlet ; few portraits.

*Levesque (Pierre-Charles) 1736-18 12. An amateur etcher

and writer on the Fine-Arts (p. 165).
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*Le Villain (Gerard-Ren6) 1740-18—?.

*LiNGEE (Charles-Louis) 1748-18 19. Did four portraits in

the crayon manner (p. 168).

LiNG^E (Th^rese-Eleonore) b 1753. Wife of C.-L. Ling6e;

later Mme Emery (or Hemery). Engraved in the

maniere au crayon (p. 168).

LiOTARD (Jean-Etienne) 1702- 1790. Worked in Germany.

Painter, etcher, and mezzotinter; chiefly a painter.

"^LiOTARD (Jean-Michel) b about 1760. Twin brother ofJean-

Etienne. Pupil of Benoit Audran.

*LiPS (Jean-Henri) b near Zurich 1758—d 1817.

LiTTRET DE MoNTiGNY (Claudc-Antoine) 1735-1775. An
amateur etcher; (22 portraits) (p. 165).

'^'LocHON (Rene) b about 1632—d at Paris before 1675.

*LoGGAN (David) b Danzig; worked in England from

1658 to 1690. A follower of Nanteuil.

*LoiR (Alexis) 1640-17 13. Goldsmith and etcher. Pupil of

his brother Nicolas.

^LoMBART (Pierre) 1620-1681. Pupil of Simon Vouet.

*Lombart(L.). Mezzotinter of the XVHIth century (p. 172).

*DE LoNGUEiL (Joseph) 1736-1792. ^'Graveur du roi

"

1776. Pupil of Le Bas, of Aliamet, and of Wille.

Few portraits.

*DE Lorraine (Jean-Baptiste) 1737- 1795. Pupil of his father

Augustin de Lorraine; few portraits.

LuBiN (Jacques) 1637- 1695. Pupil of Edelinck (pp. 63, 64).

*Macret (Charles-Fran9ois-Adrien) 1 750-1 783. Pupil of

N.-G. Dupuis, Littret, Aliamet, and of Saint-Aubin.

*Malapeau (Claude-Nicolas) 1757-1803. Pupil of P. Moitte.

*Mallery (Carlo de) b Antwerp about 1576.

Maloeuvre (Jean-Pierre) 1740-1803. Pupil of Beauvarlet

and of Robert Strange.
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*Mansfeld (Jean Ernest) 1 738-1 796, b Prague; worked at

Vienna. Pupil of Jacob Schmutzer.

*Marais (J.-B.) 1768-18—? (p. 143).

Marcenay de Ghuy (Antoine de) 1722-1811. An amateur

painter, etcher, burin-engraver, and mezzotinter. (He

did not engrave after 1778) (p. 164).

*Marchi (Domenico), known as Tempestino, also as

Domenico, Tempesta, b 1652, d 1718 or 1737. An
Italian painter and engraver who was a pupil of

Nanteuil.

^Martenasie (Pierre-Francois) b Antwerp, d about 1770.

Pupil of Le Bas (p. 143).

*Martin (—). End of the XVIIIth century.

*Martini (Pierre-Antoine) b Parma 1739—d Paris about

1800. Pupil of Le Bas.

*=Masquelier (Louis-Joseph) 1741-1811. Pupil of Le Bas;

he engraved chiefly vignettes ; few portraits.

Massard (Jean) 1740- 1822. He engraved a few very deli-

cate medallion portraits. His son J.-B.-Raphael-Urbin

Massard (1775-1849) was one of the foremost engravers

of the XlXth century.

Masse (Jean-Baptiste) 1687-1767. Painter in enamel, and

engraver; a follower of the Drevets. Academy 1717.

Masson (Antoine) b at Louvry near Orleans 1636—d Paris

1700. Academy 1679 (pp. 65-67).

*Masson (Madeleine) b about 1636—d 17 13. Wife of Nicolas

Habert.

*Matheus (Jean). Engraver and publisher of the beginning

of the XVI Ith century.

*Mathey (N.-F.) middle of the XVIIIth century; worked

for Odieuvre.

*DE Meckel (Christian) b Basle 1737—d 1817. Pupil of

Wille and Preisler (p. 123).
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*Mecou (Andre-Joseph) 1 771-1837. Pupil of Godefroi and

of Roger.

Mellini (Charles-Dominique) b Turin about 1740—d about

1800. Pupil of Beauvarlet ; few portraits.

Mellan (Claude) 1598- 1688 (pp. 22-27).

*Merlen (Theodore-Jonas van). Engraver and publisher of

the XVI Ith century.

*MiCHEL (Jean). Worked at Avignon about 1750. Gave some
lessons to Balechou.

Michel (Jean-Baptiste) 1 748-1 804. Pupil of P. Chenu.

Worked principally for Boydell at London.

MiGER (Simon-Charles) b Nemours 1736—d Paris 1820.

Pupil of Cochin (pp. 145, 143).

MoiTTE (Pierre-Etienne) 1 722-1 780. Pupil of Beauvarlet

and of P. F. Beaumont. A fairly well known portrait

engraver, but none of his work is first-class (p. 143).

*MoNTCORNET (Balthazar) b about 1630—d 1669. Painter,

engraver, and publisher.

*MoLES (Pascal-Pierre) 1 740-1 776. B Madrid. Pupil of

Ch. Dupuis.

*MoREAU (Edme). Worked at Rheims from 161 7 to 1660.

*MoREAu (Jean) b Paris about 171 2.

*MoREAu (Jean) b Paris before 1600—d 1650.

MoREAU-le-jeune (Jean-Michel) bParis 1741—d 1814. Pupil

of Le Bas (p. 156).

*MoREAU (Louis). '' Graveur de theses et de portraits de la

fin du XVIIIesiecle."

*MoREAU (P.) XVI I Ith century.

*MoREL (Alexandre) 1756-1829. Pupil of Massard and of

Ingouf.

MoRELLON DE LA Cave (Fran9ois). Worked at Paris in

the first half of the XVI I Ith century. Pupil of

Picart.
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MoRiN (Jean) born at Paris before 1600 (probably about

1590)—d 1650 (pp. 29-33).

*MoYREAU (Jean) 1691-1762; pupil of Bon de Boullongne.

MtJLLER (Jean-Gothard) b Bernhausen near Stuttgart 1747
—d Stuttgart 1830. Pupil of Guibal and of Wille

(p. 123).

*MuTEL (T.). A mediocre Louis XVI engraver.

Nanteuil (Robert) born in Rheims in 1623 or 1630,—died

in Paris in 1678. The date of Nanteuil's birth is an

extremely confusing matter; it is a case not only of

conflicting authorities, but of conflicting probabilities.

The earliest evidence is in favour of 1623 : the '* Mercure

Galant " announced Nanteuil's death in 1678 at the age

of 55. Contemporary obituary notices sometimes made
an error of a year or so in the year they give of a

man's birth through not reckoning his age exactly

—

ignoring the month in which his birthday fell. But it

is hardly likely that in the age of an artist as well

known as Nanteuil the "Mercure" would have made an

error of seven years. . . . Reiset, in his Catalogue of

Drawings in the Louvre, takes 1625,—but does not

substantiate it. 16 18 has also been suggested, but

without any reason. . . . i63oapparently first appeared

in Perrault's '' Hommes Illustres," of 1696. Basan and
Robert-Dumesnil accept 1630. A. F. Didot ('* Les gra-

veurs du portrait en France "), who is not only careful

but very critical in regard to dates, admits 1623 as a

possible date,—but seems to prefer 1630, without say-

ing why. Robert-Dumesnil's tone is rather positive:

" Robert Nanteuil naquit a Rheims en 1630,"—but

he does not give his authority; the definite way in which

he speaks of Nanteuil's age in connection with different
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events of his life, and in the chronological list of his

work,—seems to rest only on the assumption that 1630

was surely the date of his birth. It is a pity that

Dumesnil did not give his reasons, or his authority (if

he had any) for taking 1630. The most serious objec-

tion to 1623 is in Nanteuil's work itself. It is hardly

conceivable that he should have done only two or three

plates by the time he was 25. Moreover, these plates

(those previous to 1648) are quite what might be ex-

pected from a boy apprentice. It seems strange, too,

that he should have waited until he was 25 to give

any signs of the talent which was to appear; it would

be more likely that an engraver who had remained

crude and almost primitive up to that age would have

remained all his life a mediocre workman. The fact

that Nanteuil was married in 1647 is hardly evidence

one way or the other,—for it seems likely that it was a

forced marriage. One can only come to the unsatis-

factory conclusion that 1623 rests on better authority

and that 1630 is more consistent with his work.

Most of the biographical notices of Nanteuil are

filled with conjectural trivialities in regard to his early

years. A decided exception is a short article (unfortu-

nately never finished) in the " Magasin Pittoresque " of

October 1859, by M. Poulain Richard, who had the

good fortune to find a short autobiographical notice

(in Nanteuil's own hand) written by Nanteuil for

Mariette: " une page ecrite par notre c^lebre artiste

Nanteuil sur sa propre vie, et qui devait se trouver

originairement dans le collection de I'abb^." Most

unfortunately, instead of giving this unique document

in full, he only quotes fragments of it. These fragments

have the unique interest of being definite and accurate.
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Nanteuil's father, Lancelot Nanteuil, first sent him to

school under the Jesuits, who took no interest in his

passion for drawing. ''Comme j'etais persecute par

les j^suites [says Nanteuil] je gravai sur des arbres, a

la campagne, deux planches d'un Christ et d'une

Vierge, en ovale, d'apres les tailles-douces que je

trouvai alors." He left the Jesuits, and went to the

Benedictins, who seem to have encouraged his talent;

while at their school, he engraved '* Les figures

d'Euclide, le representation d'un oeil de bceuf d'apres

le naturel pour I'opthalmie, quelques antiquit^s et epi-

taphes qui sont dans I'eglise Saint-Remi." M. Richard

suggests for these plates the date 1644, as well as for

Nanteuil's first attempt at portrait engraving, the

plate of Etienne Vuillequin^ *Me prevot de I'archi-

monastere," (probably Z^ buste dun religieux^ Robert-

Dumesnil, 9). Nanteuil mentions also that he en-

graved "une grande planche double feuille de mon
invention et du dessin d'un peintre de Reims nomme
Armand, et de ma gravure repr^sentant trois figures,

la Piete, la Justice, et la Prudence qui vont saluer

rUniversite; laquelle planche servit pour la these que

je soutins en philosophie en 1645." M. Richard adds:
'* Pendant plus de trois annees, de 1645 a 1648, sus-

pendant ses etudes de gravure, il nous apprend qu'il

fit beaucoup de portraits ' a la plume ' et ' a la pierre

de mine.' Ce fut seulement en 1648, a Paris, qu'il

reprit le burin ; ce fut la aussi et a cette meme epoque

qu'il etudia la * maniere du pastel.' Son premier essai

dans ce genre fut le portrait de Pierre Dupuy."

All of which establishes one fixed date in his youth

—1645—as the year in which he finished school,

—

and makes it pretty clear that from Regnesson he

D D
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learned to draw rather than to engrave—that he really

did not begin his profession until he came to Paris in

1648. This is quite supported by the character of the

first portraits he engraved there (pp. 34-59)

.

*N]^E (Fran9ois-Denis) 1 735-181 7. Pupil of Le Bas.

*NicoLLET (Bernard-Antoine) 1 740-1807. Pupil of Ch. Boily

and of Cochin. He engraved landscapes and little

portraits after Cochin (p. 143).

*NocHEY (Jean-Edme) b 1736. Pupil of E. Fessard.

*NoLiN (Jean-Baptiste) 1657-1725. Publisher and engraver.

Pupil of N. de Poilly.

*NoRBLiN (Jean-Pierre) 1745- 1830.

*Odieuvre (Michel) middle of the XVHIth century. En-

graver and publisher (p. 151).

*Ogier (Mathieu) worked at Lyon from 1680 to 1 7 10. Painter

and engraver.

*OuDOUX (Jean-Baptiste) worked in Paris about 1750. Pupil

of B. Audran.

*OuDRY (Mme) worked about 1750. Wife of J.-B. Oudry,

the painter.

*Parizeau (Philippe-Louis) 1 740-1 801. Etcher and engraver

au lavis (p. 123).

*Parizet (P.-D.) b Lyon 1740. Pupil of Demarteau in the

maniere au crayon\—also a mezzotinter. Worked in

England for Bartolozzi (pp. 143, 168).

*Paroy (J.-P.-G. Le Gentil, Comte de) 1 750-1824. An
amateur engraver in colour and aj?^ /«z;2.y (pp. 171, 165).

*Patas (Jean-Baptiste) b about 1748—d about 181 7. Chiefly

an engraver of illustrations ;—few portraits.

*Pauquet (Jean -Louis- Charles) 1759-18— ?. Pupil of

Gaucher.
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*Pelichier (J.). A Louis XVI engraver. Pupil of Le
Bas.

*Perrier (Fran9ois, dit Le Bourguinon) b about 1590

—

d 1650 or 1656. Painter and etcher.

*Perrier (Guillaume)—d 1655. Worked chiefly at Lyon.

*Pesne (Jean) b Rouen about 1623—d Paris 1700. Painter

and etcher (p. ;^^).

Petit (Gilles-Edme) 1696-1760. Pupil of Jacques Chereau

(p. 104).

*Petit (Gilles-Jacques) 1 733-1 771. Son of Gilles-Edme;

few engravings.

Petre (Jean) XVI Ith century (p. 63).

*Philippe (Pierre) XVI Ith century. Of Flemish origin.

*PiCARD (Jean) XVI Ith century.

Picart (Etienne, dit Le Romain) 1632-1721. Worked
much at Rome (pp. 63, 64).

*Picart (Bernard) 1663-1733. Son of Etienne; less im-

portant as a portrait engraver. Worked much at

Amsterdam,—where he was a publisher.

*Picquet (Claude) XVI Ith century.

*Picquot (Thomas) working in 1637.

*De Piles (Roger) 1635- 1709. Painter and writer.

*PiNSSio (— ). An XVI I Ith century engraver who did some
portraits for Odieuvre.

Pitau (Nicolas) b Paris 1633—d Paris 1676. Son of Jacques

Pitau, an engraver of Antwerp (p. 63).

*PiTAU le jeune (Nicolas) 1670-1724. Son of Nicolas.

*PiTTERi (Marco) 1 703-1 786. A Venetian imitator of the

French School.

*DE Platte-MoNTAGNE (Nicolas) b Paris 1631—d there

1706. In painting he was the pupil of Philippe de

Champaigne and of Charles Le Brun ;—in engraving,

of Jean Morin,—who was his uncle (p. ;^^).
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DE PoiLLY (Franfois) b Abbeville 1622 or '23—d Paris 1693.

Pupil of P. Daret (p. 62).

DE PoiLLY (Nicolas) b Abbeville 1626—d Paris 1690 or

1696. Brother and pupil of Fran9ois (p. 62).

*DE PoiLLY (Jean-Baptiste) b and d Paris 1669- 1728. Son
of Nicolas.

*DE PoiLLY (Jean-Baptiste-Nicolas). Son of Jean-Bap-

tiste (p. 143).

*PoLANZANi (F.). An XVIIIth century Italian follower of

the French School.

*PoLETNiCH (J.-F.) worked in Paris from 1750 to 1780.

^'PoNCE (Nicolas) 1746-1831. Pupil of Fessard and of

de Launay. *'Graveur du comte d'Artois "
;—his

speciality being the estampe galante and the vig-

nette.

*PoRPORATi (Carlo-Antonio) bTurini74i—di8i6. Academy

1773. Pupil of Chevillet and of Beauvarlet;—worked

later in Italy; few portraits.

*Preisler (Johann-Martin) b Nuremburg 17 15—d Copen-

hagen 1794. In Paris 1739-44. A friend of Schmidt

and Wille.

Preisler (Jean-Georges) 1 757-1 808. Academy 1787. Son
of J.-M. Preisler; pupil of Wille. He did at least one

remarkably fine plate, Cardinal de Bouillon^ after

Rigaud. (p. 122).

*Preisler (Georges-Martin) 1 700-1 754. Brother of J.-M.

Lived and worked in Nuremburg.
-*Preisler (Valentine-Daniel) 1717-1765. Younger brother

of J.-M. Did not work in France.

^'Pr^vost (Benoit- Louis) b about 1747. Pupil of J. Ouvrier.

*Prieur (—) XVIIIth century.

*Pruneau (Noel) b Paris 1751—d after 1800. Pupil of

Saint-Aubin.
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THOMASSIN

DANDRE BARDON
After a drawing by J.-B. Vanloo

This is an unfinished plate, for the most part still in the etched state; see page 14
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QuENEDEY (Edme) 1756- 1830. A miniature engraver. He
engraved portraits au lavis with the physionotrace of

Chretien (p. 172).

^^QuEVERDO (Fran9ois-Marie-Isidore) 1 740-1 797.

Rabel (Jean) b Beauvais about 1550—d Paris 1603. Painter

and engraver. Many unsigned portraits are attributed

to him (p. 22).

*Radigues (Antoine) 17 19- 17—?. Worked in England,

Holland, and Russia.

*Ragot (Fran9ois) 1641-1670.

*Ransonette (Pierre-Nicolas) 1753-18—?. '*Un des plus

mauvais, peut-etre le plus mauvais graveur de la fin

du siecle."

"^Ravenet I'aine (Simon-Fran9ois) 1 706-1 774. Pupil of

Le Bas; worked in London after 1750.

*Ravenet (Simon) son of Simon-Francois; b London 1755.

Pupil of Boucher;—worked much at Parma.

*Regnault (Nicolas-Fran9ois) 1746—d—?. Pupil of Huber.

*Regnesson (Nicolas) b Rheims about 1620—d Paris 1676.

Son-in-law of Gaspard Isaac; father-in-law of Gerard

Edelinck; brother-in-law of Nanteuil, who was at

first his pupil (p. 38).

*RoBERT DE Sery (Paul-Poncc-Antoine) 1680- 1740.

Roger (Barthelemy-Joseph-Fulcran) b 1770. Pupil of

L. Copia and of P. -P. Prudhon. His work belongs

chiefly to the Revolution and the XlXth century.

*Romanet (Antoine-Louis) 1748- 1806. Pupil of Wille

(p. 123).

RouLLET (Jean-Louis) b Aries 1645—d Paris 1699. Pupil

of Jean Lenfant; later of Francois de Poilly (p. 63).

*Rousseau (Jean-Fran9ois) b Paris about 1750. Engraved

a few excellent portraits after Cochin (p. 143).
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*RoussEL (Paul). Engraver and Publisher of the XVI Ith

century.

*RoussELET (Gilles) 1 610-1686. Academy 1663.

*DE LA Roussii^RE (Fraufois) worked in Paris about 1660.

*RoY (Claude) XVI I Ith century. A fairly skilful engraver

who worked for Odieuvre.

*RuoTTE (Louis-Charles) 1754- 1806. Engraver in stipple

and colour. Pupil of Le Mire and of Bartolozzi.

Ryland (William Wynne) 1 732-1 783. Ryland was an

Englishman and worked in England, but was in

France for five years as a pupil of Boucher and Le Bas.

Saint-Aubin (Augustin de) 1 736-1807 (pp. 157-164, 142).

*Saint-Aubin (Gabriel de) 1 724-1 780.

*Saint-Memin (Charles-Balthazar-Julien Fevret de) 1770-

1852. He went to Canada in 1793; and soon after to

the United States where he made over 800 portraits

with the physionotrace. They are neither better nor

worse than the usual physionotrace portrait, but are

of some importance from their historical interest.

*Saint-Non (Jean-Claude-Richard de) 1730- 1792. Etcher

and aquatinter.

Salvador. See Carmona.

*Sarrabat (Isaac) b 1667—d after 1715. Publisher and

mezzotint engraver; a poor engraver.

*Sauvan (Philippe) 1698- 1792. Pupil of Parrocel.

*Sauve (Jean) b about 1660. Engraver and publisher; son-

in-law of Moncornet.

*Saugrain (Elise) 1753—d—?. Pupil of Moreau le jeune.

Savart (Pierre) b 1737—d after 1780. Engraver and

publisher.

*Savart, Mlle. (M.-R.). Sister of Pierre.
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*ScHLEY (Jacob van der) b Amsterdam 17 15. Pupil of

Bernard Picart.

Schmidt (Georges-Friedrich) b and d in Berlin 17 12-1775.

In Paris from 1736 to 1744. Academy 1744 (p. 115).

*ScHMUTZER (Jacob-Matthias) b and d Vienna 1 733-181 1.

Pupil of Wille (p. 122).

*ScHULTZE (J. G.) b Dresden 1749. Pupil of Wille for a

time; worked chiefly in Saxony.

*ScoTiN le jeune (Jean-Baptiste) b 1678. **I1 a grave une

foule de petits portraits sans importance."

Sergent (Antoine-Fran9ois) 1 751-1847. Pupil of Saint-

Aubin. His work belongs to the Revolution;—chiefly

in colour or au lavis (p. 171).

Sery. See Robert de Sery.

Simon (Pierre) b Paris about 1640. Painter and engraver;

a pupil and assistant of Nanteuil (p. 38, there, read

Pierre instead oijean).

Simon (Jean) b Normandy about 1670—d London 1755.

Worked chiefly in England.

Simonneau I'aine (Charles-Louis) 1656- 1728. Pupil of

Coypel in drawing, of G. Chateau in engraving.

Academy 1710. ''Graveur ordinaire du roi "
(p. 75).

*Simonneau (Philippe) b 1685—d after 1727. Son of C.-L.

*Simonneau (Louis) 1657-1727. Academy 1706. Brother

of Charles-Louis, but much inferior to him; a poor

follower of the Drevets.

*SiMONET (Jean-Baptiste) 1742-1810.

*Sorniquel (Dominique) 1 722-1 756. Pupil of Ch. Dupuis.

He engraved chiefly vignettes; a few portraits for

Odieuvre.

*Spierre (Fran9ois) 1 643-1 681. Worked at Rome; a

mediocre engraver of portraits. Pupil of Fran9ois de

Poilly, and followed at times Mellan.
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Strange (Sir Robert) 1 721-1792. Pupil of Le Bas. He
worked little in France (p. 125).

SuRUGUE (Louis) b about 1686—d 1762. Academy 1735.

"Graveur du roi." Pupil of B. Picart (p, 109).

SuRUGUE (Pierre-Louis) 17 16-1772. Son and pupil of

Louis. Academy 1747. After he had been made by

the Pope a Knight of the Order of the Golden Spur,

and Comte de Latran, he signed his plates le chevalier

Surugue, or de Surugue (p. no).

*Tanje (Pierre) 1700- 1760.

Tardieu (Nicolas-Henri) b and d Paris 1674-1749. Pupil

of Le Pautre, of Gerard Audran, and of B. Audran.

Academy 1720 (p. 106).

Tardieu (Jacques-Nicolas) b and d Paris 1716-1791.

Academy 1749. Son and pupil of Nicolas-Henri. He
married twice; each of his wives was an engraver of

talent (p. 106):

Jeanne-Louise-Fran9oise Duvivier.

Elisabeth-Claire Tournay, or Le Tournay.

Tardieu (Pierre-Alexandre) 1 756-1 844. Nephew of J.-N.

Tardieu
;
pupil of him and of Wille. Member of the

Institute (p. 125).

*Tassaert (—) XVIIIth century.

TcHEMESOW (E.). Worked about 1760 at St. Petersburg in

the manner of the Drevets (chiefly after Tocqu^).

Tempesti. See Marchi.

*Texier (G.) b Paris about 1750. Pupil of Le Bas.

Thomas (N.) XVIIIth century (p. 143).

*Thomassin (Philippe) b about 1560—d 1649. Worked at

Rome.
Thomassin (Simon) 1655-1733. Nephew of Philippe.
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^* Graveur du roi " and member of the Academy. Most
of his work was mediocre (pp. 75, 107).

Thomassin (Simon-Henri, or Henri-Simon) 1687-1741.

Son of Simon; pupil of him and of B. Picart.

Academy 1728 (p. 107).

*TiLLiARD (Jean-Baptiste) 1740-1812. Pupil of Fessard.

*TouRNELLE (—). First half of the XVIIIth century. A
mediocre follower of the Drevets.

*Triere (Philippe) 1756-18—?. Engraved chiefly vignettes.

TROUVAiN(Antoine) 1656-1708. Academy 1707. ** Graveur

du roi." Publisher and engraver (p. 63).

*Vallee (Alexandre) b 1668—d after 1700.

*Vallee (Simon) b 1680. Pupil and follower of P. Drevet.

Four or five good portraits: note Le Gendre, and

de Troy.

*Vallet (Pierre) b about 1575—d after 1642.

*Vallet (Guillaume) 1632- 1704. Academy 1664. Pupil of

P. Daret.

*Vangelisti (Vincent) 1744- 1798. A Florentine; pupil of

Wille from 1761 to 1766 (p. 171).

Van Schuppen (Pierre-Louis) b Antwerp 1627—d Paris

1702. Pupil of Nanteuil (p. 60).

*Varin (Charles-Nicolas) 1745-18 12.

*Verite (Jean-Baptiste). End of the XVIIIth century. En-
graver in line and stipple.

Vermeulen or Vermuelen (Cornelis-Martin) b and d

Antwerp 1644-1702. Worked chiefly in France (p. 74).

*Vestier (Antoine) b 1740—d after 18 10. Painter, and
engraver in stipple. Chiefly a painter.

*ViDAL (Gerard) 1742- 1804.

*ViEL (Pierre) 1755-18—?.

*ViNSAC (Claude-Dominique) b 1749—^—?•

EE
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^'VisPRE (—) b Paris about 1730—d in England after 1775.

Painter, and burin and mezzotint engraver.

VouiLLEMONT (Sebastien) b about 1622. Pupil of D. Rabel.

*VoYEZ I'aind (Nicolas-Joseph) 1742- 1806. Pupil of Beau-

varlet.

*VoYEZ le jeune (Francois) 1746-1805. Brother of N.-J.

Voyez; pupil of Beauvarlet and Aliamet.

*VoYSARD (Etienne-Claude) b 1746. Pupil of B. Baron.

Watelet (Claude-Henri) 17 18-
1
786. Academy 1747; Aca-

demie Fran9aise 1761. A distinguished amateur; he

engraved about 30 portraits (pp. 165, 143).

*Weyss (B.) XVnith century. From Nancy.

WiLLE (Jean-Georges) b atGiessen (Hesse-Darmstadt) 17 14

—d at Paris 1808. Academy 1761 (pp. 1 16-122).

WoERiTDE BouzEY (Pierre) b 1532—d after 1589. Sculptor

ciseleury and engraver.
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LIST OF PAINTERS

Philippe de Champaigne 1602-] 674

Charles Le Brun . 1619-][690

Pierre Mignard . 1610-][695

Eustache Lesueur 1617-]f655

Noel Coypel 1628-][707

Antoine Coypel , 1661-][722

Francois de Troy 1645-][730

Nicolas de Largilliere . 1656-][746

Hyacinthe Rigaud 1 659-][743

Antoine Watteau . 1 684-][721

Nicolas Lancret . 1690-]^743

Jean-Baptiste Pater 1 696-][736

Jean-Honore Fragonard 1732-][806

J. -B. -Simeon Chardin . 1699-]^779
Frangois Boucher 1703-][770

Carle Van Loo 1705-]^765

Louis Tocque 1 696-][772

Jean-Marc Nattier 1685-][766

Maurice-Quentin de La Tour 1704-][788

Jean-Baptiste Perronneau . 1715-^[783

Alexandre Roslin 1718-][793

Joseph-Silfrede Duplessis 1725-][802

Francois-Hubert Drouais 1727-]f775

Jean-Baptiste Greuze . 1725-][805

Jacques-Louis David . 1 748-][825

Elisabeth Vigee-Lebrun 1755-^[842
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